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ABSTRACT
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Eric J. Zirnstein

Simulating Hydrogen Energetic Neutral Atom Flux Measurements
for NASA’s IBEX Mission
The heliosphere is a “comet-like” bubble of plasma reaching from ∼102 to over

103 astronomical units in size. It is created by the outflow of solar wind (SW) plasma
and its interaction with the partially-ionized local interstellar medium (LISM). Due
to its large size, it is unfeasible to take in situ measurements at the edges of this
interaction. Therefore it is necessary to develop sensing techniques to remotely probe
the heliosphere and its boundaries.
The NASA-funded Interstellar Boundary EXplorer (IBEX ) mission is aimed
at improving our understanding of the heliospheric interface. Launched in 2008 October, IBEX measures fluxes of energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) that are created
through the SW–LISM interaction, as well as interstellar neutral atoms that permeate the heliospheric boundary. Out of the neutral atom species that IBEX can detect,
hydrogen (H) atoms are the most abundant in interstellar space and the heliosphere.
Hydrogen ENAs, in particular, are created when relatively energetic protons from
the heliospheric plasma charge-exchange with interstellar H atoms. Due to their high
energies, and thus large mean free paths, H ENAs can propagate large distances before ionizing (i.e., on the order of the size of the heliosphere), and can be detected by
IBEX.
iv

The purpose of this study is to simulate H ENA flux measurements at 1 AU
and relate these to the IBEX mission. Three goals of this study that are of particular
interest to IBEX are: (1) to simulate H ENA fluxes measured in the solar (inertial)
and IBEX spacecraft frames of reference in order to better understand IBEX measurements made in different frames of reference; (2) to study the effects of pickup ions,
i.e., non-thermalized ions, on H ENA fluxes, and determine how IBEX observations
can reveal the properties of PUIs in the distant heliosphere; (3) to analyze the effects
of a time-dependent solar cycle on IBEX H ENA measurements, particularly the
“ribbon” of enhanced flux encircling the sky. The simulations are performed by postprocessing a pre-simulated, “background” heliosphere containing plasma and neutral
H properties (e.g., density, temperature, velocity) produced from a three-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamic/kinetic simulation of the SW–LISM interaction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Description of Publications Associated with this Dissertation

The results presented in this dissertation is a culmination of my research as
a graduate student at the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). Most of
my work has been part of a collaboration, therefore I would like to acknowledge
the work of my colleagues, and make clear my contributions to each of the papers on which I am an author/co-author. My research involves a sophisticated code
I developed from scratch to post-process three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamicplasma/kinetic-neutral (MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral) simulation results of the heliosphere. The MHD-plasma module was developed at UAH by Dr. Nikolai V.
Pogorelov, and the module for kinetically describing neutral particles, coupled to
the MHD-plasma module through charge-exchange, was developed by my adviser Dr.
Jacob Heerikhuisen. For all of the research projects I have been involved with, Dr.
Heerikhuisen runs the MHD/kinetic code to simulate the heliosphere. I take the results from the MHD/kinetic simulation (i.e., plasma and neutral density, velocity,
temperature, etc.) and post-process this information to compute, e.g., hydrogen en-
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ergetic neutral atom (ENA) fluxes at 1 astronomical unit (AU) that can be directly
compared with data from the Interstellar Boundary EXplorer (IBEX ) mission.
Next, I will briefly describe my contribution to recent research publications
that I have been a part of, as well as a few current studies for which manuscripts in
preparation will be submitted for publication. And of course, the work I have done
has not been possible without the guidance and suggestions from Dr. Heerikhuisen,
Dr. Pogorelov, and Dr. Gary P. Zank.
1. In Zirnstein et al. [2012] (a refereed proceedings paper), I developed a numerical code to post-process MHD/kinetic simulation results of the heliosphere to
compute primary (from the inner heliosheath) and secondary (i.e., the ribbon,
from the outer heliosheath) hydrogen ENA fluxes, at 1 AU.
2. In Zank et al. [2013] (a refereed journal paper), using the MHD/kinetic simulation results, I computed the distribution of hydrogen projected along various
lines-of-sight through the heliosphere as a function of velocity and distance
from the Sun. These distributions were then processed by co-author Wood to
estimate Lyα profiles.
3. In Heerikhuisen et al. [2013a] (a refereed proceedings paper), using the MHD/
kinetic simulation results, I simulated hydrogen ENA fluxes at 1 AU from various heliospheric sources, including primary hydrogen ENAs from the inner
heliosheath, secondary hydrogen ENAs from an isotropic pickup ion source in
the outer heliosheath, secondary hydrogen ENAs from an anisotropic pickup
ion source in the outer heliosheath, and primary hydrogen ENAs from a ther2

malized pickup ion source in the outer heliosheath. These were computed for
various lines-of-sight, over an energy range from 0.01 to 4 keV.
4. In Funsten et al. [2013] (a refereed journal paper), using the MHD/kinetic simulation results, I simulated the secondary hydrogen ENA (ribbon) all-sky flux
at 1 AU, at energies 1.11 and 4.29 keV, projected into the frame of the ribbon
center using several coordinate transformations.
5. In Zirnstein et al. [2013] (a refereed journal paper), I developed a method to
compute primary and secondary hydrogen ENA flux at 1 AU in the IBEX
spacecraft frames of reference. Using the MHD/kinetic results, I simulated
all-sky maps and line-of-sight spectra at IBEX-Hi and -Lo energies, including
IBEX energy and angular responses, and gravity and radiation pressure effects.
6. In Desai et al. [2014] (a refereed journal paper), Dr. Heerikhuisen and I developed a method to compute hydrogen ENA flux from a source of non-thermalized
pickup ions in the outer heliosheath that formed from solar wind ENAs from
the inner heliosheath. Using the MHD/kinetic results, I simulated the hydrogen ENA flux from this pickup ion source from the outer heliosheath, as well as
primary hydrogen ENAs from the inner heliosheath using the model from Zank
et al. [2010].
7. In Zirnstein et al. [2014] (a refereed journal paper), I extended the work of Zank
et al. [2010] by including the extinction effects of pickup ions in the inner heliosheath, introducing a new population of pickup ions in the inner heliosheath.
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Through the suggestion from Dr. Zank, I coupled the properties of pickup ions
in the inner heliosheath to improve the description of pickup ions in the outer
heliosheath from Desai et al. [2014], introducing multiple populations of pickup
ions in the outer heliosheath. I computed the relative densities and temperatures of pickup ions in the inner and outer heliosheaths, and simulated the flux
of hydrogen ENAs at 1 AU from these sources.
8. In Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] (a refereed journal paper), Dr. Heerikhuisen and I
developed a method to compute hydrogen ENA flux from the inner heliosheath
assuming a variable kappa description for the inner heliosheath plasma. I simulated the flux of primary and secondary hydrogen ENAs at 1 AU from multiple
MHD/kinetic simulations, and computed the simulated ribbon circularity plots,
which were then compared with IBEX circularity plots from Funsten et al.
[2013].
9. In Funsten et al. [2014, Astrophys. J., in preparation], I provided assistance in
understanding the symmetry of the IBEX ribbon in the context of our understanding of simulations of the ribbon, including providing plots of our simulated
time-dependent ribbon at 1.11 and 4.29 keV, along with circularity plots superimposed with the symmetry of solar wind boundary speeds.
10. In Zirnstein et al. [2014, Astrophys. J., in preparation], using the results from
a time-dependent MHD/kinetic simulation of the heliosphere, I developed a
method for simulating the first time-dependent secondary hydrogen ENA ribbon flux at 1 AU, which I also applied to simulating time-dependent primary
4

hydrogen ENA flux from the inner heliosheath. I simulated time-dependent
primary and secondary hydrogen ENA fluxes at 1 AU at IBEX-Hi energies, including IBEX-Hi energy and angular responses, simulating measurements from
2009.5 to 2017.5.

1.2

The Heliosphere

The interaction of the solar wind (SW) with the local interstellar medium
(LISM) is a complex process that has been studied for over half a century and is
still actively studied today. The SW–LISM interaction (see Figure 1.1) is thought to
create a comet-shaped bubble in space, known as the heliosphere [e.g., Parker , 1961].
As the SW plasma flows outward from the Sun at speeds ranging from ∼300 to 800 km
s−1 , it collides with the interstellar plasma at a boundary called the heliopause (HP),
where the pressures from the SW and LISM balance (assuming the HP is stationary).
At the HP, the combined thermal and magnetic pressures in the SW balance with
those from the LISM, where the flow of either plasma is effectively stopped from
crossing the boundary. The interstellar neutral gas, however, is impervious to the
electromagnetic forces that separate the plasmas, allowing neutral atoms to cross
the boundary and eventually charge-exchange with the local SW ions. This chargeexchange process, which will be discussed later in the introduction, is an important
part not only for shaping the heliosphere, but also allowing us to indirectly view the
heliospheric boundary through measurements of neutral atoms.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the heliosphere. The dark blue region is supersonic SW
emanating from the Sun in the center, bounded by the termination shock TS. The light
blue region is the inner heliosheath, where the SW becomes subsonic after crossing
the TS. The LISM is outside the heliosphere, separated by the HP boundary. The
SW plasma flow is represented by the white stream lines. The Voyager spacecraft is
also shown, where Voyager 1 is likely outside the HP, and Voyager 2 is yet to cross
the HP. Image credit: NASA.

1.2.1

Supersonic Solar Wind
As the SW flows from the Sun, it travels at speeds ranging from ∼300–800

km s−1 , roughly depending on latitude with respect to the solar equator, and the
level of solar activity [e.g., Gombosi , 2004; Meyer-Vernet, 2007]. At solar minimum,
the activity of the Sun is low, where active regions are located mainly near the
solar equator, within approximately ±35◦ latitude [McComas et al., 2000], and the
solar magnetic field configuration is close to a dipole. Plasma emanating from active
regions near the equator experience a magnetic tension, where the solar magnetic
field lines are connected on either side of region, thereby slowing the SW expansion.
At higher latitudes, the magnetic field lines emanate nearly radially from the Sun,
6

from regions called coronal holes. With little magnetic tension in coronal holes,
the SW emanates at faster speeds (∼600–800 km s−1 ). Solar activity is roughly
periodic, repeating a cycle approximately every 11 years. At solar maximum, activity
is high, with active regions on the Sun extending from the solar equator to higher
latitudes (approximately ≥80◦ ). Therefore, on average during solar maximum, the
SW emanates from the Sun at slower speeds.
Since the plasma flowing from the Sun is supersonic beyond a distance of about
10 solar radii (with a magnetosonic speed approximately one order of magnitude lower
than the flow speed at 1 AU), and the SW must eventually collide with the LISM
plasma at the HP, the supersonic flow must become subsonic before encountering
the LISM plasma. This slow-down occurs at the termination (TS), approximately 90
AU from the Sun towards the front of the heliosphere (nose), and 150 AU towards
the back of the heliosphere (tail). At the TS, the supersonic SW becomes subsonic
(e.g., decreasing to less than 200 km s−1 in the slow SW), while the plasma density,
temperature, and magnetic field strength increase.

1.2.2

Inner Heliosheath
As the SW crosses the TS, it experiences a compression of the plasma density

and magnetic field, causing a jump in plasma temperature and decrease in the speed.
This region of the heliosphere is called the inner heliosheath (IHS), and is bounded by
the HP. The increase in temperature is an important characteristic for remote measurements, since protons that charge-exchange (i.e., gain an electron from a collision
with neutral hydrogen (H)) in the IHS will produce an energetic neutral atom (ENA)
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that may have a large enough energy to overcome the bulk motion of the SW plasma
away from the Sun, and travel back toward a detector orbiting Earth (see Section 1.4
and Appendix A for a description of charge-exchange).
In Figure 1.2, we show sketches of the plasma distribution as a function of
radial velocity, upstream and downstream of the TS. This figure is reproduced from
Figure 5 of Gruntman et al. [2001]. The ENA detector is shown in Figure 1.2a,
where it looks radially away from the Sun, and detects ENAs produced in the plasma
that have enough energy to travel back toward the detector. Figure 1.2b shows the
distribution function of the relatively cold SW plasma upstream of the TS. Practically
no protons have high enough thermal speeds to overcome the outward bulk flow, and
thus no ENAs created in the supersonic SW can be detected back at 1 AU. Figure 1.2c
shows the IHS plasma, downstream of a strong TS, assuming a single fluid (same
temperature for protons and electrons). The plasma is compressed, heated, and
slowed, giving a significant portion of the plasma distribution enough energy to have
a negative velocity component. Figure 1.2d is similar, except it assumes only protons
are heated. Figure 1.2e is similar to Figure 1.2c, except for a weak shock. The
amount of compression and heating of the plasma is lower for weaker shocks, and
therefore a smaller portion of the distribution can create ENAs with enough energy
to be detected back at 1 AU.
Figures 1.2f-h show idealizations of the distribution of pickup ions (PUIs),
which are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Although the distribution of PUIs
upstream of the TS (Figure 1.2f) is different (isotropic shell distribution) from the
cold, core SW (Maxwellian), the speeds of PUIs, in the frame of the Sun, range
8

Figure 1.2: Illustrations of the ion velocity distribution upstream (b,f) or downstream (c-e,g,h) of the TS, for strong (c,d,g) or weak (e,h) shocks, for core SW
plasma (b-e) or pickup ions (f-h). The ENA instrument (a) views ENAs traveling
approximately radially toward the Sun. The energy (or velocity) of ENAs that the
instrument would detect is represented by the solid vertical bars. Reprinted with permission from Gruntman et al. [2001]. Copyright 2001 by the American Geophysical
Union.
9

between ∼0 km s−1 and twice the plasma speed. Therefore, ENAs created by chargeexchange with PUIs upstream of the TS will not have sufficient (negative) speeds to
travel back toward a detector at 1 AU. Measurements by V2 of the SW plasma downstream plasma revealed that only a small portion of the core SW was heated across
the TS, suggesting most of the energy dissipated from the TS went into heating PUIs
[Richardson et al., 2008a]. Therefore, PUIs downstream of the TS (Figure 1.2g,h)
will also have a significant component of detectable ENAs (for more details on the
presence of PUIs in the IHS, see Chapter 5).

1.2.3

Outer Heliosheath
As the SW plasma flows through the IHS, it eventually encounters the HP,

a boundary of equal thermal and magnetic pressure separating the SW and LISM
plasmas. The HP is known as a tangential discontinuity. Ideally, there is no mass flow
across the HP (except if magnetic reconnection occurs), and the normal component
of the magnetic field (with respect to the discontinuity surface) on either side of the
HP is zero, while the tangential component of the magnetic field is not necessarily
conserved across the HP [e.g., Gombosi , 2004; Gurnett and Bhattacharjee, 2005]. The
IHS plasma is diverted at the HP, and flows down the flanks of the heliosphere toward
the heliotail.
The region just outside the HP is called the outer heliosheath (OHS), which
consists of shocked/compressed LISM plasma that encountered a bow shock or wave
before reaching the HP. As the LISM plasma approaches the HP, it slows down and is
diverted around the outside of the HP, down the flanks, and toward the heliotail. The
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distance from the HP at which the LISM plasma begins to divert from its original flow
direction depends on the strength of the bow shock/wave ahead of the heliosphere (i.e.,
whether the speed of the LISM plasma is faster than the local magnetosonic speed).
However, whether or not a bow shock or wave exists has still not been determined
[e.g., McComas et al., 2012b; Zank et al., 2013; Zieger et al., 2013; Ben-Jaffel et al.,
2013; Scherer and Fichtner , 2014].
If a bow shock or wave exists outside the HP, then a region of enhanced neutral
H atom density will exist between the bow shock/wave and HP. This is known as the
H wall, where interstellar neutral atoms experience charge-exchange with shocked
(slower, thus hotter and denser) plasma protons, increasing in energy and density
due to slowing down. Observations of nearby stars have relied on the existence of the
H wall to account for the amount of Lyα absorption, and a recent model by Zank
et al. [2013] showed that a relatively weak bow wave may exist, that accounts for the
latest (deduced) IBEX observations of a slower LISM plasma flow speed, i.e., ∼23
km s−1 [Möbius et al., 2012; Bzowski et al., 2012; McComas et al., 2012b], as well as
providing simulated, normalized, Lyα absorption spectra that agree with observation
[see Zank et al., 2013, Figure 10]. Their results show that simulations of a heliosphere
that assume BLISM ' 3 µG (model 2) yields the best agreement with the observed
Lyα absorption spectra (black lines). As shown in Figure 4 from Zank et al. [2013],
model 2 has a bow wave, but still produces a noticeably dense H wall [Zank et al.,
2013, Figure 8].
In their three-dimensional (3D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulation of
the heliosphere, Zieger et al. [2013] showed that a slow magnetosonic bow shock may
11

form outside the HP if the angle between the interstellar magnetic field and interstellar
flow direction was small (between 15◦ and 30◦ ), following the work of Pogorelov et al.
[2006] who first simulated the formation of a slow magnetosonic bow shock in the
SW–LISM interaction. Zieger et al. assume a small angle between the field and
flow directions, since this reproduces the asymmetry of the TS crossing distances of
Voyager 1 (V1 ) and Voyager 2 (V2 ) in their simulations of the heliosphere [see Opher
et al., 2009]. If the asymmetry of the Voyager crossings were not largely affected by
time-dependent SW ram pressure effects [e.g., Richardson et al., 2008a] then a strong
magnetic field strength (≥4 µG) and small tilt angle (≤30◦ ) seem necessary if the
asymmetry is dominated by the interstellar magnetic field [e.g., Pogorelov et al., 2006,
2007, 2009a; Izmodenov et al., 2009; Opher et al., 2009]. However, others argue that
the time-dependent SW ram pressure also plays an important role [e.g., Washimi
et al., 2007, 2011; Pogorelov et al., 2009a, 2013].
Recent simulations of the IBEX ribbon that rely on the secondary ENA mechanism [Heerikhuisen et al., 2010b; Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2011; Heerikhuisen
et al., 2014] show that the most likely interstellar magnetic field direction is near
(220◦ , 40◦ ) in ecliptic J2000 coordinates (the IBEX ribbon will be discussed in more
detail in Section 1.4.3). Funsten et al. [2013] found that the ribbon is highly circular,
centered on (219.2◦ , 39.9◦ ), and a comparison to simulations showed remarkable resemblance in circularity, where the simulation assumed an interstellar magnetic field
direction of (220.5◦ , 40◦ ), i.e., toward the center of the ribbon. Therefore, assuming
that the IBEX ribbon is centered close to the interstellar magnetic field direction
(the simulated ribbon flux in Figure 1.3 is centered slightly off of the interstellar field
12
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Figure 1.3: Simulated ribbon flux at energies 1.11 keV (left) and 4.29 keV (right),
for BLISM = 3 µG (top) and 4 µG (bottom). Also plotted are black circular contours
that represent the best circular fit to the observed ribbon flux [Funsten et al., 2013],
as well as the points of maximum flux from the observed ribbon. The interstellar
field direction is toward (220.5◦ , 40◦ ), where the ribbon at smaller field strengths is
off-center from the field direction by a few degrees. Reproduced from Heerikhuisen
et al. [2014] by permission of the AAS.
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direction), this particular orientation would likely not itself explain the large asymmetry observed by V1 and V2.
Also, the strength of the interstellar magnetic field affects the ribbon flux. In
Figure 1.3 we show several plots of simulated ribbon flux, reproduced from Figure
11 of Heerikhuisen et al. [2014], overplotted with a black circular contour from the
best circular fit to the observed ribbon flux from Funsten et al. [2013]. As one can
see, for stronger BLISM , the radius of the simulated ribbon exceeds the observed
ribbon radius, since the interstellar magnetic field draped around the heliopause is
less distorted, creating a wider ring. Therefore, an interstellar magnetic field strength
between 2–3 µG, directed near (220◦ , 40◦ ), gives the best fit to the observed ribbon.

1.2.4

Local Interstellar Medium
Based on recent IBEX observations, it is currently believed that the solar

system is moving through the LISM approximately 23 km s−1 in the direction of (259◦ ,
5◦ ), in ecliptic J2000 coordinates. Thus in the frame of the Sun, the interstellar gas is
moving in the direction of (79◦ , -5◦ ), pushing against the SW plasma at the HP. These
estimates are found by modeling interstellar neutral helium (He) flowing through the
heliosphere, and comparing to IBEX observations of interstellar He at 1 AU [Möbius
et al., 2012; Bzowski et al., 2012]. Doing this, one can deduce the flow direction of
the pristine LISM. Since the flow of interstellar H deviates as it experiences chargeexchange near the HP [e.g., Lallement et al., 2005], it is more difficult to derive the
pristine LISM flow direction from interstellar H. These estimates of the speed and
direction of the interstellar flow were different from previous values estimated using
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Ulysses observations [Witte, 2004], which derived a faster speed of ∼26.3 km s−1
and direction of (75◦ , -5◦ ) shifted by ∼4◦ in ecliptic longitude. Determining the
speed of the interstellar flow as well as the strength and direction of the interstellar
magnetic field is important, since these parameters determine the properties of the
bow shock/wave, the density and breadth of the H wall, as well as the interaction of
the LISM flow with the heliosphere.
By modeling the radiation emission from the interstellar medium, including
stellar ultraviolet sources, X-ray background, and emission from the boundary between the local interstellar cloud and local bubble, Slavin and Frisch [2008] derived
a set of the most likely values for the interstellar plasma and neutral densities, giving
a neutral H density around 0.19 to 0.2 cm−3 , and electron density between 0.05 and
0.08 cm−3 , which, assuming quasi-neutrality, gives a proton density in the same range.
Similar parameters have been used in recent global simulations of the heliosphere,
some of which focused on finding the best values to fit to IBEX observations. For
example, Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2011] found that an interstellar field strength
in the range of 2–3 µG and direction near (220–224◦ , 39–44◦ ), with interstellar neutral
H density near ∼0.15 cm−3 yielded the best fit of their simulated ribbon flux to the
observations. Strumik et al. [2011] found a similar strength (2.4±0.3 µG) and direction (227◦ ±7◦ , 35◦ ±7◦ ) that fit the directions where BLISM · r ∼ 0 outside the HP,
as well as the V2 TS crossing. Ratkiewicz et al. [2012], Ben-Jaffel and Ratkiewicz
[2012], and Ben-Jaffel et al. [2013] performed similar sensitivity studies based on
BLISM · r ∼ 0, the V1 and V2 crossings, and Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE )
measurements, finding similar directions for the interstellar field, although with vary15

ing field strengths. Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] simulated the IBEX ribbon flux in
various cases of the SW–LISM interaction, varying the strength of the interstellar
magnetic field (BLISM = 1–4 µG), and assuming the interstellar magnetic field direction was aligned with the derived center of the IBEX ribbon [Funsten et al., 2013].
The values for the interstellar densities in each case were chosen to self-consistently
reproduce the predicted H density at the TS, i.e., ∼0.09 cm−3 [Bzowski et al., 2008;
Pryor et al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2008b], close to the quantity first derived from
Ulysses observations of PUIs [Gloeckler et al., 1993], as well as to maintain similar
distances to the TS as observed by the Voyager spacecraft (although excluding timedependent effects), finding a “best” interstellar field strength between ∼2.5–3 µG,
similar to previous estimates, with an implied interstellar neutral H density near 0.18
and interstellar proton density near 0.09 cm−3 .

1.3

Voyager

Launched in 1977, the Voyager mission was designed to study the outer planets of our solar system, namely Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune (see Stone
[1977] and the subsequent publications in Space Science Reviews). After completing
their primary missions, the spacecraft were steered to go through the front of the
heliosphere, where they are now traveling in the directions of (255◦ , 35◦ ) and (289◦ ,
-32◦ ), approximately radially away from the Sun.
In 2004 and 2007, respectively, V1 and V2 crossed the TS [Stone et al., 2005,
2008]. Since the spacecraft crossed the TS at different times and radial distances
(∼94 and 84 AU for V1 and V2, respectively), it appears the TS is asymmetric,
16

likely due to a combination of time-dependent effects and the asymmetric pressure
from the interstellar magnetic field on the heliosphere. While some papers argue the
asymmetry is largely due to the interstellar magnetic field [e.g., Richardson et al.,
2008a; Izmodenov et al., 2009; Opher et al., 2009], others argue that time-dependent
effects in the SW also have a large effect on the TS. For example, in a 3D MHD
simulation using Ulysses observational data of the SW as boundary conditions, and
assuming an interstellar magnetic field strength and direction similar to ones used
to simulate the IBEX ribbon in Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2011], Pogorelov et al.
[2013] showed that V1 and V2 cross their simulated TS at distances of 92 and 84
AU, respectively, quite close to the actual crossings. When V1 crossed the TS in
their simulation, the asymmetry between the TS position in the directions of V1
and V2 was large (∼6 AU). However, when V2 crossed the TS, the asymmetry was
quite small (∼1 AU), suggesting that the TS asymmetry is highly variable due to
time-dependent effects, and a strong interstellar magnetic field with small tilt with
respect to the interstellar flow direction is not necessary to completely explain the
asymmetry.
It was reported that V1 had crossed a significant heliospheric boundary in
2012 August, with the intensities of heliospheric particles and anomalous cosmic
rays (ACRs) dropping to near background noise, while measurements of high energy
galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) increased by ∼9% at the same time [Krimigis et al.,
2013; Stone et al., 2013]. However, measurements by V1 ’s magnetometer instrument
showed that the local magnetic field direction was not appreciably different than that
measured inside the HP, i.e., a Parker spiral [Parker , 1958], only different by a few
17

degrees [Burlaga et al., 2013]. In order to explain these rather puzzling observations,
McComas and Schwadron [2012] suggested that the drop in heliospheric particles,
increase in GCRs, and the continued Parker spiral measurements should be expected
once V1 reaches a section of the heliosphere that is “disconnected” from the TS, where
solar field lines are no longer connected to the TS within a single rotation. Swisdak
et al. [2013] suggested, however, that the heliosheath near the HP is “porous,” where
magnetic field lines from solar and interstellar origin mix in a sectored region of magnetic islands. They claimed that, based on observations, V1 was already in a sectored
region outside the HP.
Another observational breakthrough came from plasma wave measurements
from V1 in 2013 April [Gurnett et al., 2013]. V1 ’s plasma wave instrument detected
electron plasma wave oscillations at a frequency of 2.6 kHz. For a sufficiently small
temperature, this frequency νe [Hz] ' 8980

p
ne [cm−3 ], giving an electron density of

∼0.08 cm−3 . This value is substantially larger (factor ∼40) than the observed (and
simulated) IHS density, and is very close to the expected OHS density. Based on
this key observation, the Voyager team concluded that V1 was indeed in interstellar
space, and that the crossing had occurred on 2012 August 25 at a distance of ∼122
AU from the Sun.
Meanwhile, more explanations were suggested to explain V1 observations.
Fisk and Gloeckler [2013] interpreted the low-level anisotropy measurements of heliospheric particles earlier in the IHS [Krimigis et al., 2011] as an indication of strong
azimuthal plasma flow aligned with the magnetic field. They suggested V1 had
crossed a heliospheric boundary called the “heliocliff,” and was now in an “open he18

liosheath” region. In this region, Fisk and Gloeckler suggest that supersonic SW jets
travel down the flanks and heliotail, disconnecting the solar magnetic field and allowing heliospheric particles to escape into the LISM, while LISM particles and GCRs
can pervade the heliosheath.
Following this, Florinski et al. [2013] used a kinetic approach to show that the
high-level anisotropy measurements of cosmic rays made by V1 in 2012 August can
be explained by energetic particles crossing the HP, separating a weakly turbulent
plasma (i.e., the IHS) from a laminar plasma of low pitch angle scattering (i.e., the
OHS). Anisotropic particles with large enough gyroradii are able to cross the interface
into the LISM, where their simulations reproduced large anisotropy similar to observations, indicating V1 measurements were consistent with crossing the HP. Using a
3D MHD simulation of the heliosphere, Opher and Drake [2013] suggested that the
interstellar magnetic field maintains a largely tangential component just outside the
HP, and only at a sufficient distance away from the HP can the pristine field direction
be measured, suggesting the lack of an abrupt change in magnetic field direction in
V1 measurements should be expected at the HP. Schwadron and McComas [2013a]
suggested that, similar to the interstellar flux tube of Krimigis et al. [2013], V1 had
entered an interstellar flux transfer event, where magnetic reconnection at the HP
creates flux tubes that connect the heliospheric and interstellar plasmas, allowing
the heliospheric energetic particles to escape, GCRs and LISM particle densities to
increase, and the field lines to align. Recently, Borovikov and Pogorelov [2014] simulated a time-dependent heliosphere that reproduced V1 crossing the HP, caused by
time-dependent effects and Raleigh-Taylor instabilites at the HP. Whether V1 has
19

entered a previously unknown region of the heliosphere, or it has truly entered the
LISM can only be answered with more measurements from V1 in the coming years.

1.4

Interstellar Boundary EXplorer

It has long been known that H ENAs originating from the IHS could be
detected by dedicated instruments at Earth [see Gruntman, 1997, and references
therein]. This is due to the relatively hot temperature of the IHS plasma. As the SW
plasma crosses the TS, it is slowed, condensed, and heated. Temperatures in the IHS
(∼a few 106 K) are hot enough to produce ENAs with energies on the order of a few
keV, which can overcome the outward flow speed and be detected back at Earth (see
Section 1.2.2).
Hydrogen ENAs are produced through charge-exchange between energetic
plasma protons and interstellar neutral H atoms, where the parent proton captures
an electron from a nearby H atom. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 1.4, which is reproduced from Heerikhuisen et al. [2006a]. Once it is neutral,
the resulting ENA has the same speed of the parent ion. Since neutral atoms are
impervious to electromagnetic forces, the ENA will then travel ballistically in the
direction of the parent proton at the time of charge-exchange, which may be toward
a detector near Earth. Neutral atoms are ubiquitous in the heliosphere, and are direct products of the physical processes that govern the SW–LISM interaction, thus
detecting ENAs will help us understand these processes and the local plasma and
neutral conditions throughout the heliosphere. The Interstellar Boundary EXplorer
(IBEX ) is a spacecraft dedicated to this very purpose.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of H-H+ charge-exchange interaction. Reprinted with permission from Heerikhuisen et al. [2006a]. Copyright 2006, AIP Publishing LLC.

1.4.1

Operation and Initial Measurements
The NASA-funded IBEX mission focuses on improving our understanding of

the SW-LISM interaction by providing an all-sky picture of the heliosphere through
measurements of neutral atom flux, particularly that of H [McComas et al., 2009a].
After launching in 2008 October, IBEX has continually provided all-sky maps of H
flux at energies between ∼0.01 and 6 keV [McComas et al., 2009b, 2010, 2011a, 2012a,
2014], which spans the thermal energies of the heliosheath plasmas. An illustration
of IBEX ’s orbit and look direction during measurements is shown in Figure 1.5. The
IBEX detector uses two single pixel cameras, IBEX-Hi and -Lo, located on opposite
sides of the spacecraft, each with a ∼7◦ field-of-view (FOV) to detect neutral atoms
at different energy ranges [Funsten et al., 2009a; Fuselier et al., 2009a]. The IBEX
spacecraft spins along a Sun-pointing axis, sampling flux from every direction in space
approximately tangent to Earth’s orbit. As the Earth orbits the Sun (approximately
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of IBEX orbit and operation. Image credit: SwRI/IBEX
Team, http://www.ibex.swri.edu/multimedia/index.shtml.

30 km s−1 circularly in the ecliptic plane), IBEX is able to image every direction in
space in a span of 6 months. Since IBEX is in a highly elliptical orbit [McComas
et al., 2011b], it sometimes enters the Earth’s magnetosphere (blue shaded region
in Figure 1.5). While magnetospheric contamination may disrupt heliospheric ENA
measurements when IBEX is inside the magnetosphere, IBEX has been able to study
ENAs created in the magnetosphere by looking from outside of the magnetosheath,
producing composite images of the magnetospheric environment using ENAs, particularly from the subsolar magnetosheath [Fuselier et al., 2010] and the plasma sheet
and magnetotail [McComas et al., 2011c].
The main function of IBEX is to measure fluxes of H ENAs that are produced
in the heliosphere through charge-exchange between SW ions (or PUIs, see Chapter 5) with interstellar H atoms. The IBEX-Hi detector measures H ENA fluxes with
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energies between ∼0.4 to 6 keV [Funsten et al., 2009a], energies relevant to the IHS
plasma, as well as from the IBEX “ribbon,” which is believed to originate from the
OHS (see Section 1.4.3). Figure 1.6 shows an IBEX-Hi all-sky map of H ENA flux
measured at ∼1.11 keV. The enhanced emission spanning the middle portion of the
sky, with a width around 20◦ , is called the ribbon, which was initially found to be
∼2 to 3 times brighter than the surrounding background flux [Fuselier et al., 2009b],
and centered near (221◦ , 39◦ ) in ecliptic coordinates [Funsten et al., 2009b].
The IBEX-Lo detector measures fluxes of H between ∼0.01 and 2 keV [Fuselier et al., 2009a], overlapping the energy regime of IBEX-Hi. In Figure 1.7 we show
an IBEX-Lo all-sky map of H ENA flux at ∼0.9 keV, with similar results to IBEX-Hi
measurements (see Figure 1.6). At sufficiently low energies, IBEX-Lo is able to detect
neutral atoms from the interstellar gas that traveled through the heliospheric boundary into the inner heliosphere, including interstellar H, He, and oxygen [Möbius et al.,
2009]. Although losses due to charge-exchange, photo-ionization, and electron-impact
ionization become increasingly important for H closer to the Sun (see Appendix A),
some of the interstellar neutral gas is able to survive ionization before reaching IBEX.
In Figure 1.8 we show an IBEX-Lo all-sky map of H flux at ∼0.015 keV, showing
a bright emission of flux offset from the center of the map (this effect is described
in Chapter 4). One issue with measurements at IBEX-Lo energies is the presence
of “sputtered” H ions that originate from He atoms that become ionized when hitting the detector. Several studies have removed the sputtered-component in order to
reconstruct the interstellar H atom and low energy H ENA signals in IBEX-Lo data
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Figure 1.6: IBEX-Hi all-sky map at ∼1.11 keV. Image credit: IBEX SOC, data
released with McComas et al. [2012a].

Figure 1.7: IBEX-Lo all-sky map at ∼0.9 keV. Image credit: IBEX SOC, data
released with McComas et al. [2012a].
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Figure 1.8: IBEX-Lo all-sky map at ∼0.015 keV. Image credit: IBEX SOC, data
released with McComas et al. [2012a].

[Saul et al., 2012; Fuselier et al., 2012; Saul et al., 2013; Schwadron et al., 2013;
Fuselier et al., 2014; McComas et al., 2014].

1.4.2

Key Observations
IBEX has provided us with invaluable amounts of data and discoveries over

its first 5 years of opertation (2009–2013). In particular, IBEX was the first to
discover the “ribbon” phenomenon [McComas et al., 2009b], which is largely believed
to originate from outside the HP. Prior to the first IBEX data-set release in 2009,
global simulations predicted smoothly-distributed concentrations of flux symmetric
about the nose and tail of the heliosphere [e.g., Gruntman et al., 2001; Sternal et al.,
2008; Prested et al., 2008; Heerikhuisen et al., 2008; Izmodenov et al., 2009]. However,
no global simulation prior to IBEX had predicted the enhanced ribbon flux, although
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Izmodenov et al. [2009] predicted a significant contribution of flux from the OHS near
1 keV, but assumed an isotropic PUI source. One idea is that the ribbon flux consists
of secondary ENAs originating from outside the HP. This idea was first proposed in
McComas et al. [2009b], and simulated in Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b] and Chalov et al.
[2010]. They argued that the ribbon flux is concentrated in directions perpendicular
to the interstellar magnetic field, where outward-propagating ENAs are “reflected”
back into the heliosphere with the highest probability from this direction. This is
currently the most accepted explanation for the existence of the IBEX ribbon, along
with other variations of this mechanism [Schwadron and McComas, 2013b; Möbius
et al., 2013; Isenberg, 2014]. A more detailed description of modeling the ribbon using
the method from Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b] will be discussed in Section 1.4.3.
The IBEX-Lo instrument, which can detect H atoms with energies as low as
∼0.01 keV, can directly sample H atoms from the interstellar gas that flows unimpeded through the heliosphere. Although the rate of ionization of H atoms near 1
AU is substantially stronger than in the LISM, a portion of the pristine interstellar
H is still able to reach IBEX ’s detector before ionization occurs. However, there are
difficulties in measuring H flux at such low energies, where measurements made in the
spacecraft frame are difficult to interpret in the context of transforming to the solar
(inertial) frame. Also, there exists a relatively large distribution of interstellar He
atoms at energies near ∼0.1 keV. When He atoms enter the IBEX-Lo detector they
may ionize and release a component of ionized H, named the “sputtered-component,”
which will be counted as H flux [e.g., Saul et al., 2012; Fuselier et al., 2012]. This
extra component may overwhelm the actual interstellar H flux measurements, there26

fore in order to help understand the amount of contamination by sputtered H, global
simulations that include LISM plasma and neutral particles may be able to simulate
the flow of interstellar H from the LISM down to 1 AU, and approximately determine
the amount of flux that actual originates from the interstellar H population [e.g.,
Bzowski et al., 2012]. This topic is discussed later in Chapter 4, and represents one
of the major results of this dissertation also published in Zirnstein et al. [2013].
Fuselier et al. [2012] also showed a significant amount of flux at energies less
than ∼0.5 keV was missing from current models of H ENA flux. Comparing to model
results from Gloeckler and Fisk [2010], although matching well with observation above
∼0.5 keV, their model results were significantly lower at all energies below ∼0.5 keV.
Similarly, Desai et al. [2012] showed that simulation results from Zank et al. [2010]
produced a similar discrepancy, with a lack of flux compared to observation below
∼0.5 keV.
Though not immediately apparent, this discrepancy may also be linked to the
recent confirmation of the existence of the heliotail through the detection of H ENAs
[McComas et al., 2013a]. Looking downwind from the interstellar flow direction,
McComas et al. showed the presence of a two-lobed structure of fast and slow H
ENAs in IBEX all-sky maps (also see a similar feature in simulation results, shown in
Figure 4.5), presumably created by charge-exchange with the corresponding fast and
slow SW, with lower energy ENAs dominating flux at lower latitudes (originating from
slow SW), and higher energy ENAs dominating flux at higher latitudes (originating
from fast SW). However, simulations of flux from the heliotail overestimate the flux
compared to observations [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al., 2008]. A possible solution to
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explain these observations, as well as the lack of low energy flux in current models, is
the presence of PUIs in the heliosheath plasma, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
The investigation of PUIs and their coupling to ENAs forms the second major outcome
of this dissertation, which was published in Zirnstein et al. [2014].
McComas et al. [2010] showed that H ENA flux measured by the IBEX spacecraft can significantly change over a time span as little as 6 months. They showed a
general decrease in flux over the entire sky, in the ribbon and globally-distributed flux
(note that “globally-distributed” is any flux not from the ribbon). This most likely
correlates with the recent solar minimum, where a reduction in solar flux and ram
pressure may reduce the total flux of H as a result. They showed a reduction in flux
of the “knot,” a small region of enhanced intensity in the ribbon, which also seemed
to broaden over time. Comparing the first three years of IBEX observations with
improved statistics and corrections for survival probability, McComas et al. [2012a]
also showed a continual, although slowed, reduction in flux over most of the sky. By
studying the circularity of the IBEX ribbon, Funsten et al. [2013] showed that the
center of the ribbon at ∼4.3 keV was different than at lower energies. Funsten et al.
[2013] and Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] attribute this to time-dependent effects, where
the center of the IBEX ribbon may change over time due to fluctuations of the solar
cycle rippling through the heliosphere and into the LISM, affecting the OHS plasma
and nearby interstellar magnetic field. High energy ENAs created outside the HP
will be measured by IBEX sooner than lower energy ENAs, therefore any changes in
the position or center of the IBEX ribbon will first be seen at the highest energies.
Time-dependent simulations of a dynamic solar cycle, coupled with simulations of H
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ENA flux at 1 AU, may be able to simulate changes in the IBEX ribbon over time
and offer insights into these observations. This topic forms the third major study in
this dissertation and will be discussed in Chapter 6. A manuscript for publishing the
time-dependent results is in preparation and will be submitted to The Astrophysical
Journal shortly.

1.4.3

Explaining the IBEX Ribbon
One of the most significant observations made by IBEX is the ribbon, a broad,

draping enhancement of flux that dominates at energies between ∼0.4 and 6 keV,
with a peak in the flux at ∼1 keV. The first observations of the ribbon, reported in
McComas et al. [2009b], were not predicted by any models and simulations predating
IBEX. It was shown that the ribbon dominated the sky at all IBEX-Hi energies,
draped between the directions to V1 and V2 [McComas et al., 2009b], and with a
width approximately between 15◦ and 25◦ [Fuselier et al., 2009b]. Although there
were several explanations provided by McComas et al. on how the ribbon might
exist [see McComas et al., 2014, and references therein], one of the ideas, the socalled “secondary ENA mechanism,” is perhaps the most widely accepted method for
creating the IBEX ribbon. It is this model that is simulated and presented in this
dissertation.
A schematic of the secondary ENA mechanism is shown in Figure 1.9, reproduced from Figure 1 of Heerikhuisen et al. [2010a]. As the supersonic SW flows
outward from the Sun, moving at ∼400 km s−1 near the equator and ∼800 km s−1
near the poles, interstellar neutral atoms flow in from the LISM into the heliosphere
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of the secondary ENA mechanism. Reprinted with permission
from Heerikhuisen et al. [2010a]. Copyright 2010, AIP Publishing LLC.

(1). Inside the TS, a SW ion will charge-exchange with a slow interstellar H atom
(2). As the interstellar neutral atom becomes an ion and is picked up by the motional
electric field of the SW (becoming a “pickup” ion), the parent ion has captured an
electron and becomes an ENA. The ENA has the velocity and energy (on the order
of a keV) of the parent ion, which was directed radially-outward in the direction
the SW was moving. With their large mean free paths, ENAs easily traverse the
heliosphere, crossing the HP (3). However, due to the relatively large plasma density
outside the HP, an ENA will eventually charge-exchange with a proton in the OHS
and become a PUI (4). The PUI will gyrate around the local magnetic field until
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charge-exchange occurs again (5), creating a secondary ENA that may then travel
back into the heliosphere (6) and be detected by IBEX (7).
The intensity of secondary ENAs that can be detected at 1 AU partly depends
on the initial distribution of outward-propagating primary ENAs. As the primary
ENAs travel through the OHS and charge-exchange, they become PUIs with energies
equal to the supersonic SW (but also for ENAs from the IHS, see Chapter 5), on
the order of a keV, with initial pitch angles equal to the angle of incidence at the
time of charge-exchange. If the pitch angle is near 90◦ , where BLISM · r ≈ 0 (r is
the radial vector from the Sun), and little to no scattering occurs, then the resulting
secondary ENA flux detected back at 1 AU will have a high intensity. PUIs with pitch
angles away from 90◦ may not be detected since their distributions are on the wrong
hemisphere to be visible at 1 AU. However, due to the highly anisotropic nature of
the outward-propagating primary ENA distribution, the PUIs may scatter off of selfinduced waves. If the rate of charge-exchange is higher than the scattering rate, the
PUIs will charge-exchange again before fully isotropizing. However, the time-scale for
charge-exchanges to occur in the OHS for a 1 keV PUI is ∼2 years, which is a significantly longer time than the scattering time predicted by Florinski et al. [2010], which
is on the order of a few days. Florinski et al. state that although they predict such a
low time compared to the required 2 years for charge-exchange, their one-dimensional
(1D) simulations of PUI scattering due to self-generated waves do not take into account turbulence cascading, which may transport a significant portion of energy away
from the self-generated waves and in effect dampen PUI scattering. Gamayunov et al.
[2010] showed that it is possible to maintain a ribbon-shaped enhanced of flux by in31

cluding large and small-scale turbulence. Although the PUI distribution is unstable
with respect to the self-induced small-scale turbulence, in agreement with Florinski
et al., only a small portion of the PUI distribution will resonate and scatter from
these waves, thus preserving a narrow ribbon of flux. Results from Liu et al. [2012]
also suggested that PUIs may remain in a narrow shell distribution if the PUI density
does not exceed some critical value.
Another possible solution to the issue of how a fast rate of PUI scattering
may still produce a ribbon-shaped feature is through a process of “spatial retention,”
suggested by Schwadron and McComas [2013b]. They argue that PUIs in the OHS
may in fact isotropize completely before charge-exchange occurs, however, the ribbon
still retains its unique shape due to spatial retention of PUIs through Alfvén wave
scattering. According to their model, if the initial PUI pitch angle is small enough
(producing a parallel PUI velocity greater than the ambient Alfvén wave speed), then
the PUIs will stream away from the heliosphere along the magnetic field, and once they
charge-exchange, the resulting ENAs will not be visible by IBEX. This will mainly
occur in directions far enough away from BLISM · r ≈ 0. However, near BLISM · r ≈
0, the initial pitch angles are large (∼80–90◦ ), with parallel velocities smaller than
the Alfvén wave speed, and the PUIs will resonate with Alfvén waves propagating
in both directions and scatter off these waves onto a bi-spherical (nearly isotropic)
distribution. These PUIs are spatially-retained by the bi-directional wave scattering,
thus producing an enhancement in PUI density near where BLISM ·r ≈ 0. If the level of
Alfvén wave scattering is indeed strong enough to resonate at the PUI gyrofrequencies,
then there model predicts amounts of flux similar to that observed by IBEX. Isenberg
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[2014] modeled the ribbon using a similar spatially-retaining mechanism, although
based on the “dominant turbulence” mechanism for PUIs, using a different formalism
for waves scattering PUIs in the OHS. Their results were qualitatively similar to the
observed ribbon, i.e., forming a region of enhanced flux near BLISM · r ≈ 0, however
with a significantly lower intensity than the observed flux, similar to the flux from an
isotropic PUI distribution predicted by Möbius et al. [2013].
Using a method of simulation similar to Zirnstein et al. [2012], Heerikhuisen
et al. [2014] simulated the global IBEX ribbon flux assuming the source of parent PUIs
scattered onto an isotropic shell (rather than a partial shell), similar to the distributions assumed by Schwadron and McComas [2013b] and Isenberg [2014]. While this
does not reproduce the ribbon shape like the spatial-retention method, the intensity
of simulated flux from directions near BLISM · r ≈ 0 should be similar. Heerikhuisen
et al.’s results showed a noticeable lack of flux compared to IBEX observations and
results from Schwadron and McComas, but similar to Isenberg. Results from the
bottom panels of Figure 8 of Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] are reproduced here in Figure 1.10. The intensity of the flux from the direction of the ribbon, at energies 1.11
keV and 4.29 keV, are ≤50 and ≤0.8 (cm2 s sr keV)−1 respectively over the entire
sky. Compared to results from Schwadron and McComas [2013b] and the observed
ribbon flux provided in their paper [see Schwadron et al., 2011], simulated flux from
Heerikhuisen et al. is approximately 2 to 3 times lower. This is partly due to the
difference in the interstellar parameters that each model used, where Schwadron and
McComas assumed a compressed interstellar plasma density outside the HP that
is ∼1.5 times larger than the simulated plasma density for the case of BLISM = 3
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Figure 1.10: All-sky maps of H ENA flux using the secondary ENA mechanism from
Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b], except assuming an isotropic distribution of parent PUIs.
Fluxes are simulated at energies 1.11 keV (left) and 4.29 keV (right), assuming the
BLISM = 3 µG MHD/kinetic simulation case. Reproduced from Heerikhuisen et al.
[2014] by permission of the AAS.

µG from Heerikhuisen et al.’s MHD/kinetic simulation of the heliosphere (see left
panel of Figure 4 in their paper). However, the isotropic distribution assumed by
Heerikhuisen et al. actually overestimates the flux at all energies compared to assuming a bi-spherical distribution. Scattering onto a bi-spherical distribution removes
energy from the PUIs, producing secondary ENAs at lower energies. This, in effect,
shifts the observed ENA spectra from higher to lower energies, reducing the flux at
every energy.
On the other hand, a key difference between the models is the assumption of an
enhancement of PUI density by Alfvén waves propagating into the retention region
from Schwadron and McComas [2013b], which was not assumed in the simulation
from Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] or the model from Isenberg [2014]. This enhancement
increases the flux from BLISM · r ≈ 0, likely explaining the discrepancy between the
models. As stated by Isenberg, although they argue that this type of “uni-directional”
wave scattering is unlikely to exist in the OHS, it seems that an enhancement of
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PUIs near BLISM · r ≈ 0 is likely needed for a spatially-retained, as well as nearly
isotropic, source of PUIs to be able to reproduce the flux observed by IBEX. It is not
completely known whether the wave turbulence in the OHS is sufficiently unstable
to the PUI distributions as to scatter them to near isotropy, or spatially-retain them
near BLISM · r ≈ 0, or if the net effect of PUI scattering is negligible [e.g., Chalov
et al., 2010], therefore this is an important area to continue studying.
In this paper, the method used to simulate the IBEX ribbon is the one first
simulated in Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b]. This involves a process of “velocity space
retention,” where the PUIs are assumed to scatter onto a partial shell of width determined by the angle of the incoming ENA with respect to the interstellar magnetic
field. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 1 of Zirnstein et al. [2012],
and reproduced here in Figure 1.11. When the PUI is created, it has a total velocity
equal to the primary ENA (vPE ), and pitch angle θp . This method assumes the PUI
will scatter anywhere onto a partial shell defined by this angle, shown as the region
shaded in gray. Once the PUI charge-exchanges, the resulting secondary ENA will
have an equal probability of having a velocity anywhere on the partial shell. The
larger the partial shell area, the lower probability for it to be directed along any
direction in that shell (i.e., for a full shell, probability is 1/4π). Thus, in directions
near BLISM · r ≈ 0, where θp ≈ 90◦ , the ribbon intensity approaches a maximum,
proportional to (v̂p · B̂LISM )−1 , where vp is the parent proton (i.e., PUI) velocity vector. As the partial shell area approaches zero, the intensity of ribbon ENAs tends
toward infinity. This is resolved by prohibiting the PUI pitch angle from exceeding a
maximum value (∼88◦ ).
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Figure 1.11: Illustration of the partial-shell model for secondary ENAs. The area of
the partial shell (gray-shaded region) is determined by the angle between the incoming
primary ENA (vPE ) and the interstellar magnetic field (BLISM ). If the trajectory of
line-of-sight of an ENA to the detector (vENA ) is inside the shell area, then it can
be detected with an intensity proportional to the ratio of the full surface area to the
partial shell area. Reprinted with permission from Zirnstein et al. [2012]. Copyright
2012, AIP Publishing LLC.

1.5

Summary

The purpose of this work is to improve our understanding of IBEX measurements of H ENA flux, and thus the physical processes governing the SW–LISM interaction. This is achieved by developing a numerical code that simulates H ENA flux
measurements and comparing the results to IBEX observations. This dissertation
focuses on three stages, which are described below.
First, while measurements of H ENA fluxes by the IBEX spacecraft are a useful
tool for understanding the heliospheric processes, measurements are in fact made in
the spacecraft frame of reference. However, all simulations thus far of IBEX H ENA
flux have been performed in the inertial frame of the Sun. In order to provide a better
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understanding of the observations in the inertial frame of the Sun, the IBEX-Hi data
(∼0.5–6 keV) are transformed from the spacecraft to the inertial frame, although with
several important assumptions, including assuming constant spectral slopes. But how
accurate are these transformations, particularly for lower energies (≤0.1 keV) when
the speed of the spacecraft is on the order of the speed of the detected H ENAs,
or when the ENA spectral slopes are not smoothly varying? We provide results
of simulations of H ENA flux in different frames of reference to show that fluxes at
IBEX-Hi energies measured in the spacecraft frame can be transformed to the inertial
frame with reasonable accuracy, however our results suggest one must properly take
into account gravitational and radiation pressure effects at lower energies. The results
of this study are published in Zirnstein et al. [2013].
Second, the role of PUIs in the heliosphere has been extensively studied since
the first prediction of a separately-detectable source of PUIs in the inner heliosphere
[Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976]. It is widely believed that the presence of PUIs in
the heliosheath significantly alter the structure of the heliosphere through chargeexchange with interstellar neutrals [e.g., Zank , 1999a]. However, 3D MHD simulations
coupled with a kinetic treatment for neutral H and PUIs are currently not feasible,
and the presence of PUIs is approximately included by combining them with the core
SW in a single (MHD) distribution. Other simulations, while able to include PUIs
as a separate (kinetic) distribution, are only able to provide an axially-symmetric
simulation of the heliosphere. Can the presence of PUIs in the heliosphere help
explain current discrepancies between IBEX observations and simulations, and how
will they affect our understanding of the heliosphere? We aim to help answer these
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questions by including the presence of multiple species of PUIs in models of the IHS
and OHS plasmas, which may explain the lack of simulated flux at low energies, and
the relative lack of high energy flux observed from the heliotail, and as well as the
relative flux detected from the IHS and OHS. The results of this study are published
in Zirnstein et al. [2014].
Lastly, observations of the IBEX spacecraft revealed the existence of a bright
emission of flux encircling the sky, called the IBEX ribbon. Since the first observations, many explanations have been provided to explain the mechanism for creating
the IBEX ribbon, however none have been ultimately accepted. Also, observations
have shown noticeable changes in flux over time, especially from the ribbon. How
will the ribbon flux change over time, and is it possible to conclude the source of the
ribbon with measurements spanning a large period of time? We aim to show that the
ribbon flux is highly coupled to the solar cycle (if the secondary ENA mechanism is
the source of the ribbon), showing results with similar characteristics to recent IBEX
observations. We will also offer predictions for future observations of the IBEX ribbon, which may in fact help prove or disprove this mechanism. The results of this
study will be submitted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal.
The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we give a brief
literature review of studies focused on modeling H ENA flux for the IBEX mission.
In Chapter 3, we describe the methods of simulation used for the studies presented
in this dissertation, namely describing the algorithm for the process of the H ENA
numerical code, the method for computing flux from any direction in space, and the
implementation of a message passing interface (MPI) and hybrid distributed-shared
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memory algorithm. In Chapter 4, we present the theory and results from simulating
H ENA fluxes in the IBEX spacecraft frame and solar inertial frame, over the entire
IBEX energy range (∼0.01–6 keV), and compare to IBEX observations. This study
is reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013]. In Chapter 5, we present a study on simulating the presence of PUIs in the IHS and OHS plasmas, show their effect on H ENA
flux, and describe how their presence may explain recent IBEX observations. This is
reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2014]. In Chapter 6, we present results from simulating the time-dependent IHS flux, as well as the first time-dependent simulations of
the IBEX ribbon flux from the OHS, analyze the evolution of our simulated flux in
the context of recent IBEX observations, and offer predictions for future observations.
In Chapter 7, we summarize the main points of the dissertation, discuss significant
results of this dissertation and their implications for IBEX observations, and discuss
future studies that can extend the work presented in the previous chapters. We elaborate on the ionization processes of H atoms in Appendix A, discuss the numerical
techniques for integrating, searching, and interpolating the plasma-neutral results in
the H ENA flux code in Appendix B, describe the method for simulating IBEX ’s
energy and angular response functions in Appendix C, and provide equations used
to solve the SW–LISM boundary value problem, assuming an MHD-plasma/kineticneutral approximation of the SW–LISM interaction, in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF H ENA FLUX MODELS

In this chapter we provide a brief review of studies that have focused on modeling H ENA fluxes generated from the SW–LISM interaction for the IBEX mission.
First we will briefly discuss some of the earliest models that computed H ENA flux
from various heliospheric sources that, although not directly applied to IBEX observations, are nevertheless an important initial step for later models. Then we will
discuss more recent models that aimed to predict initial IBEX observations and to
explain the IBEX ribbon and other interesting measurements.

2.1

Early Models

The idea of remotely probing the SW–LISM interaction by detecting H ENAs
created in the outer reaches of the heliosphere [e.g., Gruntman, 1997] spurred on the
earliest studies to model H ENA fluxes at 1 AU. For instance, Gruntman [1992] and
Hsieh et al. [1992] were some of the first to estimate the flux expected from several
different heliospheric sources, such as SW protons downstream of the TS, and protons accelerated by corotating interaction regions, energetic solar particles, or cosmic
rays. Fahr and Lay [2000] studied the extent to which measured ENA flux from PUIs
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upstream and downstream of the TS may indicate the strength of the shock compression ratio, and how ENA spectra from SW protons and PUIs may be distinguished
depending on their energy and location of charge-exchange (i.e., pre- or post-shock).
Gruntman et al. [2001] produced all-sky maps of flux generated from charge-exchange
between neutral H and SW protons by post-processing an axially-symmetric simulation of the heliosphere, as well as estimating the flux from thermalized and shell PUI
distributions, showing the unique structure of H ENA flux from a global perspective.
Czechowski et al. [2001a,b] used an axially-symmetric simulation of the heliosphere to
calculate the flux of ENAs from ACRs and pre-shock accelerated PUIs beyond the TS,
showing an asymmetric intensity in the ecliptic plane with higher concentration from
the heliotail direction, consistent with observations by CELIAS/HSTOF instrument
on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. Chalov et al. [2003] studied the evolution
of PUI spectra in the IHS, showing how the strength of Alfvén wave turbulence in the
SW, both upstream and downstream of the TS, may be constrained by its effect on
the measured ENA flux. Scherer and Fahr [2003a] and Fahr and Scherer [2004] used
their five-fluid axially-symmetric simulation [Fahr et al., 2000], with time-dependent
solar cycle boundary conditions, to compute and analyze the effect of the solar cycle
on measured H ENA flux. They showed a considerable influence of the solar cycle on
measured ENA flux, as a function of energy and source location. Czechowski et al.
[2005] estimated the ACR spectra at the TS using CELIAS/HSTOF measurements of
ENAs, assumed to be from ACRs, and constrained with Voyager ACR measurements,
estimating the TS to be relatively weak with a compression ratio near 2.9.
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2.2

Modeling for the IBEX Mission

With the launch of IBEX soon to come, several studies attempted to predict
the first observations. Sternal et al. [2005, 2008] used a 3D hydrodynamic simulation
of the heliosphere, with 11 year SW boundary conditions including fast and slow
SW transition regions, to simulate the low and high energy ENA flux relevant for
IBEX, showing the global effect of fast and slow SW on the measured ENA fluxes at
different energies. They used the well-known method for computing H ENA flux at 1
AU as done by earlier models, namely by line-integration of the H ENA flux equation
through a background heliosphere.
Malama et al. [2006] developed an axially-symmetric simulation of the heliosphere that not only included a kinetic description for H atoms, but for PUIs as well.
There results showed numerous types of PUIs in the heliosphere, with corresponding H ENAs populations (also see Izmodenov and Baranov [2006] for a review of
their earlier SW–LISM interaction models). By modeling H atoms kinetically, they
computed H ENA flux at 1 AU self-consistently in their heliosphere simulation by
“collecting” particle statistics at 1 AU computed in their kinetic code. Similarly,
Heerikhuisen et al. [2007] modeled their H ENA all-sky maps using a Monte-Carlo
approach, tracking the production of H atoms in their kinetic code until they reach
1 AU. They used their 2D axially-symmetric and 3D MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral
simulations of the heliosphere to study the asymmetries that were to be expected
in ENA flux all-sky maps induced by heliospheric asymmetries, such as the effect of
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asymmetric SW boundary conditions (fast and slow SW), as well as the effect of the
interstellar magnetic field on the distortion of the heliosphere.
Prested et al. [2008] estimated the presence of PUIs and suprathermal ions in
the IHS plasma by assuming the IHS proton distribution, during the post-process H
ENA flux calculation, to be a generalized-Lorentzian, or “kappa,” distribution [e.g.,
Collier , 1995], rather than the usual Maxwellian distribution. Comparing results
from two different 3D MHD models of the heliosphere, they showed the assumption of a kappa distribution results in a significant increase in flux at high energies
compared to a Maxwellian approximation. Similarly, Heerikhuisen et al. [2008] also
looked at the effect of assuming a kappa distribution for the IHS plasma. They selfconsistently introduced a kappa distribution for the one-fluid SW plasma in their 3D
MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral simulation of the heliosphere. Their H ENA flux results
showed a significant amount of flux from the heliotail, and at high energies similar
to Prested et al. [2008], but also showed the presence of a kappa distribution for the
IHS plasma reduced the thickness of the IHS.
Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2009] extended their earlier calculations to compute flux from the OHS, at low energies (<0.1 keV), relevant for IBEX-Lo observations. They approximated the energy change of H ENAs as the spacecraft moves
towards, or away from, the H ENA source, finding the spacecraft motion puts low
energy neutrals detected in the centers of the plots into higher energy bins (assuming
flat energy bins). They ignored the effects of gravity and radiation pressure on H
ENA measurements, which is roughly consistent at solar minimum when they are
nearly balanced (see Chapter 4).
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Izmodenov et al. [2009] used their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation of the heliosphere [Izmodenov et al., 2005] to produce H ENA all-sky maps, showing the distinct
nose-tail asymmetries as previously seen in earlier studies. However, they also showed
the effect of varying strengths of the interstellar magnetic field on the simulated heliosphere, significantly distorting the H ENA flux symmetry about the nose at strong
field strengths. They also computed H ENA flux produced from various PUI sources,
extending from Malama et al. [2006], showing in particular a significant flux at ∼0.1
and 1 keV that may be detectable at 1 AU.
In order to determine how TS-processing of PUIs may influence IBEX H ENA
measurements, Zank et al. [2010] introduced a multi-component distribution for the
IHS plasma during the post-processing of their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation of the
heliosphere, with components representing the core SW, transmitted PUIs, and reflected PUIs as separate Maxwellian distributions (while also allowing transmitted
PUIs to remain in a filled-shell distribution). They found the generated ENA spectra from the distributions were similar in intensity to the case when they assume a
single kappa distribution, although showing differences in structure, suggesting the
microphysics of the TS may be visible in IBEX H ENA measurements. Wu et al.
[2010] computed the heating of PUIs across the TS using a 1D hybrid simulation,
and estimated the H ENA flux relevant for IBEX-Hi energies. They found that the
upstream SW flow speed (e.g., fast versus slow SW) may have an important effect on
the downstream PUI distribution, and thus the flux measured by IBEX.
Prested et al. [2010] modified their earlier H ENA flux model to include flux
from the OHS. When computing H ENA flux from the OHS, they assumed the OHS
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plasma was represented by a kappa distribution, showing that a significant amount of
flux can originate from the OHS if there exists a suprathermal ion population. They
also demonstrated how the direction of the interstellar magnetic field can be inferred
from H ENA sky maps based on the distortion it makes on the heliosphere, which
particularly affects H ENA production in the OHS.
Gloeckler and Fisk [2010] used an empirical model to estimate the IHS proton distributions using IBEX and Cassini ENA measurements. They included four
separate proton populations that will create H ENAs in the IHS, namely (1) SW protons, (2) PUIs created in the IHS, (3) PUIs heated as they are transmitted across the
TS, and (4) suprathermal protons. They found good agreement with observations,
although requiring a large level of turbulence in the IHS to explain lower energies
flux measurements. Their results were also compared to more recent observations in
Fuselier et al. [2012] and Desai et al. [2014].

2.2.1

Modeling the IBEX Ribbon
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the first IBEX observations [McComas et al.,

2009b] showed an unexpected feature, called the IBEX ribbon. They offered several
possible explanations for its existence, one of which is the secondary ENA mechanism.
Following this surprising discovery, several models were developed to explain the existence of the ribbon. Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b] extended their previous simulations
to include H ENAs from the OHS at higher energies, producing H ENAs using the
secondary ENA mechanism. They modeled the parent PUI distribution using the
partial shell model (see Chapter 1), reproducing the ribbon structure. In contrast,
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Grzedzielski et al. [2010] posited that the IBEX ribbon came from the boundary of the
local interstellar cloud with the local bubble, also showing that a ribbon-like structure
could exist. Similar to Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b], Chalov et al. [2010] extended their
previous model to simulate the ribbon using the secondary ENA mechanism, but
instead assumed the no-scattering limit for PUIs, which also reproduced the ribbon
shape and intensity. More recently, Möbius et al. [2013] also modeled the ribbon flux
using the secondary ENA mechanism assuming the no-scattering limit, while including the convection of PUIs toward the HP perpendicular to the interstellar magnetic
field. Their results assuming no scattering were similar to previous models, while
also showing that a fully isotropized PUI distribution will generate ENA flux too low
compared to observation.
Fahr et al. [2011] modeled a different mechanism for creating the IBEX ribbon,
namely from suprathermal PUIs generated near the TS. They computed an anomalous cosmic ray-induced source of PUIs at the TS, globally a function of the solar
magnetic field tilt angle at the TS, deriving an analytic form for this suprathermal
PUI population. They computed the flux of H ENAs from this PUI source, resulting in a structure in their all-sky maps with similar curvature as the IBEX ribbon,
although closer to the heliotail, and at a much lower intensity. In addition, Siewert
et al. [2012, 2013] demonstrated that flux created from TS-processed PUIs in the IHS
may produce all-sky map features similar to the shape of the observed ribbon, as well
as similar in quantity.
Using their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation, Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2011]
simulated the ribbon in multiple test cases using various strengths and directions of
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the interstellar magnetic field, as well as the interstellar plasma and neutral densities,
in order to constrain the LISM properties needed to reproduce the IBEX ribbon (see
Section 1.2.4). By fitting to the IBEX ribbon, they found that a moderately strong
field strength of ∼2–3 µG and direction near (220–224◦ , 39–44◦ ) yielded the best fit
for their simulation, with an interstellar neutral H density near 0.15 cm−3 .
Heerikhuisen et al. [2012] compared their model calculations of H ENA spectra
to IBEX spectra. They showed, while excluding the simulated ribbon, their spectra
appear to be in reasonable agreement with IBEX measurements if they set the kappa
distribution value κ = 1.6 near the nose and poles, increasing toward κ = 3.2 near the
heliotail. However including flux from their simulated ribbon showed unique spectra
signatures not seen in the observation.
Using the well-used method for line-integrating the H ENA flux equation in a
background heliosphere [e.g., Gruntman et al., 2001], Zirnstein et al. [2012] extended
it to simulations of the secondary ENA mechanism for the IBEX ribbon. They computed the ribbon flux by integrating the H ENA flux equation over the six-dimensional
(6D) H distribution in the OHS, computed in their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation of
the heliosphere, and assumed outward-propagating ENAs charge-exchange and scatter onto partial shells similar to Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b]. This produced results
similar to previous simulations of the observed ribbon flux.
As described in Section 1.4.3, Schwadron and McComas [2013b] suggested a
new model to explain the secondary ENA ribbon mechanism, based on a method for
spatially-retaining PUIs by wave turbulence. Their model results reproduced a ribbon
structure, as well as showed similar intensities compared to observations. Similarly,
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Isenberg [2014] modeled the IBEX ribbon flux assuming their is significant scattering
by wave turbulence that will isotropize, but retain, PUIs near BLISM · r ≈ 0, however
using different formalism for the waves that should scatter the PUIs. They showed
a ribbon structure should be visible, however the intensities are considerably lower
than observation.
Heerikhuisen et al. [2013a] used their simulations to compare the contribution
of ENA flux from several sources, including (1) primary ENAs from the IHS, (2)
secondary ENAs from partial PUI shells in the OHS (i.e., the ribbon), (3) secondary
ENAs from isotropic PUI shells in the OHS, and (4) primary ENAs from a thermalized
plasma in the OHS, showing various types of H ENA flux that may be visible by IBEX
depending on the conditions of the PUI source.
Extending the work from Zirnstein et al. [2012], Zirnstein et al. [2013] developed a model to directly simulate IBEX H ENA measurements in both the solar
inertial and spacecraft frames of reference, producing results similar to IBEX-Hi data.
Their results showed similar effects in the ribbon structure compared to observation
made in different frames of reference, at different energies. They also looked at flux at
IBEX-Lo energies, including the effects of gravity and radiation pressure on very low
energy H atoms, showing the complicated nature of measurements made in different
frames of reference and different directions of detection.
Although we are mainly concerned with H ENAs in this dissertaton, an interesting study by Swaczyna et al. [2014] looked at modeling the IBEX ribbon for
He ENAs, which may also help determine the source of the H ENA ribbon. They
computed the He ENA flux expected from the secondary ENA mechanism in the
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OHS, using the analytical method from Möbius et al. [2013], as well as computed
the ribbon flux using the distant local interstellar cloud/local bubble interface model
from Grzedzielski et al. [2010]. Their results suggested that a source of He ENAs that
relies on ENAs originating from neutralized alpha particles within the heliosphere
will not likely be visible by IBEX, however detection of He ENAs from the distance
LISM may be possible.
Finally, as described in Chapter 1, Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] implemented new
LISM parameters into their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation of the SW–LISM interaction
in order to study its effects on the heliosphere and simulated H ENA flux. They
constrained various LISM properties, such as the interstellar magnetic field strength
and direction, interstellar plasma density, and interstellar neutral H density, in order
to approximately fit the circularity of their simulated ribbon to the observed IBEX
ribbon.

2.2.2

Modeling Low Energy Flux
Several recent simulations have attempted to explain the rather large deviation

between previous model predictions and IBEX-Lo measurements [e.g., Fuselier et al.,
2012]. For instance, Opher et al. [2013] used their single ion–multi-fluid and multiion–multi-fluid simulations of the heliosphere to simulate flux to fit IBEX-Lo and -Hi
measurements. Their results suggested that the large intensities measured by IBEXLo may either be produced by SW ions in the IHS that are heated by the conversion
of ram and magnetic energy in the nose-ward stagnation region, or by a suprathermal
ion population in the OHS modeled by a kappa distribution.
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Desai et al. [2014] compared several simulations of H ENA flux to IBEX measurements, including simulation results from Zank et al. [2010], Gloeckler and Fisk
[2010], and Zirnstein et al. [2014], and concluded that flux at low energies near ∼0.1
keV most likely originate from a source of PUIs in OHS, which originated from neutralized SW in the IHS. They also showed flux at higher energies most likely originates
from the IHS (besides the flux from the ribbon).
Zirnstein et al. [2014] extended the work of Zank et al. [2010] by including the
extinction effects of charge-exchange on multiple PUI populations in the IHS, as well
as coupling the loss of PUIs in the IHS to production of PUIs in the OHS, showing
the presence of multiple species of PUIs in the IHS and OHS that may contribute
to flux measured by IBEX. Similar to Desai et al. [2014], their results suggested a
significant amount of flux near ∼0.1 keV comes from PUIs in the OHS that originated
from neutralized SW in the IHS. However they also found a significant amount of flux
at higher energies may also come from multiple species of PUIs outside the HP.

2.2.3

Time-Dependent Simulations
Some recent models have looked at the time-dependent effects we may expect

to see in IBEX observations, particularly in the IBEX ribbon. For example, Frisch
et al. [2010] used 3D MHD/kinetic simulations of the IBEX ribbon [Heerikhuisen
et al., 2010b] to test whether changes in the LISM properties that are expected to
occur when the heliosphere enters a new interstellar environment will be visible by
IBEX. By simulating the ribbon with different LISM boundary conditions, their results show that approximately 20% of IBEX pixels should be able to identify changes
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in flux above their uncertainty levels at energy passband 3 (∼1.11 keV), where the
ribbon flux intensity is strongest.
Heerikhuisen et al. [2010a] improved their earlier simulation of the ribbon by
generating ENAs in the supersonic SW with speeds taken randomly from Ulysses
observations of time and latitude-dependent SW. This method assumes that the secondary ribbon ENA flux may be averaged over the entire 11 year solar cycle due to
long propagation times and line-integration lengths through the OHS. Their method
in effect created more primary ENAs at higher energies (i.e., near fast SW speeds)
compared to previous simulations, shifting the secondary ENA spectra toward higher
energies. Heerikhuisen et al. [2012] also explored the effects of a time-dependent background heliosphere on simulated H ENA spectra, although assuming instantaneous
ENA propagation to the detector, suggesting that variability seen in the observed
ribbon knot might be due to changes in the SW energy at high latitudes as the solar
cycle transitions between minimum and maximum.
Kucharek et al. [2013] suggested that the fast temporal changes observed in
the IBEX ribbon flux may be explained by another mechanism, a ribbon created near
the TS with a small line-integration length (∼1–2 AU). Using simple pressure balance
arguments, the authors suggested a significant amount of flux may be produced by
ion ring distributions at the TS, also suggesting the ribbon shape might be related
to the geometry of the TS influenced by the interstellar magnetic field.
Finally, in this dissertation we develop a time-dependent simulation of the
IBEX ribbon and IHS flux. We introduce a dynamic solar cycle into our timedependent, 3D, MHD/kinetic simulation of the SW–LISM, showing how the OHS
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(ribbon) and IHS flux change over time, with short-term fluctuations visible in the
IHS flux, and the long-term, 11 year solar cycle visible in the ribbon flux. This study
is presented in Chapter 6, which will be submitted for publication shortly.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS OF SIMULATION

In this chapter we discuss the methods used to simulate IBEX measurements
of H ENA fluxes at 1 AU. First we show a step-by-step process for simulating fluxes
for both time-independent and -dependent cases, then discuss computational implementations used to improve the efficiency of the code. Numerical techniques for
integration, searching, and interpolation of the simulated plasma-neutral results are
described in Appendix B.

3.1

Process of Numerical Code

In Figure 3.1, we show a flow chart of the numerical code process for simulating
time-independent H ENA fluxes at 1 AU. The first stage of the process, shown in blue,
is the initialization of the code. The process begins (blue, bold border) by initializing MPI and hybrid distributed-shared memory algorithms. The MPI and memory
algorithms are used to improve the efficiency of the simulations, given the limited
time and computing capabilities of available computer clusters. These methods are
described in more detail in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the numerical code algorithm used to compute H ENA
flux at 1 AU.
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Next, the MHD/kinetic simulation results of the heliosphere (density, temperature, etc.), given in a 3D spherical polar grid (see Appendix B.3), are read into
memory. Then, the code defines line-of-sight (LOS) directions in which to compute
H ENA flux from (e.g., from the Voyager spacecraft directions, or a complete all-sky
map with 1◦ resolution). The LOS directions are divided among the processes to
improve runtime efficiency, which is described in Section 3.3. The code then defines
the H ENA (kinetic) energies to simulate. For example, we may simulate H ENA flux
for IBEX-Hi energy passband 3, which consists of a Maxwellian-like energy response
function centered on 1.11 keV (see Appendix C). We may therefore define, for example, an array of H ENA energies to simulate for passband 3, weighted according to
the specific energy response function. Once the LOSs and energies are defined, the
code enters a loop to compute H ENA fluxes from each LOS direction (parallelized
using MPI, see Section 3.3), for each H ENA energy.
The next stage of the process, shown in yellow, is a loop that computes the H
ENA fluxes from each LOS, for each energy. First, the code takes a step away from
the IBEX spacecraft position (defined at 1 AU, looking tangential to Earth’s orbit,
see Figure 1.5), along one of IBEX ’s look directions. The path of the integration
is computed by integrating the equation of motion for H, governed by the forces
of gravity and radiation pressure (see Equation (4.1)). If the position along the
integration is outside the TS (no calculations of H ENA flux are made inside the TS,
see Section 1.2.2), then first we compute the (most likely) probability of creating H
ENAs by charge-exchange across the current step, where the probability depends on
the local plasma and neutral properties (see Equation (4.8)). Next, the code calculates
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the probability of losing ENAs by ionization (see Appendix A) across the same step.
Since the IBEX team corrects for H ENA survival probability out to 100 AU, the
code begins calculating losses once outside 100 AU. The survival probability (initially
1) is updated by multiplying the current loss probability. The flux of H ENAs from
the current step is computed by multiplying the current survival probability by the
amount of H ENAs created across the current step. Then, this result is added to the
total flux. This process is repeated (yellow in Figure 3.1) until the integration path
reaches the simulation boundary (1000 AU).
Once each process reaches the simulation boundary, the code checks if all
energies/LOSs have been completed (red). Once each process has completed its designated LOSs, for all energies, then the code collects the results from all processes,
properly weights and bins the results for each energy passband, and writes the results
to file before exiting (green, bold border).
The algorithm shown in Figure 3.1 is the numerical process for simulating
time-independent H ENA flux. The algorithm is more complex for time-dependent
calculations, partly due to the inherently large amounts of data required to maintain
in memory for the calculations, as well as the fact that time evolves backwards in the
post-processing algorithm. In Figure 3.2 we show a flow chart of the time-dependent
numerical process, where additional steps compared to the time-independent process
are shown with dashed borders. Similar to Figure 3.1, the first stage (blue) involves
initializing MPI and hybrid distributed-shared memory algorithms, defining LOS directions to compute flux from, and determining H ENA energies to simulate.
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of the numerical code algorithm used to compute timedependent H ENA flux at 1 AU.
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However, before importing the plasma-neutral results, the code first determines
the time of measurement (i.e., the time at which we simulate IBEX measurements).
Then, the code imports the past 12 years of plasma-neutral results into memory,
with the latest results starting at the time of measurement. Twelve years of plasmaneutral results is approximately 93 gigabytes (about 35 gigabytes for the 3D plasma
results, and 58 gigabytes for the 6D neutral H distribution results), which is nearly
the maximum amount of memory available to hold on a single “big mem” node
on the Center for Space Plasma and Aeronomic Research (CSPAR) Bladerunner
computer cluster. We hold at least 12 years of (past) plasma-neutral results during
the simulation because (1) the integration evolves backwards-in-time, starting at the
time of measurement and ending at the time of creation (see Chapter 6 for more
explanation), and (2) the charge-exchange time delay for PUIs outside the HP can last
for an arbitrary number of years (although likely less than 12 years, see Figure 6.3). As
described in Section 1.4.3, as primary ENAs propagate outside the HP and chargeexchange into PUIs, these PUIs may take a few years (on average) before chargeexchange occurs again (creating the secondary ENA). The delay time depends on
the speed of the PUI, the charge-exchange cross section, and the local background
H density. Since these times are not known before the simulation, and may span
a significant amount of time into the past (although with exponentially decreasing
probability), the code allocates the maximum possible amount of memory. Twelve
years is sufficiently long for the purposes of these simulations, since most PUIs at
IBEX-Hi energies will charge-exchange within a few years (see Chapter 6 for more
details).
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Once the code is initialized, the integration loop (yellow) begins stepping along
an ENA trajectory away from the spacecraft. The H ENA trajectories are assumed
to be radial because (1) we are concerned with IBEX-Hi energies, which have nearly
straight trajectories, (2) the spacecraft is located at 1 AU, and the ENA sources are
2 to 3 orders of magnitude in distance away (i.e., nearly radially away from the Sun),
and (3) it improves run time efficiency. Rather than exiting the loop when reaching the
simulation boundary, the loop exits when 1 year of simulation has passed, i.e., when
all processes have integrated backwards in time (away from the spacecraft position,
at the speeds of each H ENA energy) by 1 year. Since we must hold approximately
12 years of information at any time during the simulation in order to account for
the unknown PUI charge-exchange delay, the code must constantly deallocate and
reallocate the plasma-neutral results in order for the latest results to correspond with
the current time in the simulation. Therefore, the code is designed to update the
plasma-neutral results in steps of 1 year.
Once each process has computed the H ENA flux for all energies, for all LOS
directions, 1 year into the past (i.e., traveling 1 year away from 1 AU at the speed of
the H ENAs), the latest year of plasma-neutral results is deallocated, and a new set
of plasma-neutral results corresponding to 1 year before the earliest results is then
allocated (magenta blocks in Figure 3.2). Thus the currently allocated memory now
begins at 1 year before the time of measurement, and extends 12 years earlier. Then
the simulation begins the loop integration again (yellow blocks), starting at the last
position in time and space (different for each H ENA energy and LOS direction),
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and is repeated. This method ensures that all calculations that required the latest
information has been completed, and will not be needed again.
As each separate process integrates along radial trajectories for different ENA
energies and LOS directions, in steps of 1 year, eventually each process will reach
the simulation boundary. After all processes have reached the boundary, the results
are collected, weighted, and binned according to the energy response functions, the
results are written to file, and the code exits (green, bold border).

3.2

Line-Integrating Flux

The MHD/kinetic code, based on the Multi-Scale FLUid-Kinetic Simulation
Suite [MS-FLUKSS; see Pogorelov et al., 2008, 2009b; Heerikhuisen et al., 2006a,
2009; Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2010, and references therein], provides results in
a 3D spherical polar grid in space, with a maximum radius of ∼1000 AU. The postprocess flux simulation calculates the flux of H atoms from any direction in space
(i.e., LOS), as measured at 1 AU, using the plasma-neutral results as a “background”
for the calculations. This is done by integrating the H atom equation of motion
along H ENA trajectories from the position of measurement to infinity, which we
assume is approximately at the simulation boundary (1000 AU away from the Sun),
accumulating H ENA flux along the trajectory. To illustrate this, Figure 3.3 shows
results from a simulation of H ENA flux (see Chapter 4 for equations), at 1 keV,
accumulated along a LOS in the direction of the nose of the heliosphere. We show
the accumulated H ENA flux and survival probability as a function of radial distance
from the Sun.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of H ENA flux at 1 keV, accumulated along a LOS through
the nose of the heliosphere, where primary ENAs are created in the hot IHS, and
secondary ENAs from outside the HP (i.e., the ribbon). The (normalized) accumulated flux is shown in blue, and the local survival probability is shown in red.
For this example, we assume the IHS plasma is represented by a kappa distribution
(κ = 1.63), and the supersonic SW and OHS plasmas are Maxwellian. We ignore
losses due to electron-impact ionization, but include losses due to photo-ionization
and charge-exchange.
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The accumulation of flux along the trajectory begins at the IBEX spacecraft
position (1 AU), and eventually ends at the simulation boundary (1000 AU). While
following the H ENA trajectory, the flux accumulation does not begin until after reaching the TS, since protons and PUIs in the supersonic SW plasma are not energetic
enough to produce H ENAs that can be detected back at 1 AU (see Section 1.2.2).
Losses to H ENAs are also accumulated while following the H ENA trajectory, allowing us to compute the survival probability of H ENAs as a function of distance away
from the detector. However, we may ignore losses inside 100 AU when comparing to
IBEX observations, since the IBEX team provides loss-corrected (out to ∼100 AU)
data that is more accurate than our methods for simulating losses [McComas et al.,
2012a, 2014]. However, for illustrative purposes we included ionization effects close
to the Sun in Figure 3.3.
After crossing the TS, H ENA flux that is visible at 1 AU begins to accumulate
at a rate depending on the local plasma and neutral properties. At every position
along the integration, the accumulated survival probability is multiplied by the flux
computed at that point, and added to the total accumulated flux. For example, at 100
AU from the Sun, the losses accumulated up to that point give a survival probability
of ∼65% for a 1 keV H ENA, created at that position, to be detected back at 1 AU.
Thus, the total measured H ENA flux at 1 keV from that position (over a length
equal to the integration step size) only has a 65% chance of being detected at 1 AU.
Outside the HP, the OHS plasma density is significantly larger than the IHS
plasma density, increasing the probability for charge-exchange to occur. At this energy, the accumulation of flux from secondary ENAs forming the ribbon increases
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significantly. However, the increase in plasma density also decreases the survival
probability of H ENAs traveling through the OHS, reducing the chances of detection
at 1 AU. This, in effect, means that primary ENAs propagating away from the Sun,
outside the HP, will charge-exchange into PUIs relatively close to the HP, creating
a relatively local source of secondary ENAs (see Section 1.4.3 and Chapter 5). Farther away from the HP, the accumulated flux asymptotically approaches the total
line-integrated flux (normalized to 1 in Figure 3.3) due to two reasons. First, H
ENAs produced farther away have less chance of being detected by IBEX. Second,
the source of H ENAs is concentrated relatively close to the HP, therefore very few
H ENAs visible at 1 AU can be created beyond the simulation boundary.

3.3

Parallelization with MPI

The H ENA flux simulations are parallelized with MPI to improve efficiency.
Since the H ENA flux computed from each LOS direction is independent (i.e., the
flux from one LOS does not determine another), these tasks can be divided between
multiple, independent processes. For example, assuming an angular resolution of
1◦ , the number of LOS directions to compute flux from is 180×360 = 64800. Each
integration is independent from the other, thereby making the parallelization almost
trivial.
The amount of time it takes to integrate the flux from a particular LOS depends on the direction (θ, φ). For instance, if one was interested in only simulating
ribbon ENA flux from outside the HP (i.e., based on the secondary ENA mechanism),
then the simulation time for each LOS is approximately proportional to the length of
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the integration between the HP and the simulation boundary. Since the heliosphere
is not spherically symmetric (the HP boundary is comet-shaped, see Figure 1.1), and
the simulation boundary is spherically symmetric, the longest times to simulate the
ribbon flux occur for LOSs near the front of the heliosphere, where the integration
path between the HP and the simulation boundary is greatest. Therefore, the simplest way to efficiently parallelize the code is to divide the LOS directions by adjacent
values for θ and φ. For example, suppose we initialize 60 processes for the simulation.
For the first θ coordinate (θ = 0), the first φ coordinate (φ = 0) is given to process
1, the second φ coordinate (φ = ∆φ/Nφ , where Nφ is the number of φ elements) to
process 2, the third φ coordinate (φ = 2 × ∆φ/Nφ ) is given to process 3, and so on.
After process 60 is given the sixtieth φ coordinate, then the first process is given
the sixty-first φ coordinate, and so on. This is repeated until all LOS directions are
designated to a process, for all θ coordinates. Designating each process to simulate
flux from LOS directions close to each other ensures that each process is given approximately the same amount of simulation time to accomplish, without biasing one
process over another.
When all processes have completed their calculations, each process ends up
with line-integrated flux as a function of (θ, φ), with different directions for each
process. The results are reduced into a single memory segment (using MPI Reduce()),
given to the master process, weighted and binned according to the energy response
functions, and written to a file.
The MPI algorithm described above is used for time-independent simulations
of H ENA flux. For the time-dependent case, the parallelization algorithm is slightly
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modified to incorporate the memory limitations of CSPAR’s Bladerunner cluster and
the Alabama Supercomputer Center’s SGI UV cluster (maximum 96 and 120 gigabytes of RAM, respectively). Time-dependent simulations of H ENA flux require large
amounts of data input from the time-dependent MHD/kinetic simulation of the heliosphere (approximately 20–30 years of data per simulation, ranging from 150 to 250
gigabytes of memory, mainly depending on the desired H ENA energy range for the
simulation), which is well beyond the current RAM capabilities of most commercial
computer clusters. Therefore, the data input is dynamically allocated, deallocated,
and reallocated as the simulation evolves with time (the exact method for allocating
memory in the time-dependent simulations is described in the next section). But in
summary, the time-dependent code allocates 12 years of SW-LISM data in memory,
simultaneously for each node.
Similar to the time-independent algorithm, the time-dependent code is parallelized such that individual processes are given different LOSs to compute integrated
flux from. However, in this case the processes are not completely independent. After
a small interval of simulation time passes (i.e., 1 year), all processes are stopped,
the “newest” memory segments are deallocated, and memory segments older up to 1
year from the oldest allocated memory are then allocated. Since each process takes
approximately the same amount of time to compute integrated fluxes from their designated LOSs (for the same energies), this algorithm ensures the simulation time for
each process evolves at the same rate, and the time-dependent data that is currently
allocated is needed universally, and once deallocated, is not needed again.
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3.4

Hybrid Distributed-Shared Memory

The background MHD/kinetic results are stored in the computer RAM at
the beginning of the simulation. Since there are multiple processes that need to
access the memory, standard MPI requires each process to store its own copy of the
data. The time-independent simulations, for example, require ∼5 gigabytes of data
to be stored for each individual process. If the simulation runs with 192 processes,
divided between 16 nodes, then each node will need ∼60 gigabytes of RAM. This
becomes impractical for most computer clusters. Therefore the ENA flux simulation
is implemented with a hybrid distributed-shared memory algorithm, allowing a single
copy of the MHD/kinetic results to be stored locally on each node, and multiple
processes share access to the memory on each node. This is particularly useful for the
time-dependent simulation, which requires a single copy of data, with a size of ∼93
gigabytes, to be stored simultaneously on each node. Fortunately, the Bladerunner
cluster at CSPAR has a small number of nodes that are able to hold this much
memory, along with the SGI UV cluster at the Alabama Supercomputing Center.
After initializing MPI at the beginning of the simulation, the code determines
the number of processes allocated for the job, the number of nodes, and the number
of processes per node. Then, one process from each node is designated as the master
process, which will handle and hold a single copy of the MHD/kinetic results. Once
the master processes are designated, each one creates shared memory identification
numbers (using shmget()) for each memory segment (a segment for plasma density,
one for temperature, etc.) on their own nodes. The other (slave) processes are
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given the identification numbers for their own particular node copy, and then are
given access to each memory segment by “attaching” to their own node’s memory
addresses (using shmat()).
After the shared memory segments are allocated, a single master process reads
in the MHD/kinetic results into the shared memory addresses on its own node. At
this point, only the processes on this node can read the MHD/kinetic results. Rather
than have the other master processes read in the MHD/kinetic results, it is faster to
broadcast the data (using MPI Bcast()) to each master process on the other nodes.
Once the broadcasting is complete, all processes now have access to the MHD/kinetic
data, although with different memory addresses for each node.
If the simulation is stopped before completion, or before the shared memory
segments are deallocated, then they will remain in RAM even after the processes are
detached, creating a large memory leak. Therefore, after allocating the shared memory segments during the initialization stage, all shared memory segments are given a
“delete” command before computations begin. However, the memory is still accessible as long as a process is attached to it. Therefore, once the simulation is complete,
or if the simulation is stopped before completion, each process is detached from the
shared memory segments, and the memory segments are automatically deleted.
Similarly, the time-dependent simulation allocates simultaneous copies of the
MHD/kinetic data on each node, and is shared between processes on the nodes.
However, as stated before, these simulations require data input that is (in total)
larger than the RAM limit. Therefore, after the simulation evolves over time by 1
year, all processes are stopped. A single master process deallocates the segments of
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memory corresponding to the latest year on its own node, allocates an earlier year of
data, and broadcasts the new data to the remaining master processes. Again, this is
more efficient than having each a process on each node read in the data.
Once the data is successfully broadcast to all nodes, the simulation continues.
Once all processes reach the simulation boundary (where the total elapsed time,
into the past, depends on the slowest speed of the chosen H ENA energies), the timedependent data is deallocated, the results are collected, weighted, binned, and written
to file, and the code exits.
In Figure 3.4 we show a diagram of the architecture of a computer cluster.
A cluster consists of individual nodes (blue blocks) with separate hard drive disks.
In each node there are a number of central processing units (CPUs), with a specific
number of cores per CPU. In this example, there are two CPUs per node (top and
bottom rows in each node), with six cores per CPU (red blocks). Process 1 (“P1”)
on node 1 is designated as the main master process, which reads in all of the plasmaneutral results, broadcasts the information to the master processes on the other nodes,
and collects the final results to be written to a file. Only one process is tasked to
read the data since it is faster to broadcast the data to each node, rather than have a
process on each node read the data. After broadcasting to the other master processes
on each node (bold outline), the other slave processes can automatically access the
data on their own node (yellow) since they were linked to the memory addresses since
the initialization stage.
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the architecture of a computer cluster. Shown are 6 nodes
(blue), with 2 CPUs per node (top and bottom row of red blocks), and 6 cores (or
processes, “P”) per CPU. For the H ENA flux simulations, process 1 (“P1”) on node
1 reads in the plasma-neutral results, broadcasts data to the master processes (bold
outline) on the other nodes, and writes the final results. Shared memory segments
(yellow) can be accessed by each process on the node.
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CHAPTER 4

SIMULATING IBEX MEASUREMENTS OF H ENA FLUX

In this chapter we discuss how to simulate fluxes of H ENAs, over the entire
IBEX energy range, in the solar inertial and spacecraft frames of reference. We derive
the H flux equation in both frames of reference, show results of simulations at high
and low energies, and discuss their implications for IBEX. We simulate flux at 1 AU
from several sources, including primary H ENAs from the IHS, secondary H ribbon
ENAs from the OHS, and primary and secondary interstellar H from the OHS. The
primary interstellar H flux from the OHS consists of H atoms produced by chargeexchange from the cold, core LISM plasma and compressed LISM ions near the HP,
and the secondary interstellar H flux from the OHS is produced by charge-exchange
from PUIs that originated from ENAs generated in the IHS. This chapter is adapted
from Zirnstein et al. [2013].

4.1

Introduction

The IBEX spacecraft is currently taking measurements of H ENA fluxes at 1
AU that are created from the SW–LISM interaction. Since 2009, IBEX data have
continuously shown a ribbon of enhanced flux encircling most of the sky [McComas
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et al., 2009b, 2010, 2012a], a feature not predicted by global simulations predating IBEX [e.g., Gruntman et al., 2001; Sternal et al., 2008; Prested et al., 2008;
Heerikhuisen et al., 2008; Izmodenov et al., 2009]. The IBEX spacecraft has also
observed changes in flux over a period of time in as little as 6 months, validating
relatively local mechanisms for the IBEX ribbon [McComas et al., 2010]. Recent
models [Heerikhuisen et al., 2010b; Grzedzielski et al., 2010; Chalov et al., 2010; Fahr
et al., 2011; Siewert et al., 2012; Schwadron and McComas, 2013b; Möbius et al.,
2013; Isenberg, 2014] have been developed that provide several possible ways for the
ribbon to exist. Although each model comes with assumptions that are necessary to
model the ribbon, we have come closer to understanding the ribbon flux dominating
energies greater than ∼0.2 keV. However, observations at lower energies are more
difficult to understand due to the complexities involved with measuring low energy
H, as well as difficulties in predicting the effects of gravity, radiation pressure, and the
Compton–Getting (CG) effect on low energy measurements [e.g., Saul et al., 2012;
Fuselier et al., 2012; Saul et al., 2013; Fuselier et al., 2014]. By simulating H atom
dynamics both in the solar inertial and spacecraft frames in this chapter, we carefully
analyze the extent to which these effects impact H flux measurements made by IBEX.
Our work provides insights into when the CG effect can be easily corrected, and under
what conditions it introduces the most uncertainty into the data.
As the Earth orbits the Sun at ∼30 km s−1 , IBEX orbits the Earth, sampling flux from the entire sky in 6 month intervals by constantly spinning along its
Sun-pointing axis (see McComas et al. [2009b], and Figure 1.5 in this dissertation).
Measurements made in IBEX ’s frame of reference are altered by its motion rela71

tive to the (solar) inertial frame, producing a CG effect [Gleeson and Axford , 1968;
Ipavich, 1974]. Several changes are made to particles detected in a frame moving
with respect to an inertial frame: (1) the energies of the particles are higher (lower)
if the spacecraft is moving toward (away from) the emission source; (2) the incident
angles of the particles on the detector are smaller (larger) if the spacecraft is moving
toward (away from) the emission source; (3) the particle count rate on the detector
is higher (lower) if the spacecraft is moving toward (away from) the emission source.
These effects can produce noticeable differences in measurements made in a moving
frame, especially while detecting H atoms with velocities similar to the relative speed
between the frames. It is therefore instructive to model the CG effect on H fluxes to
better understand IBEX-Lo measurements.
After the first IBEX results were released [McComas et al., 2009a], corrections
for the CG effect were made for the subsequent data sets [McComas et al., 2010,
2012a]. As shown in McComas et al. [2010], transforming the velocity and angle
of incidence from the spacecraft to inertial frames is straightforward for IBEX-Hi
energies. Since the Earth’s orbital velocity is ∼30 km s−1 , the spacecraft moves with
a velocity that is a small, but measurable fraction of the velocity of ENAs measured
near Earth. The orbital velocity of IBEX around the Earth is ∼1 km s−1 at apogee,
where most ENA measurements are made, and thus can be neglected. At one point
in the year, the flux from one direction is measured when the spacecraft is moving
toward the source, and 6 months later flux from the same direction is measured
when the spacecraft is moving away. Therefore transforming the data to the same
reference frame (i.e., the Sun frame) allows one to compare measurements made 6
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months apart. As shown by McComas et al. [2010], the corrections are made for each
IBEX-Hi all-sky map, creating all-sky maps in the inertial frame of the Sun at each
IBEX-Hi energy passband (see Appendix C.1). McComas et al. showed that the
corrections result in less than ∼5% change in angle of incidence on the detector, and
less than ∼15% change in energy, for IBEX-Hi energies [see McComas et al., 2010,
Figure 1A].
We will also focus on energies relevant to IBEX-Lo, since correcting for the
CG effect becomes more difficult at lower energies. Fuselier et al. [2012, 2014] made
corrections to the IBEX-Lo data by simply transforming the spacecraft frame energy,
and thus shifting the flux. While this may give a rough estimate of the inertial
frame flux, without knowing the local spectral indices in each frame this introduces
uncertainty in the data. Since low energy particle measurements are more susceptible
to the CG effect, any approximations made in correcting for this effect greatly increase
the overall error.
Another important issue in studying measurements of low energy H ENAs
and interstellar H, especially in moving reference frames, is the dual effect of solar
gravity and radiation pressure on their energies and trajectories. Assuming the inner
heliosphere to be optically thin, radiation pressure acts as a force opposing gravity
with a r−2 dependence for H [e.g., Bzowski , 2008]. Due to the complicated nature
of radiation pressure below radial speeds of 100 km s−1 , and due to the increasing
strength of gravity and radiation pressure close to the Sun, H trajectories may be significantly deflected from straight and gravity-dominant trajectories when their radial
speeds are relatively low. This occurs when H atoms approach the spacecraft (since
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IBEX detects particles along LOSs tangent to Earth’s orbit) or for particularly low
energy H atoms.
Global simulations of low energy fluxes by Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2009]
assumed a balance between gravity and radiation pressure, which may be approximately valid during solar minimum conditions. However, our results indicate a noticeable deflection of H atoms during the recent, extended solar minimum, therefore
it is necessary to include gravitational and radiation pressure effects in low energy
simulations.
In Figure 4.1 we show the radiation pressure/gravity compensation factor as a
function of H atom radial velocity at different times of the solar cycle. At the previous solar minimum, radiation pressure became comparable to (and less than) gravity
for radial velocities ∼0 km s−1 . At the previous solar maximum, the compensation
factor reached ∼1.5, with radiation pressure dominating gravity [Lemaire et al., 2005;
Tarnopolski and Bzowski, 2009]. However, the current solar maximum appears significantly less active than the previous cycle [McComas et al., 2012a, 2013b; Sokól
et al., 2013], with µ ∼1.1 at the lowest speed. Therefore, the magnitude and direction
of deflection depends on the solar cycle and the time of measurement. This, in turn,
will change the original source location of the particles, making corrections to observational data more complex [see Bzowski and Tarnopolski , 2006]. We briefly address
the issue of radiation pressure in our simulations by comparing spectra that include
the extremes of radiation pressure at the previous solar minimum and current solar
maximum, and show examples of low energy H atom trajectories during different
times in the previous and current solar cycles, in different reference frames.
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Figure 4.1: Gravity compensation factor as a function of H radial velocity (top),
reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013], and solar Lyα composite flux (bottom), reproduced from McComas et al. [2012a]. Note the Lyα flux units should be cm−2
s−1 . We show the compensation factor at several different solar flux values: previous solar maximum (solid red line) and minimum (solid blue line), and the current
solar maximum (dashed red line), with Lyα flux values Itot = 5.5 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 ,
Itot = 3.53 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 , and Itot = 4.5 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 , respectively. When
radiation pressure and gravitational forces balance, µ equals 1 (dashed black line).
The previous solar maximum and minimum solar fluxes were taken from Tarnopolski
and Bzowski [2009], and the current solar maximum solar flux was estimated using
the composite flux shown on the bottom, where the red line indicates the time since
the launch of IBEX. Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the
AAS.
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In this chapter, we provide simulated results of H fluxes measured in the
inertial and spacecraft frames, at a range of energies relevant to IBEX measurements
(∼0.01–6 keV). We take into account the relative motion of IBEX, approximated as
30 km s−1 tangent to Earth’s orbit (assuming a circular orbit at 1 AU), and also apply
similar look directions as IBEX during its motion around the Sun. In Section 4.2,
we describe our numerical simulations and derive the methods used to calculate H
fluxes in the inertial and spacecraft frames. In Section 4.3, we provide the results
of our simulations in the form of all-sky maps and LOS spectra, and discuss the
results. Finally, we briefly demonstrate the effect of varying the radiation pressure,
which becomes increasingly important at low energies (≤0.1 keV). This follows with
concluding remarks in Section 4.4.

4.2

Theory and Simulations

In this section we describe the theory and method of simulation used to simulate H ENA flux measurements. We determine the flux of H at 1 AU by numerically
integrating the time-independent differential flux (derived in Section 4.2.1), with units
(cm2 s sr keV)−1 , backward along H trajectories from 1 to 1000 AU, i.e., the simulation LISM boundary [Zirnstein et al., 2012]. We integrate the H equation of motion
[e.g., Bzowski , 2008],

r
d2 r
= −GM [1 − µ(vr (r), Itot (ψ))] 3 ,
2
dt
|r|
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(4.1)

using a Runge–Kutta order 4/5 adaptive method (see Appendix B.1), where G is
the gravitational constant, M is solar mass, vr is the H radial velocity, µ is the
gravity compensation factor (ranging between 0 and ∼2, see Figure 4.1), and Itot
is the wavelength-integrated solar Lyα flux (see Appendix B.1), where we assume
time-independent radiation pressure [Tarnopolski and Bzowski, 2009], and ψ is heliolatitude angle. The integrations are carried out as a post-process simulation following
the 3D MHD/kinetic simulation of the SW–LISM interaction, as described in Chapter 3. The particular 3D “background” heliosphere used for the H flux calculations in
this chapter is the 3 µG LISM magnetic field case from Heerikhuisen et al. [2014], with
simulation boundary conditions shown in Table 4.1. This simulation provides a best
estimate of the LISM parameters, based on assuming that the LISM magnetic field
points toward the center of the IBEX ribbon [Funsten et al., 2013], although slightly
off-centered [see Heerikhuisen et al., 2014]. Our value of 3 µG for the interstellar field
strength, derived by Schwadron et al. [2011] using a rough pressure balance based
on the derived characteristics of the observed globally-distributed flux, is a consensus
value based on recent developments in comparisons to IBEX data and observations
of the interstellar flow speed [Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2011; McComas et al.,
2012b; Zank et al., 2013; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014]. The inner boundary conditions
are based on approximate averages of SW data observed between 2004 and 2008
[McComas et al., 2013b], covering the delay time between the outward-propagation
of the SW from the Sun and the detection of the H atoms (for more explanation
see Desai et al. [2014] and Chapter 6). The simulation also includes the SW data
from Sokól et al. [2013] in the following simple way. When ENAs are produced in
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Table 4.1: SW and LISM boundary conditions. Data reproduced from Zirnstein
et al. [2013].
Parameter

1 AU

LISM

Tp (K)
np (cm−3 )
nH (cm−3 )
up (km s−1 )
B (µG)
up (ecliptic J2000)
B (ecliptic J2000)

51100
6300
7.4
0.082
0.0
0.172
450
23.2
37.5
3
◦
...
(79 , –5◦ )
...
(220.5◦ , 40◦ )

the supersonic SW, we assume they gain a velocity derived from the latitude and
time-dependent equations from Sokól et al. [2013], although at a random point in
time [see Heerikhuisen et al., 2014]. The LISM plasma temperature (Tp ) and speed
(up ) parameters are consensus values derived from Möbius et al. [2012], Bzowski et al.
[2012], and McComas et al. [2012b], and the LISM plasma density (np ) and neutral
H density (nH ) are from Heerikhuisen et al. [2014].
In order to simplify the integration of the equation of motion, Equation (4.1)
assumes that H atoms are traveling through an optically thin medium. Within ∼10
AU of the Sun, the inner heliosphere can be approximated as being optically thin
[Scherer and Fahr , 1996; Quémerais, 2000]. Beyond ∼10 AU, we may approximate
the inner heliosphere as being optically thin for H atoms with radial velocities &30
km s−1 [Bzowski , 2008]. For our low energy LOS spectra simulations, using Gaussian
distribution binning, we limit our bins’ “central” energies to ≥20 eV (or ≥60 km
s−1 ). Therefore, for the most dramatic CG case (in the ecliptic plane), the simulated
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H (central) velocity will be 60 km s−1 –30 km s−1 = 30 km s−1 . However, since the
effects of radiation pressure are mainly important for heliocentric distances within
close proximity of the Sun, where the medium can be approximated as being optically
thin, our lowest energy simulations are likely valid in modeling their approximate
trajectories and assuming time-independence. We also show simulations of all-sky
maps at a lower central energy (15 eV) in Section 4.3.3 to demonstrate deflections of
H atoms simulated at different times during the solar cycle for IBEX-Lo passband 1,
the lowest energy bin.

4.2.1

H Flux in the Inertial Frame
In this section, we first derive the differential flux of H in the inertial frame,

and in Section 4.2.2 we will transform the inertial differential flux equations to the
spacecraft frame. The number of H atoms with velocity v produced through chargeexchange in volume ∆V , in time ∆t, is


∆N (v) = f (v)v 2 ∆v∆Ω ∆V η(v)∆t,

(4.2)

where v is the parent proton velocity (and the measured H atom velocity) in the
inertial frame, the parent proton distribution in the inertial frame f (v) = fp (vp ),
the parent proton distribution in the plasma frame (with units s3 cm−6 ), and ∆Ω =
sin(θ)∆θ∆φ is the differential solid angle (we define “parent” as the proton that
captured an electron through charge-exchange to produce the measured H atom).
The velocity transformation from the inertial to plasma frame is vp = v − up , where
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up is the bulk plasma velocity. The rate of charge exchange η, between the parent
proton and background H (with units s−1 ), is given by [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al., 2006b]

Z
η(v) =

fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d3 vH ,

(4.3)

where fH (vH ) is the background H distribution in the inertial frame (with units s3
cm−6 ), vH is the background H velocity, and σex is the charge-exchange cross section for H–H+ interactions [Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005]. One may approximate
the background H distribution as Maxwellian, simplifying Equation (4.3), however
since our MHD/kinetic simulations provide 6D phase space distributions of fH (vH )
[Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2010], we solve the full charge-exchange rate integral
for H in all of our simulations presented in this chapter.
Using the full expression of the rate of H production (Equation (4.3)), Equation
(4.2) can be re-written as

2


∆N (v) = fp (vp )v ∆v∆Ω ∆V

Z

3



fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t.

(4.4)

In order to convert to the correct flux units, we apply the definition of differential
volume,
∆V = r2 ∆r∆Ω = ∆r∆A = v∆t∆A.

(4.5)

By using Equation (4.5), and dividing Equation (4.4) by ∆A∆t∆Ω, we get

∆N
= fp (vp )v 3 ∆v
∆A∆t∆Ω

Z

3



fH (vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t.
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(4.6)

Finally, after dividing by the differential energy ∆E = mH v∆v, and integrating over
both sides, we get

Z
1
fp (r, vp )v 2 P (r, v)
J(θ, φ, v1AU ) =
mH
Z

3
×
fH (r, vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH dt.

(4.7)

where (θ, φ) is the spacecraft look direction and the angles at which the H ENA (with
speed v) intersects with the spacecraft look direction at 1 AU, v1AU is the speed of
the H ENA at 1 AU (where v changes along the trajectory according to Equation
(4.1)), r is the radial vector pointing to a position along the H ENA trajectory (not
necessarily a straight line), P (r, v) = exp(−

R

β(r, v)dt) ' 1 −

R

β(r, v)dt is the

survival probability of H, and β(r, v) is the ionization rate (see Appendix A and
Figure 3.3). Equation (4.7) is the integrated H flux along a LOS in the inertial frame
assuming a source that is isotropic in the plasma frame (in CGS units). Converting
from CGS units of energy (erg) to keV, we arrive with flux in units of (cm2 s sr
keV)−1 .
Normally, we would apply losses to H atoms while integrating along their
trajectories from 1 AU to their point of creation. However, since the IBEX measurements are corrected for their survival probability up to 100 AU with better accuracy
than we can currently provide [McComas et al., 2012a], we ignore losses within 100
AU in our simulations. At distances beyond 100 AU, losses due to photo-ionization
and electron-impact ionization are negligible (assuming negligible heating of electrons
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at the TS), therefore we only apply charge-exchange losses beyond 100 AU from the
Sun.
We use the differential form of Equation (4.7) for calculating H fluxes by
integrating backward along H trajectories from 1 to 1000 AU, since we know precisely
where the particles are measured at 1 AU (with known direction and energy). The
differential flux for H atoms in the inertial frame is therefore given by

∆JP (θ, φ, r, v) =

1
fp (r, vp )v 2 P (r, v)
mH

Z
3
×
fH (r, vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t,

(4.8)

which we use to calculate primary H ENA fluxes from the IHS, and primary and secondary interstellar H fluxes from the OHS, the region of dense and heated interstellar
plasma between the HP and bow shock/wave (see, e.g., Zank [1999a], and Figure 1.1
in this dissertation). This region also contains PUIs that form from charge-exchange
with outward-propagating ENAs from inside the heliosphere (see Chapter 5).
For secondary ribbon ENAs from the OHS, we assume they originate from a
partial shell distribution of PUIs using the model from Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b] (see
Section 1.4.3). The differential flux for secondary ENAs from the OHS is determined
by the rate of creation of PUIs from charge-exchange between primary ENAs (that
propagated outside the HP, see Figure 1.9) and OHS protons. Once PUIs are created,
we assume they form a partial shell distribution before becoming secondary ENAs,
without fully isotropizing. Although other secondary ENA models could be applied
[e.g., Chalov et al., 2010; Schwadron and McComas, 2013b; Möbius et al., 2013; Isen-
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berg, 2014], for the purposes of this study we chose the model from Heerikhuisen
et al. as a simple approach for simulating the ribbon. The secondary ribbon ENA
differential flux is then given by [Zirnstein et al., 2012]

∆JS (θ, φ, r, v) =

1
np (r)v 2 P (r, v)
4πmH
!
Z
fH (r, vH )
×
vrel (|vH − up (r)|)σex (vrel (r))dΩvH ∆t, (4.9)
Ω v̂H ·B̂LISM (r)

where BLISM is the LISM magnetic field, np is the OHS proton density, vH = v(θv , φv )
is the primary H ENA velocity, which is taken from the background 6D H distribution [Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2010], and vrel is the relative velocity between the
background H distribution (primary ENA) and OHS proton, given by [e.g., Ripken
and Fahr , 1983; Heerikhuisen et al., 2006b]


vrel = vth,p (r)
w=




1
exp(−w2 )
√
+ w+
erf(w) ,
2w
π

1
|vH − up (r)|,
vth,p (r)

(4.10)

where vth,p is the local thermal speed of the plasma. In order to derive Equation
(4.9), we assume that the OHS plasma is Maxwellian. Even though we assume a
two-Maxwellian plasma in the OHS for our low energy simulations, which we show
later in Section 4.3.2, simulating secondary ribbon ENAs assuming a two-Maxwellian
plasma does not appreciably change the results (not shown). Therefore, for simplicity
in Equation (4.9), we assume a single Maxwellian OHS plasma.
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At each step along the trajectories, Equation (4.9) is integrated over the local
6D H distribution (fH ) in velocity space (∆Ωv = sin(θv )∆θv ∆φv ), at the energy (or
velocity) of the resulting secondary ENA (vH ). The variables in Equations (4.8) and
(4.9) depend on the local position along the integration path, and are interpolated
between grid points in our 3D simulated heliosphere (see Appendix B.3).

4.2.2

H Flux in the Spacecraft Frame
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are used to calculate H ENA fluxes from the IHS,

interstellar H fluxes from the OHS, and secondary ribbon ENA fluxes from the OHS,
all in the inertial frame. In order to directly compare simulated H fluxes to observed
data, without performing post-process CG corrections to the observed data, we can
simulate H fluxes in the spacecraft frame (denoted with primes) by utilizing a frame
transformation. The flux transformation used by McComas et al. [2010],

J 0 (θ0 , E 0 ) =

E0
J(θ, E),
E

(4.11)

utilizes the invariance of phase space density, and the fact that the flux J ∝ f (v)v 2 ,
where f (v) is the number density in phase space [e.g., Forman, 1970], and E =
mH v 2 /2 is the energy of the H ENA. For our purposes, we are interested in integrating
over the differential flux of H, produced through charge-exchange, along H atom
trajectories ending at IBEX. Therefore, based on Equation (4.8) in the previous
section, the differential flux for primary H ENAs in the spacecraft frame is given by
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∆JP0 (θ0 , φ0 , r 0 , v 0 ) =

1 0 0 0 02
f (r , v )v P (r 0 , v 0 )
mH
Z

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 0
×
fH (r , vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t0 ,

(4.12)

where we substituted the velocity transformation from the inertial to spacecraft frame,

v 0 = v − uSC ,

(4.13)

into Equation (4.8), where uSC is the spacecraft velocity. We can simplify Equation
(4.12) knowing that the phase space density is invariant (f 0 (v 0 ) = fp (vp )), the position
along the trajectory of the H ENA flux is the same (r 0 = r), the relative velocities
are invariant to frame transformations (v 0 − vH0 = v − vH ), and that the time scale is
invariant (∆t0 = ∆t), giving

∆JP0 (θ0 , φ0 , r 0 , v 0 ) =

1
fp (r, vp )v 02 P (r, v)
mH
Z

3
×
fH (r, vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t

(4.14)

(notice the correction to P (r, v) compared to Equation (14) in Zirnstein et al. [2013],
which is also invariant). Therefore, using Equations (4.8) and (4.14), the differential
flux frame transformation is

∆JP0 (θ0 , φ0 , r 0 , v 0 ) =

v 02
E0
∆J
(θ,
φ,
r,
v)
=
∆JP (θ, φ, r, v),
P
v2
E
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(4.15)

which is the differential form of the familiar frame transformation from Equation
(4.11). We have used the variables (θ, φ, v) instead of (θ, E) for convenience in the
derivation. Nevertheless, the equations are the same, such that the flux measured
by the spacecraft in the inertial frame, J, from direction (θ, φ), at velocity v, is
proportional to the flux measured in the spacecraft frame, J 0 , from direction (θ0 , φ0 ),
at velocity v 0 , where they are related by Equation (4.15). The relationship between
the angles (θ, φ) and (θ0 , φ0 ) are determined by Equation (4.13), which is applied at
the start of integration at 1 AU.
Assuming the background H distribution can be approximated as Maxwellian,
Equation (4.8) can be simplified as

∆JP (θ, φ, r, v) =

1
fp (r, vp )v 2 P (r, v)nH (r)σex (vrel (r))vrel (r)∆t,
mH

(4.16)

which is similar to previous differential flux equations [e.g., Scherer and Fahr , 2003a;
Fahr and Scherer , 2004; Sternal et al., 2008]. This approximation can also be applied
to the transformed Equation (4.14). Integrating over the trajectory, and assuming
constant variables, we get

JP (θ, φ, v1AU ) '

1
fp (r, vp )v 2 P (r, v)nH (r)σex (vrel (r))L.
mH

(4.17)

The quantity nH σex (vrel )L is the probability of charge-exchange over the length scale
L ' vrel t in the background H frame (∼ uH ). At high energies, where vrel ' v  uH ,
this gives L ' vt, or the length of the integration path. At low energies, however,
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where v ∼ uH , the charge-exchange length scale should be calculated in the frame
of the moving background H distribution. For our simulations in this chapter, we
directly simulate H flux in the inertial and spacecraft frames using Equations (4.8) and
(4.14), respectively, without assuming a Maxwellian for the background H population,
or assuming vrel ' v. Applying the same frame transformation to Equation (4.9),
the differential flux for secondary ribbon ENAs measured in the spacecraft frame is
therefore given by

1
np (r)v 02 P (r, v)
4πmH
!
Z
fH (r, vH )
×
vrel (|vH − up (r)|)σex (vrel (r))dΩvH ∆t (4.18)
Ω v̂H ·B̂LISM (r)

∆JS0 (θ0 , φ0 , r 0 , v 0 ) =

(notice the correction to P (r, v) compared to Equation (18) in Zirnstein et al. [2013]).
We must take into account IBEX ’s look direction at each position along its
orbit since IBEX continuously rotates about its Sun-pointing axis to create full sky
maps within a 6 month period [McComas et al., 2009b]. Depending on its position
along the orbit, the spacecraft may be moving toward, or away from, the emission
source. This in turn creates maps that contain fluxes from ram and anti-ram frames
[McComas et al., 2012a]. “Ram” is defined as any direction where the angle between
the spacecraft’s motion (uSC ) and its look direction (θ, φ) is less than 90◦ , whereas
“anti-ram” is any direction where the angle is greater than 90◦ . Thus the ram and
anti-ram frames correspond to measurements simulated in the spacecraft frame along
these specified directions. We compute fluxes in the ram, inertial, and anti-ram
frames in order to directly compare to IBEX-Hi observations before (and after) the
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data is transformed to the inertial frame, as well as to demonstrate the complexities
inherent in measurements made in different frames of reference, particularly at IBEXLo energies.
In order for us to make similar maps, the look direction of IBEX for each
position along its orbit is specified in our numerical code as the “initial” point of the
H trajectories, where they then propagate backward in time along paths determined
by gravity and radiation pressure, with speeds and directions that depend on the
relative velocity of the Earth at the time of measurement. Using the differential
flux equations derived in this section, and applying both ram and anti-ram frame
transformations, we can simulate H fluxes for any LOS direction in a moving frame.
Although IBEX measures fluxes from different directions at different times (as a
function of latitude and longitude), we assume in our simulations that the fluxes are
computed simultaneously from every direction, since our “background” heliosphere
is in a steady-state (see Chapter 6 for a time-dependent, simulated heliosphere). In
Section 4.3.1.2, we compare our results to exposure time weight-averaged IBEX data,
collected over the first 3 years of observations.

4.2.3

Multiple H Flux Sources
In this chapter we simulate several different sources of H fluxes in the IHS

and OHS. For results presented in Section 4.3.1 we simulate primary ENAs from
the IHS using the three-Maxwellian approach from Zank et al. [2010], and secondary
ribbon ENAs from the OHS [Heerikhuisen et al., 2010b; Zirnstein et al., 2012]. In
Section 4.3.2, which covers IBEX-Lo energies, we simulate primary ENAs from the
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IHS (again assuming a three-Maxwellian approximation) and primary and secondary
interstellar H from the OHS, ignoring secondary ribbon ENA fluxes. Our simulations
of secondary interstellar H are different than those from other recent models [Bzowski
et al., 2012; Saul et al., 2013], which define the secondary interstellar H source as the
compressed LISM plasma near the HP. We simulate low energy H from the OHS using
a method similar to Desai et al. [2014] by assuming a two-Maxwellian approximation
for the OHS plasma. Of the two populations, one consists of relatively cold protons
originating from the core LISM plasma (including LISM ions compressed near the
HP), while the second consists of a small percentage of hot, non-thermalized PUIs
originating from IHS ENAs that crossed the HP. Assuming this PUI population does
not thermalize with the LISM plasma before charge-exchange, but is represented by a
(isotropic) Maxwellian distribution, simulated fluxes at low energies are in reasonable
agreement with IBEX-Lo observations [Desai et al., 2014]. Zirnstein et al. [2014]
include populations for multiple OHS PUI species, however for simplicity in this
study we only account for PUIs from outward-propagating SW ENAs from the IHS,
which are the most significant at IBEX-Lo energies [see Zirnstein et al., 2014].
For low energy simulations in this study, we assume a constant temperature
for the OHS PUI population (500,000 K) for simplicity (for more explanation, see
Section 5.2.2.2), which is derived from properties of parent SW ENAs from the IHS
(see Section 5.3.2). The relative density of PUIs to the total plasma density, which
varies between the simulated LISM boundary and the HP, is determined by a heating
parameter defined in Zirnstein et al. [2014] (also see Chapter 5), where a value of
α = 1/4 is used here. As shown by Desai et al. [2014], results using these parameters
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for a two-Maxwellian OHS plasma compare favorably to IBEX-Lo observations along
the Voyager directions.
Since Equation (4.8) assumes a single proton distribution as the source of H,
at any one position, this must be modified for a multi-distribution approach. For
example, the differential flux for H created in the OHS, assuming a two-Maxwellian
plasma, is given by
∆JP,OHS = ∆JP,LISM + ∆JP,PUI ,

(4.19)

where ∆JP,LISM is the flux of H originating from the charge-exchange between LISM
protons and background H (creating primary interstellar H flux), and ∆JP,PUI from
the charge-exchange between heated PUIs and background H (creating secondary
interstellar H flux), using Equation (4.8) for each term. This can also be applied to
the three-Maxwellian distribution for the IHS plasma in a similar fashion.

4.3

Results and Discussion

By integrating Equations (4.8), (4.9), (4.14), and (4.18) backward from IBEX
along H trajectories, and interpolating background plasma/neutral H parameters (velocity, density, temperature, magnetic field) taken from our 3D MHD/kinetic simulation, we can create all-sky maps of H fluxes at 1 AU, as well as individual LOS
spectra, in the inertial and spacecraft frames. For the purposes of this study we focus
on two different ranges of energies. We first look at IBEX-Hi energies by simulating
H ENAs at IBEX-Hi energy passbands 2–6, demonstrating the effect of CG on the
ribbon and IHS spectra, and select areas in the sky to compare with IBEX observa-
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tions. We then focus on IBEX-Lo energies (∼0.01 to 0.5 keV) to study the effects
of CG on H flux from the IHS and OHS, in combination with gravity and radiation
pressure, by providing spectra integrated along trajectories in the ecliptic plane and
normal to the ecliptic. Finally, we show examples of low energy (∼15 eV) H trajectories that occur during different times of the solar cycle, in all reference frames, as
well as all-sky maps in the ram frame at a bin centered at 15 eV.

4.3.1

Simulated H Flux at IBEX-Hi Energies
We first provide results of simulating H ENA flux measurements in the inertial

and spacecraft frames at IBEX-Hi energy passbands 2–6. At each passband, we
simulate fluxes of H ENAs at a discrete number of energies within the passband
range, and integrate over the energies using the weighting provided by the IBEX-Hi
energy response function (see Schwadron et al. [2009a], Funsten et al. [2009a], and
Appendix C.1 in this dissertation). We also apply a simplified angular response model
based on the IBEX-Hi collimator transmission (assuming cylindrical symmetry), by
linearly interpolating around each 1◦ pixel. We assume a maximum transmission of
0.67 at the center (normalized for 1◦ resolution) which drops to zero at an angle of
7◦ from the center (see Appendix C.2). The simulation results consist of primary
ENA sources from the IHS, where we assume a three-Maxwellian distribution for the
IHS plasma, and secondary ribbon ENA sources from the OHS assuming a single
Maxwellian OHS plasma, where we ignore losses within 100 AU of the Sun. We use
the same energy/temperature partition parameters in the IHS as simulations along
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the V1 direction in Desai et al. [2014], with 80% of the total proton density belonging
to the core SW, 17.5% to transmitted PUIs, and 2.5% to reflected PUIs.

4.3.1.1

All-sky Maps

As shown in Figures 4.2–4.4, measuring in different frames of reference produces noticeably different results, even at IBEX-Hi energies. The majority of the
results show an increase in flux in the ram frame and a decrease in the anti-ram
frame, with the greatest difference in the ecliptic plane. Although the ribbon dominates most of the sky at the IBEX-Hi energies, both the ribbon and IHS spectra
are uniquely affected by the change of reference frame. Excluding the results from
passband 2, the ribbon flux tends to disappear near the ecliptic from ram to anti-ram,
as well as dim in the bright spots of the ribbon. This is partially due to a lower count
rate as the spacecraft moves away from the source, but also due to the shift of the
ENA spectrum to higher energies when measuring in the anti-ram frame.
As the energy increases from ∼1 to ∼4 keV, the ribbon flux in the inertial
frame disappears from the ecliptic and appears at higher latitudes. This effect can
be seen in IBEX observations [McComas et al., 2012a], as well as in modeling results
from Schwadron and McComas [2013b] and Heerikhuisen et al. [2014]. The reasoning
for this, as stated in these papers, is the latitudinal-dependence of the outwardpropagating primary ENAs that fuel the secondary ENA mechanism. While slow SW
is emitted from near the equator of the Sun, faster SW escapes from near the poles,
producing higher energy primary ENAs at high latitudes. By applying the model of
SW energies from Sokól et al. [2013] (see Section 4.2), our results show similar effects.
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Figure 4.2: Simulated ENA flux all-sky maps at IBEX-Hi energy passbands 2 (left)
and 3 (right), in ram (top), inertial (middle), and anti-ram (bottom) frames. The
inertial maps are simulated assuming a motionless spacecraft. However, the simulated
position of the spacecraft is still taken into account, where we assume the spacecraft
is looking toward the front of the heliosphere when positioned on the right flank of
the Sun, and looking toward the back of the heliosphere when positioned on the left
flank of the Sun. The all-sky maps are centered on the LISM inflow direction (259◦ ,
5◦ ) in ecliptic coordinates, which we define as the nose direction. The simulations
include primary ENA sources from the IHS (three-Maxwellian model), and secondary
ribbon ENA sources from the OHS (partial shell model), and ignore losses within 100
AU from the Sun. Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Figure 4.3: Simulated ENA flux all-sky maps at IBEX-Hi energy passbands 4 (left)
and 5 (right), in ram (top), inertial (middle), and anti-ram (bottom) frames. All
other simulation parameters are the same as those shown in Figure 4.2. Reproduced
from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Figure 4.4: Simulated ENA flux all-sky maps at IBEX-Hi energy passband 6, in
ram (top), inertial (middle), and anti-ram (bottom) frames. All other simulation
parameters are the same as those shown in Figure 4.2. Reproduced from Zirnstein
et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Measuring in the ram and anti-ram frames then enhances this effect, further spreading
the ribbon flux towards lower latitudes (ram) and higher latitudes (anti-ram).
At ∼0.71 keV, however, we see little change in secondary ribbon flux between
each frame. This is due to a flattening of the simulated secondary ENA spectrum
between passbands 2 and 3 in the inertial frame. A large portion of the flux near
the ecliptic in the ribbon originates from slow SW, at energies ∼1 keV, where we see
a peak in the ribbon flux. A flattening in the spectrum between passbands 2 and 3
causes the flux in the ram and anti-ram frames to converge, since the local spectral
slope is approximately zero (also see Figure 4.10). However, this effect does not seem
to occur in the IBEX-Hi data, which clearly shows large differences between the ram
and anti-ram flux in the ribbon at 0.71 keV [see McComas et al., 2012a, Figures 17
and 18]. This could be a temporal effect beyond what we can currently achieve with
our method of applying the SW data from Sokól et al. [2013] in our steady-state
MHD/kinetic simulations. Studies focused on simulating the time-dependence of the
IBEX ribbon flux are explored in Chapter 6.
While the observed ribbon flux has a distinct “knot” feature at high latitudes
[McComas et al., 2012a], our simulated flux appears to lack this feature in all reference
frames (see Figure 4.4). This is possibly due to our use of uniform, time-independent
SW boundary conditions for the background heliosphere, which creates a smooth and
nearly uniform HP. If the knot feature is due to distortions of the interstellar magnetic
field and plasma density near the HP and thus variations in the BLISM · r = 0 surface
[Pogorelov et al., 2011], a time-dependent simulation of the heliosphere and ribbon
flux may simulate a knot more similar to the observed data. Also, the probability
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for charge-exchange to occur in the supersonic SW depends on the local plasma
properties, which are currently assumed to be time-independent.
Also note that flux from the tail appears brighter near the ecliptic at higher energies. Although recent IBEX observations have discovered and quantified a heliotail
[McComas et al., 2013a], such fluxes from the tail at high energies are not seen in the
observations, but appear from higher latitudes. This is partly due to an insufficient
approximation of the simulated IHS plasma over large distances from the TS, where a
“cooling length” for the IHS plasma should be applied [Schwadron et al., 2011], such
as the variable-kappa method from Heerikhuisen et al. [2014], or the extinction of
high energy PUIs by charge-exchange (see Chapter 5). But this is also due to our use
of uniform solar maximum SW boundary conditions in the background heliosphere,
with a lack of fast SW near the poles.
To illustrate this, in Figure 4.5 we show an all-sky map of simulated H ENA
flux from the IHS only (i.e., no ribbon), at 2.73 keV, centered on the heliotail direction
(79◦ , –5◦ ). The background heliosphere used for this simulation, instead of assuming
uniform solar maximum SW boundary conditions, is taken from our time-dependent
MHD/kinetic simulation [Heerikhuisen et al., 2013b], i.e., from a snapshot in time
during solar minimum, where the boundary between fast and slow SW is approximately ±35◦ latitude. When calculating the H ENA flux, we assume the value of
κ increases along plasma streamlines, similar to Heerikhuisen et al. [2014]. This approximates the extinction of the high energy tail of the kappa distribution over time,
leaving a colder, Maxwellian-like distribution farther away from the TS. Although we
assume the propagation of H ENAs to the detector as being instantaneous (i.e., still
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Figure 4.5: Simulated ENA flux all-sky map at 2.73 keV, centered on the heliotail
direction (79◦ , –5◦ ). In contrast to the rest of the simulations from this chapter,
the background heliosphere used for this all-sky map is from a snapshot in time
from a simulated, time-dependent heliosphere at solar minimum, although assuming
instantaneous transport of H ENAs to the detector.

a steady-state simulation of H ENA flux), the simulated flux is qualitatively similar to IBEX observations of the heliotail from Figure 6 of McComas et al. [2013a].
Comparing to the fourth panel in their figure (2.73 keV), we see a similar two-lobed
structure on the left and right sides of the heliotail (center of the plot), i.e., a lack
of flux from the lobes at high energies. Also, there are bright spots just above and
below the center, which also appear to be visible in the observations, although with
less intensity. The overestimated brightness in these spots is likely due to the lack of
properly simulating the extinction of PUIs in the heliotail (see Chapter 5). We also
see a slight tilt in the lobe structure, where the lobe on the right of the map is slightly
lower than the center line, and the lobe on the left is above the center line. As stated
in McComas et al. [2013a], this is due to the force of the interstellar magnetic field on
the HP, squeezing and distorting the heliotail. Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] demonstrate
the level of distortion of the heliotail for different interstellar field strengths (1–4 µG),
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where a field strength beyond 3–4 µG would likely distort the heliotail structure too
much.
Another feature that can be seen in the simulated all-sky maps (Figures 4.2–
4.4) is the distortion of the shape of the ribbon between each reference frame. In
the ram frame, where the spacecraft is moving towards the emission source, the CG
effect forces the flux to appear closer to the plane of motion, i.e., the ecliptic plane,
while the opposite occurs in the anti-ram frame. Therefore the high latitude portions
of the ribbon appear to slightly decrease in latitude in the ram frame, and increase
in the anti-ram frame. This effect is best seen in passbands 2 and 3 in Figure 4.2,
and becomes less noticeable at higher energies. These distortions are also seen in the
IBEX-Hi data at the lowest energy passbands, in Figures 17 and 18 of McComas
et al. [2012a].

4.3.1.2

LOS Spectra and Comparisons to IBEX

Next we pay particular attention to a few selected areas in the sky. The directions we have chosen are along V1 (255◦ , 35◦ ), V2 (289◦ , –32◦ ), the nose, i.e.,
LISM inflow direction (259◦ , 5◦ ), and the ribbon (259◦ , –20◦ ), in ecliptic J2000 coordinates. These directions are the same as those defined by McComas et al. [2009a]
and Fuselier et al. [2012], except with an updated direction for the nose [Möbius et al.,
2012; Bzowski et al., 2012; McComas et al., 2012b], as well as the longitude of the
ribbon pixel to match the nose direction. We compare simulated spectra along these
directions with extinction-corrected IBEX-Hi data in all frames.
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Since the IBEX spacecraft orbits the Earth as the Earth orbits the Sun, it
measures fluxes in both ram and anti-ram frames in each data map, where fluxes
measured in either frame can be transformed into the inertial frame of the Sun [see
McComas et al., 2010, Appendix A]. However, transforming to the inertial frame
introduces uncertainties in the result. In Figure 4.6 we show extinction-corrected
IBEX-Hi spectra measured in the ram and anti-ram frames (uncorrected, blue and red
solid lines), as well as both spectra transformed into the inertial frame (CG-corrected,
green line). Since the flux around passband 3 can be estimated (to second order),
the CG-corrected ram only and anti-ram only spectra are reasonably accurate at the
central energy passband. Near the ends of the spectra where no data is collected below
passband 2 or above passband 6, it is more difficult to accurately approximate the local
spectral slope, and thus, transform the spectra to the inertial frame. However, since
IBEX collects data in both the ram and anti-ram frames, a reasonable approximation
of the inertial frame flux can be made by exposure time weight-averaging all IBEX-Hi
maps, after correcting for the CG effect for each map. This gives the CG-corrected
(“All maps”) flux shown as the solid green line in Figure 4.6 [see McComas et al.,
2012a].
Simulated spectra from the V1, V2, nose, and ribbon directions are shown on
the top left of Figures 4.7–4.10. We also provide the negative of the spectral slopes,
i.e., the spectral indices, at the bottom of the figures. As shown previously, the main
difference between each frame is an increase in flux in the ram frame, and a decrease
in the anti-ram frame. The farther away from the simulated ribbon (e.g., V1 ), the
more the simulated spectrum appears to follow a smooth power-law (index between
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Figure 4.6: IBEX-Hi spectra (extinction-corrected) from the nose direction (259◦ ,
5◦ ), in all reference frames. Shown are spectra measured in the ram (uncorrected, blue
line) and anti-ram (uncorrected, red line) frames of the IBEX spacecraft. The CGcorrected ram data (blue dashed line) are calculated by transforming the uncorrected
ram data into the inertial frame, while the CG-corrected anti-ram data (red dashed
line) spectra are calculated by transforming the uncorrected anti-ram data into the
inertial frame. A reasonable approximation to the inertial flux is calculated by weightaveraging all IBEX-Hi maps after transforming each to the inertial frame (solid green
line). Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated ENA spectra at IBEX-Hi energies (top left), from the V1
direction (255◦ , 35◦ ), in the inertial (green), ram (blue), and anti-ram (red) frames,
ignoring losses within 100 AU of the Sun. Also shown are extinction-corrected IBEXHi data in all frames (top right), plotted with their uncertainties. We show the
uncorrected ram only data (blue), uncorrected anti-ram only data (red), and CGcorrected data (green) averaged over all maps [McComas et al., 2012a]. Shown on
the bottom are the negative slopes (i.e., spectral indices) of the inertial, ram, and
anti-ram spectra between each passband. Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by
permission of the AAS.
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.7, except for spectra from the V2 direction (289◦ ,
–32◦ ). Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.

1 and 2). Closer to the ribbon, the simulated spectra incorporate a “bump” near 1
keV due to the majority of outward-propagating primary ENAs having energies near
1 keV, which are more likely to be detected closer to the ribbon in our model. The
simulated inertial spectra in the ribbon direction hardens between passbands 2 and 3,
causing the ram and anti-ram frame fluxes to converge. This causes the ram, inertial,
and anti-ram frame all-sky maps at passband 2 to appear nearly indistinguishable, at
least in the ribbon portion of the sky. The IHS spectra, however, behave more like a
power-law, absent of this bump. On the left side of Figure 4.2 we see that the ribbon
flux appears to remain fairly constant from ram to inertial to anti-ram frames (and
slightly increasing), however the IHS flux surrounding the ribbon decreases from the
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.7, except for spectra from the nose direction (259◦ ,
5◦ ). Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.

ram to anti-ram frames. It should also be noted that, although the simulated data
presented in Desai et al. [2014] fit reasonably well with IBEX data from the V1 and
V2 directions, for simplicity their simulations used a Gaussian bin energy response.
In this study, we use the IBEX-Hi energy response functions in the simulations, rather
than assuming a Gaussian bin response (see Appendix C.1), which will give slightly
different results.
On the right sides of Figures 4.7–4.10 we show the corresponding IBEX-Hi
data. Since IBEX is inherently moving with respect to the Sun, the inertial frame
flux is calculated by weight-averaging over all maps after performing CG corrections.
Comparing to IBEX observations, there are a few similarities with the simulations,
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.7, except for spectra from the ribbon direction (259◦ ,
–20◦ ). Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.

and some differences. Overall, the relative differences between the ram and anti-ram
frame fluxes are similar, but highly dependent on the local spectral slopes. Along
the V1 direction, shown in Figure 4.7, the simulated spectra in the spacecraft frame
appear more widely spread apart than the observed data, in the middle energies.
Although the spectral indices at these energies appear similar for the simulations
and observations, the lack of broadening in the observed data may be due to the
spectral hardening between passbands 4 and 5. At passband 6 (∼4.3 keV), where
the simulated spacecraft frame fluxes converge, the observed spacecraft frame fluxes
diverge. This is due to an apparent softening of the observed spectra at passband
6 (and higher), which is not seen in the simulations. This may be partly due to a
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time-dependent effect that is lacking in our simulations, but also due to differences
in the plasma source distribution, where a lack of higher energy flux would indeed
soften the spectrum. Our MHD/kinetic simulations assume, for simplicity, constant
solar maximum SW boundary conditions in the heliosphere. This could indeed cause
the simulated flux to behave differently at high energies. In Figure 4.8, from the V2
direction, the relative differences between spacecraft frame fluxes in the simulated
results show better agreement with the observed data. However, a unique convergence
of the observed flux occurs at passband 3, which is not seen in the simulations. Since
there is no flattening of the observed spectrum, which would cause a convergence
of flux, it is possibly attributable to characteristics of the local plasma distribution
along the LOS, or time-dependent effects.
Closer to the ribbon, the simulated spectra appear to incorporate a bump
while the observed spectra do not. Along the nose and ribbon directions (Figures
4.9 and 4.10), the simulated spectral indices peak near ∼2 keV and their spectra
converge between passbands 2 and 3, while the observed spectra and indices remain
fairly constant. This is likely due to our simplified secondary ENA model, as well as
a lack of time-dependent effects. The steeper slopes in the simulated spectra explain
the larger differences between ram and anti-ram fluxes in the simulated results at
passbands 3 and 4, while the softening of the observed spectra at passbands 5 and 6
cause larger differences between the observed spacecraft frame fluxes.
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4.3.2

Simulated H Flux at IBEX-Lo Energies
In this section we focus on the effects of CG on low energy H ENA and inter-

stellar H measurements, while including gravity and radiation pressure effects. The
radial speeds of H ENAs approach zero as they come close to the IBEX spacecraft
(i.e., the LOS is tangent to Earth’s orbit around the Sun, see Figure 1.5), therefore the
force of radiation pressure is always present near the spacecraft, for all energies. However, like gravity, radiation pressure becomes negligible at IBEX-Hi energies since it
has little time to act on fast ENAs. At sufficiently low energies, however, the forces of
gravity and radiation pressure become important. Therefore, in this section we apply
both solar maximum and minimum radiation pressure to our simulations to analyze
the effect of these forces on H flux relevant for IBEX-Lo. Also, it is important to note
that, although the inertial frame flux for IBEX-Hi observations can be reasonably
approximated by exposure time weight-averaging the CG-corrected ram and anti-ram
frame measurements, at low energies this is no longer a reasonable approximation.
In Figures 4.11 and 4.12, we present results of low energy simulations of H
fluxes from the directions of the ecliptic nose and the ecliptic north pole, respectively,
showing spectra in the inertial and spacecraft frames (top), and their (negative) spectral slopes (bottom). We chose these directions to demonstrate the range of influence
that the CG effect has on H flux measurements, where the greatest effect would occur
in the ecliptic plane, and the minimum would occur normal to the plane. We assume two different conditions for the radiation pressure. We assume solar maximum
conditions on the left side of the figures (Itot = 4.5 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 ), estimated using
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Figure 4.11: Simulated low energy spectra (top), from the ecliptic nose (EN) direction (259◦ , 0◦ ), assuming current solar maximum (left) and previous solar minimum
(right) radiation pressure, and assuming that the temperature of non-thermalized
OHS PUIs is 500,000 K and the fraction of heating due to PUIs is α = 1/4 [Desai
et al., 2014; Zirnstein et al., 2014]. We show spectra measured in the inertial (green),
ram (blue), and anti-ram (red) frames, for each case, ignoring losses within 100 AU
of the Sun. Also provided on the bottom are the negative slopes of the inertial,
ram, and anti-ram spectra. The CG effect is most prominent in the ecliptic plane, at
low energies, resulting in the large deviation between fluxes measured in each frame.
Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.11, except for spectra from the ecliptic north pole
(ENP) direction (–, 90◦ ). However, since the spacecraft is looking perpendicular to
the plane of motion, we assume the spacecraft is on the right flank of the Sun moving
towards the nose for “ram”, and on the left flank of the Sun moving towards the tail
for “anti-ram”. The “inertial” frame corresponds to a motionless spacecraft. The
CG effect is weakest normal to the ecliptic plane, thus reducing differences in flux
measured between frames, however the relative motion of the spacecraft with respect
to the OHS source plasma causes the anti-ram flux to dominate at low energies.
Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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Figure 33 from McComas et al. [2012a], and solar minimum on the right side of the
figures (Itot = 3.53 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 ) from Tarnopolski and Bzowski [2009], where the
wavelength-integrated solar Lyα flux Itot is held constant at these values.
We approximate the energy response at a discrete set of energies between ∼0.01
and 0.5 keV using a Gaussian distribution with 0.6E full width at half maximum
(FWHM) binning [McComas et al., 2012a]. Losses become important at low energies,
requiring effects such as gravity, radiation pressure, charge-exchange loss, electronimpact ionization, and photo-ionization to be properly accounted for when comparing
simulation results to observational data. However, taking losses into account at such
low energies is beyond the scope of this study, and we ignore losses within 100 AU
in all of our low energy simulations. For this reason, our studies of the simulation
results in this section are mostly qualitative.
In Figure 4.11, the ram frame flux is simulated by assuming the spacecraft is
on the right flank of the Sun (at 169◦ ecliptic longitude), moving toward the nose of
the heliosphere (at 259◦ ecliptic longitude). For the anti-ram frame, the spacecraft
is positioned on the left flank of the Sun (at 349◦ ecliptic longitude), moving toward
the tail of the heliosphere (at 79◦ ecliptic longitude). As one can see, the effect of CG
on low energy H fluxes is significantly greater than those shown at IBEX-Hi energies
in the previous section, at both solar maximum and minimum cases. As the energy
of the H atoms decreases from 0.5 keV to ∼0.1 keV, the spectra begin to peak and
flatten, where the spacecraft is sampling the peak of the flux generated by the OHS
PUI population, causing the spectral slopes to approach zero. These effects occur
during both solar radiation cases.
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At energies below ∼0.1 keV, flux in the ram frame begins to significantly
increase compared to the spectra in the other frames, by a few orders of magnitude.
At this point the spacecraft is beginning to sample flux created from the relatively cold
LISM ion population. However, flux during solar minimum increases slightly sooner
and to higher values compared to solar maximum, partly due to the acceleration of H
atoms by gravity as they approach the spacecraft. For example, at solar maximum,
the gravity compensation factor µ ≥1.1, where radiation pressure dominates over
gravity, decelerating the particle as it approaches the spacecraft. Therefore the energy
at which the particle is being measured corresponds to a source distribution of higher
energies, effectively reducing the flux. At solar minimum, where gravity begins to
dominate at small radial speeds, H is no longer decelerated, but slightly accelerated,
as it approaches the spacecraft. Thus at the same energy measured in the solar
maximum case, the spacecraft will measure a higher flux in the solar minimum case
due to the lower energy source distribution from which the H atoms originate.
Because the spacecraft is detecting H atoms with reduced energies in the ram
frame at solar minimum, it is actually sampling H originating from the colder part of
the core LISM ion population, a denser population. At solar maximum, the measured
H atoms are more energetic at the time of production, thus originating from a slightly
hotter part of the core LISM ion population. Hydrogen atoms are also deflected at
varying angles and degrees during solar maximum and minimum, where a larger
deflection away from the nose during a strong solar maximum results in a lower flux
from the ecliptic nose. Although we ignore losses in these simulations, including
losses may diverge the results between solar maximum and minimum even more since
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photo-ionization and charge exchange loss rates peak at solar maximum, thereby
decreasing the flux at solar maximum even further. Also, flux measured at a stronger
solar maximum, such as the previous solar maximum in ∼2001–2002, will be deflected
even more.
In contrast to Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12 shows low energy spectra along a direction perpendicular to the spacecraft motion, toward the ecliptic north pole. Since
the spacecraft is no longer moving toward or away from its LOS, instead we designate
each spectrum as either moving nose-ward, or tail-ward. For the ram spectra, we
assume that the spacecraft is positioned on the right flank of the Sun (at 169◦ ecliptic
longitude), thus moving “ram” toward the nose of the heliosphere (nose-ward). For
the anti-ram case, the spacecraft is positioned on the left flank of the Sun (at 349◦
ecliptic longitude), moving “anti-ram” toward the tail of the heliosphere (tail-ward).
Overall, the fluxes are nearly the same in each case, since the CG effect is greatly diminished. However, there is slightly more flux produced in the inertial and tail-ward
frames than in the nose-ward frame. First, this is partly due to the relative motion of
the spacecraft with respect to the OHS plasma flow. As the LISM plasma approaches
the HP, it is forced around the front of the heliosphere, and down the sides. Therefore
as the spacecraft moves in the tail-ward direction, it is moving relatively in the frame
of the OHS plasma source, thereby allowing a larger distribution of H atoms to be
detected. In the nose-ward case, the spacecraft is moving against the OHS plasma
flow, thus the distribution of H that can be detected by IBEX at the same energy is
lower, resulting in a lower flux. Second, the relative positions of the emission sources
in each frame affect the fluxes. As the spacecraft moves tail-ward, the H atoms it de112

tects are also propagating with velocity components toward the tail, thus originating
slightly closer toward the nose.
The opposite occurs when the spacecraft is moving nose-ward. Thus, since the
IHS is thinner near the nose compared to the tail, and a higher density of H and H+
exist near the nose (see Figures 2 and 3 from Heerikhuisen et al. [2014], or Figure 6.16
in this dissertation), we expect to see more flux from H originating closer to the nose,
thus in the “anti-ram” frame.
The negative slopes of the spectra, shown in the bottom panels, show somewhat similar behaviors to those in Figure 4.11, although without softening of the
spectrum at lower energies. And unlike the large increase in flux in the ram frame
along the ecliptic nose, there is no large increase in flux from the ecliptic north pole,
where the spacecraft is less likely to sample the colder and denser primary interstellar
H population. The spacecraft is more likely to detect H atoms with energies small
enough to originate from the cold, primary interstellar H population with the right
conditions (i.e., strong CG effect near ecliptic plane, ram frame, solar minimum).
Contrary to the anti-ram frame flux from the OHS, ram flux from the IHS
dominates over the anti-ram flux (not shown). The reason for this is similar to that
for the OHS flux, however since the IHS is thicker in the tail of the heliosphere, more
IHS flux is measured when the spacecraft detects H that originate nearer the tail of
the heliosphere, thus in the “ram” frame. However, since the OHS flux dominates at
energies below ∼0.5 keV, the IHS signal is not seen in the total fluxes in Figure 4.12.
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4.3.3

Effects of Gravity and Radiation Pressure
An important topic to cover is the role of gravity and radiation pressure on the

trajectories of low energy H atoms (<0.1 keV), in the inertial and spacecraft frames.
Assuming the inner heliosphere is optically thin, the equation of motion for H is given
by Equation (4.1), where radiation pressure acts as a force opposing gravity with r−2
dependence. In Figure 4.1, we showed the dependence of the gravity compensation
factor µ on the radial velocity of H atoms, with a local minimum at radial velocity
∼0 km s−1 , and reaching maxima at approximately ±50 km s−1 . While the previous
solar maximum displayed a strong amount of solar flux output, the current solar
maximum appears to be significantly less active, therefore we will discuss differences
in our results when simulating at these different radiation pressures.
Although a fully time-dependent simulation would vary the gravity compensation factor over the time of the particle’s travel, for the purpose of this study we
assume constant compensation factors. Since the forces of gravity and radiation pressure are most effective in close proximity to the Sun, and radiation pressure effects
are most significant for H atoms with small radial velocities (H atoms at all energies
have zero radial speeds at IBEX ), their trajectories are most affected only within a
few AU of the Sun where they approach the spacecraft. For example, assuming a H
atom with energy 15 eV is detected in the ram frame of the spacecraft (i.e., 15 eV in
the ram frame) during the previous solar maximum in the ecliptic plane, its trajectory
deviates ∼22.9◦ between the time of measurement and its trajectory at 5 AU from
the Sun. At 100 AU, it deviates ∼23.2◦ , less than 1◦ difference across 95 AU. At the
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previous extended solar minimum (∼2008–2009), this deviation is reduced to ∼13.3◦
at 5 AU, and ∼13.5◦ at 100 AU. In the spacecraft’s anti-ram frame, the deviations
do not exceed more than ∼5◦ at solar maximum, or ∼1◦ at solar minimum. Therefore, H atoms experience most of their deflection during the last few AU towards the
spacecraft. Since the time it takes for a 15 eV H atom to travel 5 AU is less than
half of a year, radiation pressure does not change appreciably over the last few AU
of travel, and constant solar flux is a reasonable approximation at this point.
It is important to note the difference in solar activity in the current solar
maximum compared to the previous one. With considerably less solar flux that
has been observed in the current maximum (see Figure 4.1, right side), the force of
radiation pressure is noticeably reduced. This change becomes crucial for very low
energy H atoms, since their trajectories are highly sensitive to gravity and radiation
pressure forces. Assuming a value of Itot = 4.5 × 1011 cm−2 s−1 for the current
solar maximum flux, a H atom with energy 15 eV detected in the ram frame of
the spacecraft deviates ∼10.1◦ between the time of measurement and its trajectory
at 5 AU from the Sun, and ∼10.3◦ at 100 AU. These are noticeably less than the
deflections simulated using the previous solar cycle parameters. Therefore, in order
to understand IBEX-Lo measurements at the lowest energies, it is important to take
into account the evolution of solar activity from cycle to cycle. For simulation results
in this study, we use values for Itot that correspond to the recent extended solar
minimum (∼2008–2009), and an estimate of the current solar maximum (∼2013).
In Figure 4.13 we show examples of computed H atom trajectories in the
ecliptic plane (top panels). We show trajectories of H atoms ending at the spacecraft
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Figure 4.13: Computed trajectories of 15 eV H atoms in the ecliptic plane (top),
and all-sky maps of H flux (ignoring losses within 100 AU) at ∼15 eV. Shown on
the top are trajectories of H atoms being measured from the ecliptic nose (259◦ , 0◦ )
and left ecliptic flank (349◦ , 0◦ ) directions (black lines) in the inertial (dashed dotted
lines), ram (solid blue lines), and anti-ram (solid red lines) frames, assuming current
solar maximum (left) and previous solar minimum (right) radiation pressure. We also
provide trajectories of H atoms when measured in the inertial ram (dashed dotted
blue lines), and inertial anti-ram (dashed dotted red lines) frames, which assume the
spacecraft was positioned on the right and left flank of the Sun, similar to the ram and
anti-ram frames, however the spacecraft is assumed to be motionless. We also show
simulated H flux all-sky maps at ∼15 eV (bottom), ignoring losses within 100 AU,
using Gaussian distribution binning with 0.4E FWHM, and using the same energy
partition parameters in the OHS as shown in Figure 4.11. Reproduced from Zirnstein
et al. [2013] by permission of the AAS.
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at the same angle and position while the spacecraft looks toward the nose (right) and
left flank (top) directions, at current solar maximum and previous solar minimum
conditions. For the ram frame case, the particles are detected on the right flank
of the Sun, while in the anti-ram frame case they are detected on the left flank.
As stated previously, while we might expect the largest deviations to occur at solar
maximum, recent solar activity indicates a weaker deviation at solar maximum that
is comparable to the previous solar minimum. For these trajectories we assume the
atoms have an energy of 15 eV, at the point of measurement, in each frame. Although
the spacecraft looks along the LOS vectors (denoted by the black lines), the atoms
actually originate from a different direction, depending on the frame and solar flux
strength.
We also show simulated H flux all-sky maps at ∼15 eV (bottom of Figure 4.13)
using Gaussian distribution binning with 0.4E FWHM, and using the same energy
partition parameters in the OHS as shown in Figure 4.11. Ignoring losses within 100
AU of the Sun, our simulation of 15 eV H flux at solar maximum, in the ram frame,
results in an enhancement of flux near the ecliptic plane, with the peak shifted by ∼11◦
toward the left flank (see bottom left of Figure 4.13). Assuming straight trajectories,
we may expect an enhancement directly from the nose of the heliosphere (i.e., center
of the plot) where the interstellar plasma and H atom densities are greatest, however
the peak is shifted by the influence of radiation pressure. Since the spacecraft is
positioned on the right flank of the Sun (∼90◦ right from map center) when looking
toward the nose of the heliosphere in the ram simulations, H atoms are deflected away
from the Sun toward the right flank, thus appearing to originate from the left. The
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opposite occurs in the anti-ram frame, where the spacecraft is positioned on the left
flank of the Sun (∼90◦ left from map center), thereby causing the H atoms to appear
to originate from the right. The deviation of the trajectories away from the Sun are
less dramatic in the anti-ram frame since the corresponding inertial frame energy is
higher. At solar minimum, 15 eV H trajectories in most of the frames deviate less than
a degree from the LOS vectors, since gravity and radiation pressure nearly balance.
However, in the ram frame, the H atom energies are low enough to be significantly
deflected toward the Sun, where the peak is shifted by ∼15◦ (see bottom right of
Figure 4.13). If we were to properly include losses, we might expect the majority of
H flux would appear deflected less since only higher energy H atoms could survive
down to 1 AU.
In the all-sky maps shown in Figure 4.13, less flux appears from directions
farther away from the nose, particularly in the tail and poles. Since the majority
of low energy H atoms originate from the OHS in our simulations, practically no H
atoms are detected from the IHS tail, which encompasses most of space within the
simulation LISM boundary. However, if we were to include flux beyond 1000 AU in
the tail direction of the OHS, we still do not expect a significant amount of flux due
to losses and r−2 broadening. The drop in flux from the poles, however, is largely due
to the minimal affect that the CG effect has on measurements made while looking
perpendicular to the plane of motion of the spacecraft.
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4.4

Conclusion

The IBEX mission has provided us with invaluable measurements of H ENAs
and interstellar H that can be used to improve our understanding of the processes
involved in the SW-LISM interaction. Over a 6 month span, IBEX creates all-sky
maps of H fluxes at energies relevant to the physical characteristics of the heliosphere.
Being able to determine the sources of these particles, as well as the processes involved
in creating them, is crucial for the IBEX mission. Due to the complexities inherent
in taking measurements in a reference frame moving with respect to the Sun and
the emission source, we have provided results of H flux simulations at IBEX-Hi and
-Lo energies in the inertial and spacecraft frames, including both ram and anti-ram
frames, with the goal of providing a better understanding of past and future IBEX
measurements.
In Section 4.2 we showed that applying a general velocity frame transformation
to derived inertial differential flux equations yields a simple way to calculate differential flux in a moving frame. For our purposes, we can simplify the IBEX spacecraft
frame by assuming it moves with the motion of the Earth. Although this study focuses on ENA energies relevant to IBEX (∼0.01–6 keV), our methods may also be
applied to higher energies, though not near relativistic speeds. The CG effect, weaker
at high energies, still depends on the relative motion of the spacecraft with respect
to the emission source. We are also able to integrate over the full 6D phase space
distribution of H provided by our MHD/kinetic simulations, allowing us to simulate
the rate of charge-exchange without assuming a particular distribution for H.
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In Section 4.3 we provided results from simulating H ENA and interstellar
H fluxes at 1 AU in the inertial and spacecraft frames, including gravity, radiation
pressure, and CG effects. Results from simulating H ENA fluxes at IBEX-Hi energies showed a general increase in flux measured in the ram frame (compared to the
inertial), and decrease in the anti-ram frame, yielding similar results to IBEX data.
We also showed how the ribbon flux appears to change in energy and latitude in different frames of reference, where measurements simulated in the ram frame generally
appear brighter and closer to the ecliptic and in the anti-ram frame appear dimmer
and farther away. This is best seen in the IBEX-Hi passbands 2 and 3 in Figure 4.2.
The CG correction method used to calculate the IBEX-Hi inertial frame fluxes
appears to agree well with the method used in the simulations, in that the behavior
of the inertial fluxes coincide well with the observed ram and anti-ram flux (∼halfway
between on log-scale), and the inertial spectral indices remain consistently between
the ram and anti-ram frame indices. This specific behavior is seen in the simulated
results, where the inertial frame flux can be accurately simulated without applying a
post-correction.
However, at energies where the spectral slope approaches zero in the simulation
results (the “bump” in secondary ribbon ENA flux at ∼1 keV), flux from the ram,
inertial, and anti-ram frames converge. This effect is not seen in the IBEX data,
possibly due to our simplified approach in simulating outward-propagating ENAs
from the supersonic SW using the SW data from Sokól et al. [2013]. Other differences
between the simulation results and the data, where both highly depend on the local
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spectral indices, are likely due to a lack of time-dependent effects in the simulations,
and the assumption of solar maximum SW conditions in our simulated heliosphere.
We also showed results from simulating low energy (∼0.01–0.5 keV) H ENA
and interstellar H fluxes at 1 AU, in the inertial and spacecraft frames, while ignoring
losses within 100 AU of the Sun. As expected, results from simulating low energy H
flux from the ecliptic nose direction showed a large difference between measurements
in different reference frames, since the CG effect is more effective on low energy
particles. In particular, simulated measurements showed a large increase in flux
below ∼0.1 keV in the ram frame, since the spacecraft is detecting H atoms from the
relatively cold interstellar H population. At higher energies, the flux is dominated by
H from the hotter PUI source. In the ecliptic north pole direction, measurements in
the inertial and anti-ram frames exceeded those in the ram frame due to the relative
motion of the spacecraft with respect to the source OHS plasma flow, as well as the
closer position of the emission source to the detector. Although more IHS flux is seen
in the ram than the anti-ram frame, the IHS signal is not visible at these energies.
Finally, we demonstrated the effects of gravity, radiation pressure, and the
CG effect on low energy H fluxes by providing examples of H trajectories deflected at
different times during the recent solar cycles. The majority of deflection occurs only
within a few AU of flight toward the spacecraft, which allows us to simulate timeindependent radiation pressure even for very low energy H atoms. Our results showed
that very low energy H fluxes are deflected from the nose of the heliosphere at angles
that depend on the H energy, the time during the solar cycle (and the specific cycle),
and the reference frame. Assuming no losses within 100 AU, H atoms measured at
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∼15 eV in the ram frame during the current solar maximum, for instance, are detected
∼11◦ to the left of the nose, while during the recent solar minimum the deflection is
∼15◦ to the right. We see a lack of flux from the poles due to a minimization of the
CG effect, and lack of flux from the tail mainly due to the extended IHS tail limiting
flux from the OHS.
Recently, Saul et al. [2012] provided a detailed analysis of IBEX-Lo measurements of interstellar H. They confirmed that the arrival direction for H was different
from that of He, where He is less affected by charge-exchange processes in the OHS,
or by radiation pressure forces near the Sun. They also found that the flow of interstellar H was changing over the first 2 years of IBEX measurements (2009–2011),
where Saul et al. [2013] similarly found a continuing increase in ecliptic longitude of
the interstellar H inflow direction. While we can not directly compare our results
to IBEX-Lo observations at low energies (since we ignore losses and choose specific
values for µ), nevertheless our results qualitatively agree with the observed change in
interstellar H flow direction, with an increase in ecliptic longitude as the solar cycle
transitions from the previous minimum to the current maximum.
Although at IBEX-Hi energies the forces of gravity and radiation pressure
is negligible, reasonable corrections can be made to the CG effect, and the observed
spectra appear to match closely with a power-law, measurements at IBEX-Lo energies
are not as simple to understand. Since low energy H is more susceptible to changes in
its energy and trajectory by radiation pressure, and the sources of our simulated low
energy H (primary and secondary interstellar H from the OHS) appear to significantly
deviate away from a power-law (e.g., Figure 4.11), measurements made in different
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frames may result in the spacecraft sampling from completely different sources. This
suggests that in order to understand IBEX-Lo measurements, careful modeling of the
dynamic effects involved with H atoms in the heliosphere as they propagate toward
the IBEX spacecraft need to be taken into account [Schwadron et al., 2013]. At the
lowest energies (<0.1 keV), radiation pressure and the CG effect are closely linked,
for example, since changes in particle energy by one effect alters the influence of the
other. Without correcting for them, IBEX data will be over/underestimated near the
ecliptic plane at all energies, and the flux will appear shifted in location at IBEX-Lo
energies.
Though our simulations have provided some key insights into IBEX observations, we plan on improving certain areas of our simulations for future studies.
First, our secondary ribbon ENA model, though simple to apply, does not take into
account time-dependent effects of the solar cycle. However, we are able to produce
simulated, time-dependent heliospheric data at discrete times during a solar cycle
using our MHD/kinetic simulations, which is explored in Chapter 6. Our method for
simulating the IBEX ribbon is not the only model that may be incorporated in our
simulations. For example, we may also apply the ion retention model from Schwadron
and McComas [2013b] to our simulations of ENA flux in the inertial and spacecraft
frames, which is left for future studies. We will also work on improving our model
of the OHS PUI population as the source of secondary interstellar H flux, where we
currently assume a constant temperature for the hot PUI population, constant fraction of heating due to PUIs, and that the PUI population forms a Maxwellian (see
Chapter 5). By focusing on these areas, we will be able to provide more realistic
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simulations of IBEX-Hi and -Lo, in inertial and spacecraft frames, that vary with the
solar cycle.
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CHAPTER 5

THE EFFECTS OF PICKUP IONS ON IBEX FLUX

In this chapter we discuss how the presence of PUIs in the heliosphere influence
IBEX measurements. We briefly discuss the formation of PUIs in the heliosphere,
the first observations of PUIs in the SW, and some recent studies that include the
presence of PUIs in simulations of the heliosphere. We then simulate the effects of
energetic PUI extinction in the IHS, the presence of PUIs in the OHS, and how these
effects are linked to IBEX observations. Similar to Chapter 4, we simulate flux at
1 AU from several sources, including H ENAs from the IHS and OHS. The H ENA
flux from the IHS is produced by charge-exchange from multiple PUI populations in
the IHS, and H flux from the OHS is produced by charge-exchange from the cold,
core LISM plasma and compressed LISM ions near the HP, as well as from multiple
species of PUIs that originated from ENAs generated in the IHS (i.e., “secondary”).
This chapter is adapted from Zirnstein et al. [2014].

5.1

Introduction

The role of PUIs in the SW–LISM interaction has attracted increasing attention since the first prediction of a separately detectable source of interstellar ions
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in the inner heliosphere [Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976]. While early models assumed
the SW “assimilated” the ionized interstellar neutrals, Isenberg [1986] showed that a
“halo of interstellar pickup protons” will remain separate from the core SW due to a
large collision and/or scattering time.
The presence of PUIs were first observed in the supersonic SW, where the
plasma flows radially outward near ∼400 km s−1 . As interstellar neutral gas flows
through the heliosphere, the neutral atoms may experience charge-exchange with
faster SW protons, when the electron from the neutral atom is exchanged to the SW
proton. The SW protons become neutral, are no longer affected by electromagnetic
forces, and travel ballistically in the direction of propagation at the instant of chargeexchange. Since the SW plasma is moving much faster than the interstellar neutral
atoms, the ionized neutrals are “picked up” by the motional electric field of the SW
plasma, injecting the new PUIs into a ring beam distribution with a gyration speed
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and a parallel speed along the magnetic field.
The ring beams are unstable, producing self-induced waves that scatter the PUIs
onto isotropic shell distributions, centered on the bulk plasma speed, with speeds
ranging between 0 and twice the local plasma bulk speed, as measured in the frame
of the Sun [e.g., Gombosi , 2004].
The first observations of PUIs in the supersonic SW were of ionized interstellar
helium by the AMPTE/IRM spacecraft [Möbius et al., 1985], followed by measurements of ionized interstellar H by the SWICS instrument onboard Ulysses [Gloeckler
et al., 1993]. After crossing the TS [Stone et al., 2005], V1 LECP measurements of
ions in the 0.04 to 4.0 MeV energy range revealed a power-law slope of –1.67, where a
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fit by a generalized-Lorentzian (or “kappa”) distribution (see Appendix A.1) yielded
a value of κ = 1.63 [Decker et al., 2005]. Ulysses and ACE measurements revealed
the presence of power-law tails in the supersonic SW due to PUIs and suprathermal
ions [Fisk and Gloeckler , 2006]. Observations by V2 revealed the key role of energetic
PUIs, finding that the core SW was only moderately heated at the TS [Richardson
et al., 2008a], suggesting that energization of PUIs represent the dominant dissipation
mechanism at the TS.
Detailed modeling of PUIs has suggested just how ubiquitous PUIs can be in
the heliosphere. Malama et al. [2006] identified and quantified, according to origin,
numerous types of PUIs in their axially-symmetric fluid-kinetic simulation, which
yields different sources of H flux, including ENAs from SW and PUI components
upstream and downstream of the TS, as well as primary and secondary interstellar
ions. Extending the work of Malama et al., Izmodenov et al. [2009] showed the
importance of PUIs in the OHS, predicting significant H flux near ∼0.1 and 1 keV
that might be detectable at 1 AU.
The application of kappa distributions to space plasmas was first introduced by
Vasyliunas [1968] for magnetospheric electrons, which was later confirmed by observations of plasma sheet ions and electrons exhibiting kappa-like distributions [Christon
et al., 1989, 1991]. The theory of kappa distributions has been studied extensively
over the past few decades, some of which included studies of the effects of Coulomb
collisions in the SW on suprathermal electrons [Scudder and Olbert, 1979], development of kappa distribution thermodynamics [Treumann, 1999], and a derivation of
an asymptotic steady-state solution for electrons coupled with Langmuir turbulence
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[Yoon et al., 2012]. For a detailed discussion on kappa distributions and their physical
interpretation also see Livadiotis and McComas [2009, 2013] and references therein.
Observations of kappa-like distributions in the SW showed the necessity of
applying them to models of the SW when simulating H ENA flux relevant for IBEX
observations. Prested et al. [2008] applied a kappa distribution to simulations of H
flux from the IHS, assuming the plasma distribution is represented by a kappa distribution during a post-process flux analysis, while their background heliosphere simulation assumed the plasma to be Maxwellian. Heerikhuisen et al. [2008] introduced
a kappa distribution self-consistently in their global MHD/kinetic simulations of the
SW–LISM interaction. This allowed them to more accurately simulate the transfer of
energy from the energetic IHS plasma (i.e., kappa distribution tail) to other regions
of the heliosphere by charge-exchange [see Malama et al., 2006]. Prested et al. [2010]
followed their previous work by assuming the OHS plasma may be represented by
a kappa distribution, suggesting a significant amount of flux may originate from the
OHS if there exists a suprathermal ion population. Opher et al. [2013] extended this
by fitting simulated flux from the OHS (assuming a kappa distribution) to IBEX
measurements from the V1 direction. Following the work of Zank et al. [1996a], Zank
et al. [2010] explored the contribution of PUIs to the IHS plasma by focusing on the
processing of PUIs by the TS [e.g., Wu et al., 2009; Burrows et al., 2010; Wu et al.,
2010; Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2011]. They introduced a multi-component IHS plasma
that included transmitted and reflected PUIs in a post-processing analysis of the SW–
LISM simulation, showing the flux produced by a three-Maxwellian IHS plasma (see
Section 5.2.2.1) reasonably agreed with flux produced from a single kappa distribu128

tion which was used to approximate the total plasma distribution in the background
MHD/kinetic simulation.
In light of recent observations of ENA flux by IBEX [McComas et al., 2012a,
2013a], including low energy measurements by IBEX-Lo compared to simulations
[e.g., Fuselier et al., 2012] and IBEX-Hi observations of the heliotail [McComas et al.,
2013a], we propose two key extensions to the multi-component model of Zank et al.
[2010]. First, in Section 5.2.2.1 we extend the IHS plasma to include an extinction effect for PUIs as they are advected with the IHS plasma flow. Second, in Section 5.2.2.2
we introduce a multi-component PUI plasma outside the HP based on the properties
of ENAs from the IHS. We show results of the simulations in Section 5.4, and provide
a discussion in Section 5.5.

5.2

5.2.1

Theory

Step 1 - Simulating the SW–LISM Interaction
In this section we introduce the theory behind our treatment of the heliosheath

plasmas as a two-step process, similar to the method used in Chapter 4. In the
first step, we solve the SW–LISM boundary value problem using our 3D MHDplasma/kinetic-neutral simulation based on MS-FLUKSS [Pogorelov et al., 2008,
2009b]. The LISM boundary conditions (at 1000 AU) are the same as those shown
in Table 4.1, where Tp = 6300 K, up = 23.2 km s−1 , and B = 3 µG, where we also
assume np = 0.082 cm−3 and nH = 0.172 cm−3 so that the position of the TS at the
nose direction is ∼90 AU, and the local H density is ∼0.09 cm−3 [Heerikhuisen et al.,
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2014]. We also use the same uniform SW boundary conditions from Chapter 4, shown
in Table 4.1.
The MHD/kinetic simulation assumes a single plasma fluid coupled with a
kinetic description of neutral H. While MS-FLUKSS can treat PUIs as a separate
fluid, including turbulence produced by PUIs, in the supersonic SW ahead of the
TS, in this paper the MHD/kinetic simulation assumes a single kappa distribution
for the entire plasma, which reasonably approximates the role of PUIs in the IHS
[Heerikhuisen et al., 2008; Zank et al., 2010; Pogorelov et al., 2011]. Although the
value of κ will depend on local TS properties and evolve as the plasma flows through
the IHS [Heerikhuisen et al., 2014], for simplicity we assume a constant value of
κ = 1.63 based on comparisons with V1 measurements of the IHS plasma [Decker
et al., 2005]. A κ between 1.5 and ∞ introduces a non-zero heat flux which is ignored
in our MHD approach. However, since the plasma temperature in the IHS (the
region for which we use a kappa distribution) decreases fairly slowly with distance
from the TS, properly taking into account heat flux is unlikely to significantly alter
our solution. For simplicity, we assume the plasma upstream of the TS and outside
the HP is Maxwellian in the MHD/kinetic simulation.
Since the MHD/kinetic code includes charge-exchange source terms for the
plasma [Pauls et al., 1995], this step effectively solves for the dynamics of the “core”
plasma and PUI mixture, including heating of the SW and LISM plasmas due to
charge-exchange. In the next step, we will estimate the relative contributions to this
heating due to the presence of various populations of PUIs.
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5.2.2

Step 2 - Post-Processing Analysis
In the second step, we perform post-processing of the plasma-neutral simula-

tion results to compute H ENA fluxes. We do this by interpolating the plasma-neutral
results during integration of the H ENA flux equation along IBEX LOSs through the
simulated heliosphere from step 1 (see Section 5.3 for more details). We assume the
plasma-neutral results give the total proton (SW/LISM proton, and PUI) density
and temperature at any position in the SW–LISM interaction. However, our goal is
to partition the total energy and density at any point in the SW–LISM interaction
into separate Maxwellian populations (representing different proton populations, see
Section 5.2.2.1 and Section 5.2.2.2), as an approximation, while conserving the total
energy and density given by the plasma-neutral simulation. We perform energy partitioning in order to more accurately represent the multiple proton species that exist
in the IHS and OHS, and to see whether their presence can be identified in the H
ENA flux. A direct, kinetic solution for PUIs in a 3D MHD heliosphere is beyond
current simulation technology.

5.2.2.1

The IHS Plasma

Zank et al. [2010] introduced a three-distribution approximation of the IHS
plasma, including core SW protons (with density np,SW and temperature Tp,SW ),
tr
transmitted (without reflection) PUIs (ntr
PUI and TPUI ), and reflected (and then transref
mitted) PUIs (nref
PUI and TPUI ). The reflected PUI population resulted from the re-

flection of some upstream (supersonic SW) PUIs from the cross-shock electrostatic
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potential of the quasi-perpendicular TS. These reflected PUIs form the primary dissipation mechanism at the TS [Zank et al., 1996a; Burrows et al., 2010], as revealed
by V2 observations of the relatively cool core SW plasma downstream of the TS
[Richardson et al., 2008a; Richardson, 2008]. Although the post-TS PUI distribution
is likely highly complex [e.g., Chalov and Fahr , 2000], as a first approximation we
assume each population is Maxwellian [e.g., Wu et al., 2010].
An important assumption from Zank et al. [2010] was to keep the relative
density and temperature for each population constant throughout the IHS during
post-processing. While other processes may affect PUIs in the IHS (e.g., diffusion in
velocity space due to turbulence, see e.g. Chalov et al. [2003]), we improve upon the
work of Zank et al. [2010] by simulating the extinction of SW protons, transmitted,
and reflected PUIs by charge-exchange. We introduce a new “injected” PUI population, which increases in density for every charge-exchange. Extending from Zank
et al. [2010], the energy partition at any point in the IHS plasma is given by

Tp =

nref
PUI

ntr
PUI

ninj
PUI

np,SW
Γp,SW +
Γtr
Γref
Γinj
PUI +
PUI +
np
np
np
np PUI

!
Tp ,

(5.1)

where Tp and np are the total plasma temperature and density from the plasmaneutral simulation, ninj
PUI is the density of injected PUIs, and the temperature partiinj
inj
tr
ref
ref
tions are Γp,SW = Tp,SW /Tp , Γtr
PUI = TPUI /Tp , ΓPUI = TPUI /Tp , and ΓPUI = TPUI /Tp .

The survival probability of protons as they flow with the plasma, based on
losses due to charge-exchange, is given by
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 Z

P = exp − βex dt ,

(5.2)

where βex = nH vrel σex (vrel ) is the charge-exchange loss rate, nH is the background H
density, vrel is the relative velocity between proton and background H distribution, and
σex is the (energy-dependent) charge-exchange cross section [Lindsay and Stebbings,
2005]. The loss rates depend on the relative velocities of each proton population with
respect to the background H [e.g., Fahr and Scherer , 2004], hence also a function
of the temperatures of the plasma and neutral H. Since we assume each proton and
neutral population is Maxwellian, with relative bulk speeds and temperatures, the
relative speed of interaction between two Maxwellians is given by [Pauls et al., 1995]

r
vrel '

4 2
2
(vth,p + vth,H
) + |up − uH |2 ,
π

(5.3)

where vth,p is the proton thermal speed, vth,H is the neutral H thermal speed, up is the
bulk plasma velocity, and uH is the bulk neutral H velocity. All of these quantities
are obtained from our plasma-neutral simulation of the SW–LISM interaction (i.e.,
step 1 in Section 5.2.1).
For every charge-exchange between an energetic PUI (or core SW proton)
and a neutral, a new PUI (with an energy different than the parent proton) is injected back into the plasma. The plasma-neutral simulation self-consistently includes
energy-transfer by charge-exchange, where the plasma source terms are determined
by injecting the new PUI at an energy near the local plasma bulk speed. Therefore,
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in the post-processing step, we assume the injected PUI population grows in density
for every charge-exchange as the plasma flows away from the TS, and the injected
PUI population temperature, at a particular distance from the TS, is chosen such
that the total energy and density given by the plasma-neutral simulation are conserved (where we assume the temperature fractions for the other PUI species remains
constant). While injected PUIs also experience charge-exchange, another injected
PUI is gained for every lost injected PUI, although at a different energy. Therefore,
since we track the entire injected PUI population as a single Maxwellian, we assume
the total density of the injected PUI population is constant for every injected PUI
charge-exchange.
We can solve for the relative densities and temperatures for each of the four
populations at any position in the IHS by integrating Equation (5.2) back to the TS
along a plasma streamline, and determining the integrated survival probability for
each separate PUI species based on charge-exchange. Therefore, Equation (5.1) now
becomes
" 3
1 X
ni |TS Pi Γi +
Tp =
np i=1

np −

3
X

!
ni |TS Pi

#
Γinj
PUI

Tp ,

(5.4)

i=1

where the first summation term in the square brackets is the energy of the “surviving”
SW ions, transmitted PUIs, and reflected PUIs, and the second term is the remaining
energy in the injected PUI population. The method of simulation is explained in
more detail in Section 5.3.1.
As shown in Section 5.4, this extinction process significantly alters the distribution of energy in the IHS [e.g., Chalov et al., 2003], compared to assuming the relative
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energy densities of the core SW protons, and transmitted and reflected PUIs remain
constant [Zank et al., 2010]. Although the MHD/kinetic simulation may approximate
the total energy and density of SW/LISM protons and PUIs, the partitioning of the
energy is essential for understanding the role that PUIs play in the heliosphere and its
effect on H ENA flux. Therefore in future work we will compute the relative densities
and temperatures of each PUI population in the 3D simulated heliosphere, based on
the method presented in this chapter, and couple this to our MHD/kinetic simulation
during charge-exchange with the background neutral H.

5.2.2.2

The OHS Plasma

The OHS plasma consists mostly of LISM protons, initially ∼6300 K in the
pristine LISM [Möbius et al., 2012; Bzowski et al., 2012; McComas et al., 2012b],
that are partially heated by charge-exchange near the H wall, and by crossing a bow
shock/wave [McComas et al., 2012b; Zank et al., 2013]. However, the increase in
thermal energy of the OHS plasma near the HP is also due to energetic PUIs, which
are created from charge-exchange between LISM protons and ENAs from the IHS
[Zank et al., 1996b]. The majority of PUIs are in close proximity to the HP (see
Figure 5.1) and exponentially drop off at larger distances due to the mean free path
of their parent ENAs, and due to advection with the LISM flow towards the HP.
It should be noted, however, that there is very little bulk flow of PUIs in the OHS
during their typical lifetime of a few years. While ENAs from the supersonic SW also
heat the LISM plasma, we ignore their contribution in this study.
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Relative PUI Density − Fraction of PUI Heating
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Figure 5.1: OHS PUI density relative to the total proton density as a function of the
heating parameter, α, along the nose direction (259◦ , 5◦ ). We use PUI temperatures
shown in Table 5.1. Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2014] by permission of the
AAS.

Similar to the approach from Section 5.2.2.1, we determine the OHS PUI
properties by partitioning the total energy from the plasma-neutral results between
LISM protons and PUIs. Since ENAs from IHS protons may propagate outside the
HP and charge-exchange to become PUIs, we treat the post-processed OHS plasma
as a 5-component distribution, including protons from the core (and compressed)
LISM plasma, and PUIs created by charge-exchange from IHS ENAs (four different
populations). The OHS energy partition is therefore given by

Tp =

!
tr,s
ref,s
inj,s
nSW
n
n
n
np,LISM
inj,s
+ PUI Γref,s
+ PUI ΓPUI
Tp , (5.5)
Γp,LISM + PUI ΓSW
+ PUI Γtr,s
np
np PUI
np PUI
np PUI
np
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tr,s
ref,s
inj,s
where nSW
PUI , nPUI , nPUI , and nPUI are the densities of PUIs born from ENAs whose

parent protons in the IHS were SW protons, transmitted, reflected, and injected PUIs
(where OHS transmitted, reflected and injected PUIs are designated as secondary,
“s,” in this chapter). We approximate each population as Maxwellian, similar to the
IHS, though the formalism is valid for any isotropic distribution. The temperature
tr,s
tr,s
ref,s
ref,s
SW
fractions are Γp,LISM = Tp,LISM /Tp , ΓSW
PUI = TPUI /Tp , ΓPUI = TPUI /Tp , ΓPUI = TPUI /Tp ,
inj,s
and Γinj,s
PUI = TPUI /Tp .

At the simulation LISM boundary, Equation (5.5) is simplified by assuming
no outward-propagating ENAs can reach beyond the boundary, giving


Tp,∞ =


np,LISM,∞
Γp,LISM,∞ Tp,∞ ≡ Tp,LISM,∞ ,
np,∞

(5.6)

where Tp,LISM,∞ = 6300 K. Therefore the total proton population at some location
closer to the HP will experience an increase in temperature ∆Tp , yielding

Tp = Tp,LISM,∞ + (1 − α)∆Tp + α∆Tp ,

(5.7)

where α is the fraction of heating in the plasma, above the LISM boundary temperature, due to PUIs. The remaining fraction of heating (1 – α) we assume is due to
compression of LISM protons as they approach the HP (assuming no compression
for PUIs, see below). It is important to note that heating of the LISM plasma by
PUIs effectively increases the sound speed, and thus decreases the Mach number, in
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the LISM, resulting in a weaker bow shock, or a bow wave [Zank et al., 2013]. This
results in a reduction of compression compared to an unmediated LISM flow.
Combining Equations (5.5) and (5.7), the energy densities of LISM protons
and PUIs are given by, respectively,

ep,LISM = np,LISM kB Tp,LISM = np kB Tp,LISM,∞ + (1 − α)np kB ∆Tp ,

(5.8)

tr,s
tr,s
ref,s
ref,s
inj,s
inj,s
SW
ep,PUI = nSW
PUI kB TPUI + nPUI kB TPUI + nPUI kB TPUI + nPUI kB TPUI = αnp kB ∆Tp , (5.9)

where ep,LISM and ep,PUI are obtained at each location outside the HP using the values
for np and Tp computed for the total proton mixture in the plasma-neutral simulation
(see Section 5.2.1).
For simplicity we assume that each OHS PUI population remains at a constant
temperature. We make this assumption for several reasons. First, while the LISM
plasma is compressed as it flows from the LISM boundary to the HP, the majority of
PUIs are created close to the HP where the plasma is already compressed, and do not
experience significant heating beyond their original temperature due to compression.
Second, changes in temperature along plasma streamlines are small since the OHS
plasma flow speed outside the HP is relatively slow (∼10 km s−1 ), therefore PUIs are
likely to charge-exchange before moving a considerable distance (typical lifetime of a
few years). Third, unlike in the IHS where the source of PUIs comes from upstream
of the TS (except for injected PUIs) and flows considerable distances with the plasma
through the IHS, the OHS at any location is continually injected with PUIs from ENAs
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by charge-exchange, thereby replenishing PUIs previously lost by charge-exchange,
and thereby keeping the temperature approximately constant. Thus, though the
total plasma temperature changes along streamlines, we assume PUI temperatures
do not.

5.3

5.3.1

Method of Simulation

Post-Processing of the IHS Plasma
For the IHS (Section 5.2.2.1), we partition energy based on relative extinc-

tion rates of different proton species (i.e., core SW, transmitted, and reflected PUIs),
as they flow with the plasma through the IHS, by integrating the charge-exchange
survival probability from any position in the simulated IHS back to the TS. The
plasma-neutral results (i.e., from the simulated heliosphere) are given in a discrete,
3D, spherical grid. Therefore, starting at some location (r, θ, φ) inside the simulated IHS, we integrate along a local plasma streamline, using Runge–Kutta order-2
integration (see Appendix B.1), until we reach the TS at location (rTS , θTS , φTS ), defined by a jump in plasma speed. Along the streamline, we integrate the survival
probability (Equation (5.2)) for core SW, transmitted, and reflected PUIs separately,
where the variables in Equation (5.2) are found by interpolating the plasma-neutral
results at the nearest grid points (see Appendix B.3). Once we reach the TS, we
have attained the probability for core SW, transmitted, and reflected PUIs to survive charge-exchange up to location (r, θ, φ). Although shock compression varies by
location, we approximate the core SW, transmitted and reflected PUI densities and
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temperatures at the TS by using parameters similar to Zank et al. [2010] (future implementation will include partitions based on local TS properties). Desai et al. [2012]
show that simulated ENA flux using these parameters are in reasonable agreement
with IBEX-Hi data. Although the percentage of reflected PUIs transmitted across
the TS has been debated [e.g., Chalov and Fahr , 1996, 2000; Matsukiyo and Scholer ,
2011], the purpose of this study is to illustrate the behavior of PUIs through chargeexchange after TS-processing, as they flow through the IHS. Therefore we adopt the
parameters from Zank et al. [2010] as estimates.
After determining the relative densities for each of these populations at the TS,
we can compute the relative densities for each population at the location of interest
(r, θ, φ) in the IHS. For example, if the survival probability for transmitted PUIs to
reach location (r, θ, φ) from the TS is 0.3, then the density of transmitted PUIs at
tr
that position is 0.3 × ntr
PUI |TS , where nPUI |TS is the transmitted PUI density at the TS

found using partition parameters from Zank et al. [2010]. Likewise we also do this
for core SW protons and reflected PUIs, each of which will have a different survival
probability.
The injected PUI density at location (r, θ, φ) is determined by subtracting
the “surviving” densities of core SW, transmitted, and reflected PUIs from the total
proton density at the same location, where the total density is given by interpolating
the nearest grid points from the plasma-neutral simulation results. By assuming
the temperatures for core SW, transmitted, and reflected PUIs remain at constant
fractions (Γ = constant) from the TS through the IHS (i.e., no diffusion in velocity
space, except for cooling with the bulk plasma), we can determine the core SW,
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transmitted, and reflected PUI temperatures at location (r, θ, φ) by multiplying their
temperature fractions by the total temperature Tp from the plasma-neutral results.
Finally, the temperature of injected PUIs at location (r, θ, φ) is found by solving
inj
Equation (5.4) for TPUI
.

Using the method described above to determine the relative densities and
temperatures for each separate proton population at any location in the IHS, we can
then determine the H ENA flux due to charge-exchange from that location. The
differential primary H ENA flux equation, reproduced from Equation (4.8), is given
by [Zirnstein et al., 2013]

∆JP (θ, φ, r, v) =

1
fp (r, vp )v 2 P (r, v)
mH

Z
3
fH (r, vH )|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d vH ∆t,
×

(5.10)

where r = r(θ, φ), mH is the mass of H, fp (r, vp ) is the proton distribution in the
plasma frame (assumed to be Maxwellian), v is the speed of the H ENA that will
be measured at 1 AU, fH (r, vH ) is the background H distribution (integrated over
phase space), and vH is the speed of background H in phase space. Equation (5.10)
is integrated along IBEX LOSs from 1 to 1000 AU (for simplicity assumed to be
straight lines in this study, however becoming complicated for low energy H ENAs,
see Section 4.3.3), where flux calculations are only made inside the IHS. The H ENA
survival probability P (r, v), similar to Equation (5.2) except for charge-exchange
with protons, is integrated up to location (r, θ, φ) along the LOS. We ignore losses
to H ENAs inside 100 AU so that our H ENA fluxes may be compared directly to
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IBEX “loss-corrected” data (see Figure 5.4). Since there are four separate proton
populations in the IHS, Equation (5.10) is solved separately for each population, and
the total H ENA flux is determined by adding the contribution from each population
(Figure 5.4).

5.3.2

Post-Processing of the OHS Plasma
For the OHS (Section 5.2.2.2), we derive estimates for the densities and tem-

peratures of PUIs that are created by charge-exchange from outward-propagating
ENAs from the IHS, at some location (r, θ, φ) outside the HP.
Since we do not know the relative PUI densities and temperatures at a particular location, only the total proton (LISM + PUI) density and temperature given
by the plasma-neutral simulation results, we must approximate their relative values.
While the total PUI density exponentially decreases from the HP to the simulation
boundary, the relative densities of the four PUI populations do not decrease proportionally, since higher energy ENAs have a larger mean free path (due to the energydependent cross section). We approximate the relative PUI density at a distance l
from the HP, for a specific PUI population (i), by assuming they are approximately
equal to the relative outward-propagating ENA densities at the HP, normalized by
their losses due to their different mean free paths,

R
niH /nH |HP exp(− dl/λi )
niPUI
R
(l) = P j
,
j
nPUI
j nH /nH HP exp(− dl/λ )
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(5.11)

where λ = (np σex (vrel ))−1 is the mean free path of parent ENAs in the OHS, and the
relative density is normalized over all PUI populations (j). The ratios njH /nH |HP are
the relative densities of outward-propagating ENAs at the HP.
As an example, suppose we have two populations of outward-propagating
ENAs, where species 1 has an OHS mean free path of 100 AU (assumed to be constant for this example), and species 2 has a mean free path of 400 AU. Also assume
that the relative density of outward-progating ENAs (at the HP) is 0.8 for species
1, and 0.2 for species 2. Therefore, at the HP, n1PUI /nPUI (l = 0) = n1H /nH |HP = 0.8,
and n2PUI /nPUI (l = 0) = n2H /nH |HP = 0.2. At a distance 100 AU away from the HP,
n1PUI /nPUI (l = 100) = 0.654, and n2PUI /nPUI (l = 100) = 0.346. At a distance 400 AU
away from the HP, n1PUI /nPUI (l = 400) = 0.166, and n2PUI /nPUI (l = 400) = 0.834.
Therefore, close to the HP the denser, but slower (lower mean free path) ENAs will
have a larger, relative, density. However, faster ENAs (with larger mean free paths)
will survive charge-exchange for longer distances. Therefore, eventually only high
energy ENAs, and thus high energy PUIs, will exist far away from the HP. While
the relative density of high energy PUIs increases farther from the HP, the total PUI
density exponentially decreases to ∼0 (see Figure 5.1). We apply Equation (5.11) in
our simulations for all four outward-propagating ENA populations, without assuming
constant mean free paths.
To determine the relative PUI densities in the OHS by using Equation (5.11),
we need to find the relative density of outward-propagating ENAs at the HP. The
source of these ENAs depends on the plasma and neutral conditions everywhere in
the heliosphere. However, since we focus on the front of the heliosphere for our re143

sults in Section 5.4, for simplicity we approximate this by finding averages of the
separate proton species’ temperatures and densities in the IHS along several LOSs
near the front of the heliosphere (nose, V1, and V2 ) from the plasma-neutral simulation results, using Equations (5.1)–(5.4). Then, we integrate over the distribution
(zeroth moment) for each proton population using these average values, while ignoring protons that can not contribute to outward-propagating ENAs (–x velocity, see
Figure 5.2), thus giving the relative densities of outward-propagating protons. As
an approximation, these are equal to the (average) relative ENA densities at the HP
(see Table 5.1), since losses in the IHS are negligible. Although outward-propagating
ENAs may be solved by directly integrating the rate of charge-exchange everywhere
in the heliosphere, this is currently beyond the scope of this study.
Next, we solve the second moment for each IHS proton distribution in the OHS
plasma frame (averaged over the same LOSs), and assume this corresponds to the
thermal energy of each OHS PUI distribution, giving the average OHS PUI temperatures (see Table 5.1). This approach accounts for the relative speeds between the IHS
(assumed to be +78 km s−1 ) and OHS (assumed to be –10 km s−1 ) plasmas during
“pickup,” where we assume the IHS plasma moves in +x direction, and OHS plasma
moves in –x direction in the integral. Now we can solve Equations (5.8), (5.9), and
(5.11) at any location outside the HP, assuming the total density np and temperature
Tp are reasonably approximated by the plasma-neutral simulation results, assuming
each PUI population has a much shorter charge-exchange time than advection time,
and is held at a constant temperature. We find the LISM temperature at any location
by solving Equation (5.8) and the combined PUI temperature using Equation (5.9).
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Thermal Speeds in the IHS
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Figure 5.2: Cross section of the thermal speeds of each IHS proton population,
centered on the bulk plasma velocity, where the x -direction is toward the nose of
the heliosphere. While most SW protons produce outward-propagating ENAs, hotter
PUIs contribute less. Reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2014] by permission of the
AAS.

The heating parameter α, which gives the total PUI energy and density at
any location, can be determined by fitting simulated spectra to observed ENA spectra from IBEX (the process for simulating H ENA flux from the OHS is explained
below). Although α is likely not constant over large distances, for simplicity we assume a constant value from the simulation LISM boundary to the HP. Desai et al.
[2014] compared simulated IHS and OHS flux, which only included OHS PUIs from
IHS-SW ENAs, to CG and survival-probability-corrected data from IBEX in the
Voyager directions. Using reduced chi-square fitting, Desai et al. found the simulated results (with α ∼ 1/4) yielded an agreeable fit to the observed ENA flux over
the IBEX energy range. In this study, we use multiple OHS PUI sources. Including
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Table 5.1: Properties of OHS PUIs. Data reproduced from Zirnstein et al. [2014].
Population

Rel. ENA Den. at HP (%)

PUI Temp. (K)

Solar Wind
Transmitted
Reflected
Injected

67.0
8.71
0.68
23.61

4.87×105
4.92×106
4.14×107
2.89×106

higher energy PUIs yields a reduction in OHS SW PUI energy, and therefore we require a higher value for α in order to fit to IBEX-Lo measurements. The results of
Section 5.4.2 use α = 3/4, though a more detailed fitting is left for future studies.
In Figure 5.1 we showed the PUI density relative to the total proton density
as a function of α along the nose direction in ecliptic coordinates (259◦ , 5◦ ), where
we used PUI parameters shown in Table 5.1. When α = 0, as expected no PUIs are
formed. As α approaches 1, which assumes all heating in the OHS is due to PUIs,
the density approaches ∼1% at the HP, showing a significant amount of energy exists
with only a small percentage of PUIs.
Once the estimates for OHS PUI densities and temperatures are determined
(see Table 5.1), we can compute the H ENA flux from each location while integrating
along IBEX LOSs, solving Equation (5.10) for each separate proton population as
we integrate. We assume that the relative proton densities at each location along the
LOS integration path are determined by Equation (5.11), where l is the distance from
the HP along the LOS to location (r, θ, φ). However, this assumes that all outwardpropagating parent ENAs are traveling along this LOS. While this is not entirely
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the case, it provides a reasonable estimate for the purposes of this study. Similar
to Section 5.3.1, we integrate the survival probability along the LOS, ignoring losses
inside 100 AU.

5.4

5.4.1

Results

Extinction of Inner Heliosheath PUIs
We show examples of proton spectra in the IHS (in the plasma frame) in

Figure 5.3a, calculated along a plasma streamline starting from the port ecliptic
flank position of the TS, in ecliptic coordinates (349◦ , 0◦ ), at various distances along
the streamline. As described in Section 5.3.1, this was computed using Equations
(5.1)–(5.4) by integrating along plasma streamlines through the IHS, interpolating
the plasma-neutral results while solving the integrated survival rate (see Equation
(5.2)) for each proton population.
Just downstream of the TS, no extinction has occurred yet, therefore only
SW protons, transmitted, and reflected PUIs are visible, peaking at ∼0.015 keV,
∼0.386 keV, and ∼3.61 keV, respectively. Farther along the streamline, SW protons,
transmitted and reflected PUIs are lost due to charge-exchange, injecting PUIs near
∼0.1 keV, effectively reducing spectra above 1 keV. Accounting for IHS PUI extinction
in simulations of ENA flux will provide insights into ENA fluxes from the heliotail,
however a global simulation is left for future studies.
Between ∼0.5 to 10 keV, just downstream of the TS, the proton spectra agree
reasonably well with a spectral slope near –1.5 (see dashed line in Figure 5.3). This
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Figure 5.3: Proton spectra in the IHS (a), in the plasma frame, calculated along a
plasma streamline starting from the port ecliptic flank position (349◦ , 0◦ ) of the TS,
at various distances along the streamline. Also shown is the E−1.5 spectral line, which
matches well with spectra at the TS between ∼0.5 and 10 keV. Above ∼10 keV, ACRs
begin to dominate and our method no longer applies. We also show proton spectra
in the OHS (b), in the plasma frame, calculated along a LOS starting at the nose
position of the HP, at various distances along the LOS. Reproduced from Zirnstein
et al. [2014] by permission of the AAS.
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illustrates that our estimates of relative PUI densities and temperatures at the TS
give a spectral index that is reasonable compared to V1 and V2 observations of ion
intensity just after the TS [Decker et al., 2008]. While other models have computed
the processing of ions based on local TS properties [e.g., Chalov and Fahr , 2000; Wu
et al., 2009], a more accurate simulation of these properties is left for future studies.
In this study we focus on the extinction effect of PUIs in the IHS, and the coupling
between the IHS and OHS plasmas through charge-exchange.
Figure 5.4a shows various sources of the H spectrum from the V2 direction
(289◦ , –32◦ ) in the IHS. This was computed by integrating Equation (5.10) along
the V2 direction through the IHS, while at each integration step along the LOS we
integrate back to the TS along the local plasma streamline in order to determine the
relative PUI densities and temperatures at location (r, θ, φ) using Equations (5.1)–
(5.4).
Below ∼0.5 keV, flux is dominated by ENAs from injected PUIs, while ENAs
from transmitted and reflected PUIs dominate above 0.5 keV. Although a small fraction of ENAs from core SW protons are visible at 1 AU, most exit the HP and become
PUIs in the OHS, producing significant flux near ∼0.1 keV (see Figure 5.4b).

5.4.2

Outer Heliosheath PUIs
Figure 5.3b shows proton spectra in the OHS (in the plasma frame), along a

LOS in the nose direction (259◦ , 5◦ ), starting at the HP (∆R = 0 AU), extending
to 600 AU from the HP (∼730 AU from the Sun). As described in Section 5.3.2, we
integrate from the HP outward along the LOS, solving Equation (5.11) for the local
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Figure 5.4: Simulated H spectra from the V2 direction (289◦ , –32◦ ), separating
ENA sources from the IHS (a) and OHS (b), showing the total IHS and OHS flux
in opposite figures (dashed lines) to aid comparison, and their sum (IHS+OHS) in
solid orange lines. For the OHS simulation, we assume α = 3/4 and use constant
PUI temperatures from Table 5.1. We also show Compton-Getting and survivalprobability-corrected IBEX data (black lines) from Desai et al. [2014]. Reproduced
from Zirnstein et al. [2014] by permission of the AAS.
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relative PUI densities, and partitioning the total energy and density using Equations
(5.5)–(5.9).
At the HP, the LISM plasma is slightly compressed (which also depends on
the LISM parameters adopted in the background SW-LISM simulation), peaking
near 2.5 eV, and PUI densities are large, peaking at ∼0.042 keV, ∼0.42 keV, ∼3.56
keV, and ∼0.25 keV (for SW, secondary-transmitted, -reflected, and -injected PUIs,
respectively). Farther along the LOS, the LISM plasma is less compressed, and less
PUIs exist due to the limited mean free path for parent ENAs in the OHS. Far from
the HP, the LISM plasma settles at thermal energies below 1 eV, approaching the
temperature of the pristine LISM.
Figure 5.4b shows sources of the H spectrum from the OHS. This was computed
similar to Section 5.4.1, except we integrate Equation (5.10) along a LOS outside
the HP, at each point calculating the H ENA flux by partitioning the energy using
Equations (5.5)–(5.9) and (5.11). Flux from the LISM plasma is too low compared to
IBEX-Lo measurements above ∼0.02 keV. However, PUIs that originated from IHSSW ENAs are hot and dense enough to produce significant H flux up to ∼0.2 keV,
similar to Desai et al. [2014]. At higher energies, flux from secondary-transmitted,
-reflected, and -injected PUIs is still significant compared to the IHS. Therefore it is
likely that a significant portion of low and high energy flux seen by IBEX is due to
PUIs in the OHS, as described in Section 5.2.2.2.
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5.5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this study we have extended the work of Zank et al. [2010] by including
the extinction of SW protons and PUIs in the IHS through charge-exchange. We
approximated their removal by integrating the charge-exchange loss rate along plasma
streamlines, as a function of the thermal speeds of the proton populations. Due to
their higher temperature, the reflected PUI energy decreases more quickly compared
to transmitted PUIs and SW protons. The injected PUI density and energy increases
as the plasma flows through the IHS, conserving the total energy provided by the
plasma-neutral simulation. By 600 AU from the TS, most high energy PUIs have
been removed by charge-exchange, so the resulting ENA flux at keV energies will be
very low from the distant heliotail, consistent with distances suggested by McComas
et al. [2013a] based on the “cooling” length of ENAs [Schwadron et al., 2011].
The presence of PUIs effectively reduces the pressure (and hence thickness)
of the IHS plasma by charge-exchange, compared to assuming the IHS plasma is
thermalized. Since higher energy PUIs charge-exchange more frequently compared to
core SW protons (see Figure 5.3), more energy is taken away from the IHS plasma by
charge-exchange than from a thermalized plasma. This reduces the thermal pressure
of the IHS plasma, and thus reduces the thickness of the IHS [e.g., Malama et al.,
2006]. This may explain recent observations of a relatively thin IHS inferred by
V1 crossing the HP [Gurnett et al., 2013], compared to thicknesses predicted by
current 3D MHD simulations of the heliosphere. A 3D MHD simulation with a
kinetic treatment of neutrals with the PUI populations coupled self-consistently will
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provide a more accurate representation of the structure of the heliosphere, and form
part of a future investigation.
Recent observations by IBEX have revealed the existence of the heliotail [McComas et al., 2013a], following indications of a heliotail in Lyα absorption measurements from the downwind direction of the heliosphere [Wood and Izmodenov ,
2010]. Previous global simulations that included flux from an extended heliotail
predicted relatively higher fluxes than observed by IBEX [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al.,
2008]. This is likely due to the lack of properly simulating PUI extinction in the IHS
[Schwadron et al., 2011]. Heerikhuisen et al. [2014] estimate this extinction by evolving the kappa distribution into a Maxwellian based on a charge-exchange time-scale
[see Heerikhuisen et al., 2014, Figure 1]. We presented an approach that directly
simulates the extinction of high energy PUIs through charge-exchange as they propagate away from the TS. Although we have yet to apply this method to simulating
ENA fluxes from the heliotail, it provides a step forward in understanding the latest
observations.
In Section 5.2.2.2 we introduced a new method of simulating PUIs in the OHS,
by applying a similar post-process energy partition approach as we do for the IHS.
Although one might expect the relatively dense OHS plasma to thermalize before
charge-exchange, the rates of H+ –H+ collision and H–H+ charge-exchange are similar
[e.g., Zank , 1999a]. Based on the relatively larger H densities in the OHS, and the
favorable agreement between our simulated flux results and IBEX data [Desai et al.,
2014], this suggests the majority of PUIs will charge-exchange before thermalizing
with the core LISM proton population.
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It is important to highlight the role of the OHS plasma in the context of chargeexchange. Although ENAs are created everywhere in the SW-LISM interaction, ENAs
produced in the IHS easily propagate outside the HP before charge-exchange occurs,
creating a significant amount of PUIs in the OHS. Neutral atoms produced in the
OHS, however, will not easily charge-exchange in the IHS, and therefore will permeate
the inner heliosphere and can be detected at 1 AU.
Results from Section 5.4 predict that significant flux seen at 1 AU comes from
the OHS. Neutral atoms from OHS SW PUIs dominate flux below ∼0.2 keV, while
secondary-injected, -transmitted, and -reflected PUIs contribute a significant flux up
to keV energies, comparable to flux from the IHS. This may help explain recent IBEX
observations as discussed in Chapter 1. Recently, Opher et al. [2013] suggested that
the low energy flux from IBEX-Lo may originate from a suprathermal ion population
in the OHS, where they used a kappa distribution to model the OHS plasma source
for ENAs. Rather than heuristically prescribing a distribution, in this study we
studied the physically-motivated properties of PUIs that contribute to heating the
OHS plasma. We showed that not only the low but also high energy flux is a result
of the coupling between the IHS and OHS plasmas through charge-exchange, where
PUIs from the IHS are the source of multiple PUI species in the OHS.
Our simulation results compare favorably to IBEX data (see Figure 5.4), however our computed flux values are low compared to IBEX at high energies since we
did not account for OHS PUIs from supersonic SW ENAs, or time-dependent SW
boundary conditions. However, our results suggest strong coupling between the IHS
and OHS plasmas through ENA charge-exchange, where OHS PUIs may dominate
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the globally-distributed ENA flux visible at 1 AU from the front of the heliosphere,
up to ∼10 keV.
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CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECTS OF A DYNAMIC SOLAR CYCLE ON IBEX FLUX

In this chapter we simulate and discuss the effects of a dynamic solar cycle
on the secondary ENA ribbon flux from the OHS and the IHS flux. We simulate
IBEX flux over the past five years of IBEX ’s operation, as well as offer predictions
for future observations up until 2017.5. This chapter will be submitted for publication
in The Astrophysical Journal. We also note that the results of H ENA flux presented
in this chapter, similar to Chapter 4, consist of primary H ENAs from the IHS, and
secondary H ENAs from the OHS forming the ribbon. Flux from the IHS is referred
to as “IHS flux,” however flux from the OHS is interchangeably referred to as “OHS”
or “ribbon” flux.

6.1

Introduction

The IBEX mission has provided us with invaluable measurements of H ENA
fluxes that arise as a consequence of the SW–LISM interaction. In particular, the
IBEX ribbon, a region of enhanced intensity encircling the sky [McComas et al.,
2009b, 2010, 2012a], is a unique feature of the observations. As discussed earlier
in Section 1.4.2, the first observations revealed the ribbon was dominating the all-
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sky flux between ∼0.2 to 6 keV [McComas et al., 2009b], with a brightness ∼2–3
times the globally-distributed flux and an average width of ∼20◦ [Fuselier et al.,
2009b], centered around (221◦ , 39◦ ) in ecliptic coordinates [Funsten et al., 2009b]. A
comparison to 3D MHD simulations of the heliosphere indicated that the disturbed
LISM magnetic field near the HP was perpendicular to the IBEX LOSs to the ribbon,
supporting mechanisms of the ribbon that relied on the ordering of the LISM magnetic
field [Schwadron et al., 2009b]. Below ∼0.2 keV, the dominating features in the
sky were high concentrations of interstellar H, helium, and oxygen, with no ribbon
structure visible [Möbius et al., 2009].
As discussed in Section 1.4.3, a possible explanation for the ribbon’s existence
is based on a secondary charge-exchange process, where ENAs from the supersonic and
subsonic SW cross the HP, charge-exchange to become PUIs in the OHS, and chargeexchange again into secondary ENAs that may be directed back inside the heliosphere
(see Figure 1.9), with higher intensity along directions perpendicular to the interstellar
magnetic field [McComas et al., 2009b]. Soon after the first observations, several
global simulations of the secondary ENA mechanism produced results similar in both
quality and quantity to the observations [Heerikhuisen et al., 2010b; Chalov et al.,
2010], with more recent models showing similar results [Schwadron and McComas,
2013b; Möbius et al., 2013; Isenberg, 2014]. While the secondary ENA mechanism
appears to be the strongest candidate, others have been suggested to explain its
creation [see McComas et al., 2014, and references therein].
McComas et al. [2010] presented the first year of CG-corrected IBEX data
which showed changes in flux over a period of 6 months. They reported a decrease
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in flux over most of the sky, both in the ribbon and globally-distributed flux. In
the ribbon region, the knot, a small region of high emission, appeared to decrease in
intensity and spread to lower and higher latitudes. Also, the southernmost portion of
the ribbon appeared to move slightly northward. All of these changes may be due to
the dynamic solar cycle, including small-scale fluctuations in the SW, the transition
between fast and slow SW, or large-scale fluctuations near the HP [e.g., Pogorelov
et al., 2009b, 2011].
Since IBEX spins around a Sun-pointing axis at it orbits the Earth (see Figure 1.5), it is able to detect ENAs from the directions of the ecliptic poles quite often,
providing a unique opportunity to study the evolution of IBEX data on short time
scales. Analyzing the first 2 years of data, Reisenfeld et al. [2012] reported a significant, energy-dependent drop in flux measured by IBEX-Hi from the ecliptic poles,
similar to earlier reports [McComas et al., 2010]. They also analyzed the relationship
between the outward propagation of SW and the inward propagation of H ENAs from
the IHS to estimate distances to the TS and HP in the north and south polar directions. Dayeh et al. [2012] analyzed the energy-dependence of IBEX-Hi data from the
south ecliptic pole direction over a similar range of time. They found that a spectral
break in the data between ∼1 and 2 keV is likely due to a source of PUIs in the fast
SW downstream of the TS, while at lower energies the spectra are likely generated
from a PUI source from the slow SW. This suggests the importance of including fast
and slow SW in 3D simulations of the heliosphere. Allegrini et al. [2012] also confirmed the continuous decline of flux over the first few years by correcting for the
approximate time-lag between ENA creation and detection, as a function of energy.
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Similar to previous studies, they found that flux from the poles has been decreasing
over time.
McComas et al. [2012a] reported the first 3 years of IBEX data, developing
a more sophisticated model to correct for the survival probability of H ENAs out to
100 AU from the Sun. They reported a continuous, although slower, drop in flux over
most of the sky from 2009 to 2011, with the strongest changes seen in the direction
of the ribbon. More recently, the latest IBEX data, now spanning from 2009 to 2013,
also show a continuation of the reduction in flux, however the data appear to show
a slow-down in the decline of flux from certain areas of the sky, particularly in the
direction of the ribbon [McComas et al., 2014]. We will discuss implications of this
observation with our results later in Section 6.3.3.
Over the past two decades there have been numerous models developed to
study the influence of the dynamic SW ram pressure (density and velocity) on the
global structure of the heliosphere, including short-term fluctuations (≤6 months)
and the long-term solar cycle (∼11 years). In the following discussion, we give a brief
review of studies that modeled the effects of quasi-periodic fluctuations in SW ram
pressure or the 11 year solar cycle, as related to the work in this dissertation, and refer
the reader to other publications that studied the effects of interplanetary shocks on
the heliospheric structure, some of which we provide here [e.g., Barnes, 1993; Suess,
1993; Donohue and Zank , 1993; Barnes, 1994; Naidu and Barnes, 1994a,b; Story and
Zank , 1995; Ratkiewicz et al., 1996].
Spurred on by Pioneer 10 and 11 [Barnes, 1990] and V2 [Lazarus and McNutt,
1990] observations of short-term, large-scale fluctuations in the SW ram pressure,
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Belcher et al. [1993] used a 1D kinematic model to study the effects of fluctuations
in the SW ram pressure on the TS, showing significant modulation of the TS position, while Whang and Burlaga [1993] used a 1D MHD model to study the long-term
(∼11 year) effects on the TS, with results showing the distance to the TS to be
periodic with the solar cycle. Steinolfson [1994] modeled a two-dimensional (2D)
hydrodynamic simulation of the SW-LISM interaction with a sinusoidally-varying,
short-term SW pressure, with results suggesting lower amplitude oscillations in the
TS position than those obtained in 1D, while with a similar model, Karmesin et al.
[1995] found more significant motion of the TS in response to the 11 year solar cycle,
with disturbances propagating through the LISM. Pogorelov [1995] also studied the
2D case of the 11 year solar cycle effect on a hydrodynamic heliosphere, showing the
TS position was highly oscillatory, with a smaller effect on the HP and bow shock.
Pauls and Zank [1996] studied the effects of a nonuniform SW, i.e., fast SW near the
poles, slow SW near the ecliptic plane [Phillips et al., 1995], on a 3D, hydrodynamic
heliosphere, showing the TS becomes elongated in the polar direction, and that the
shocked SW mainly flows around the TS in the ecliptic plane, whereas Pauls and Zank
[1997] showed the inclusion of charge-exchange with interstellar neutrals reduced these
asymmetries, providing insight into the global importance of charge-exchange on the
dynamical heliosphere. Barnes [1998] also illustrated, using an analytic approach, the
dependence of TS position on latitudinal variations in SW ram pressure, indicating
the behavior of unique positions of obliquity in the TS. Using an approach similar
to Belcher et al. [1993], Richardson [1997] estimated the instantaneous response of
the HP to long-term fluctuations in the SW ram pressure, suggesting a significant
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amount of motion compared to the LISM flow. Baranov and Zaitsev [1998] used a
2D hydrodynamic simulation of the two-shock heliosphere to study its evolution in
the 11 year solar cycle, showing results similar to previous studies of significant modulation of the TS position, and less for the HP, however they showed little variation
for the bow shock. Wang and Belcher [1999] introduced uniform short and long-term
fluctuations in the SW ram pressure into their 2D hydrodynamic simulation of the
heliosphere, where the TS also moved significantly inward and outward due to the 11
year solar cycle (however again mediated by charge-exchange with interstellar neutrals) and less significant for shorter time scales, and little reaction at the HP. Tanaka
and Washimi [1999] developed a time-dependent, 3D MHD simulation of the SW–
LISM interaction (although ignoring the effects of charge-exchange), with uniform
fast and slow SW parameters and a transition between these regions that varies over
time, revealing a more complicated structure of the TS and IHS. Zank [1999b], using a 2D, time-dependent MHD model, included the effects of charge-exchange while
varying the SW ram pressure over an 11 year cycle. They also found the TS experienced relatively large modulation, although mediated by charge-exchange, and the
combination of time-dependent SW and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities made the HP
unstable. Zaitsev [2000] continued the work of Baranov and Zaitsev [1998] by including charge-exchange with a quasi-stationary distribution of neutral H, finding more
variability in the positions of the HP and bow shock. Scherer and Fahr [2003b,c],
and Zank and Müller [2003] included charge-exchange in a time-dependent, axiallysymmetric simulation of the heliosphere, showing the effects of a uniformly varying
SW ram pressure on the global structure, including a similar “breathing” effect on
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the TS, and to a smaller degree, the HP. Borrmann and Fichtner [2005] studied short
and long term fluctuations in the SW in their 3D hydrodynamic simulation of the
heliosphere, finding minimal variations in the TS position at low latitudes, and also
introduced variable LISM conditions that act on the heliosphere over much longer
times. Pogorelov et al. [2009b] included the effects of a uniformly varying transition
between fast and slow SW over the 11 year solar cycle in their 3D MHD simulation
of the heliosphere, similar to Tanaka and Washimi [1999], except by including the effects of charge-exchange with interstellar neutrals as well as the tilt angle between the
solar rotation and magnetic axes, where they analyzed the effects of the heliospheric
current sheet on the supersonic SW.
With more in situ measurements of the heliosphere from the Voyager spacecraft, models began to use these measurements to constrain their simulations even
further. Izmodenov et al. [2008] included a more realistic solar cycle into their axiallysymmetric simulation in order to study the TS crossings of the Voyager spacecraft
[Stone et al., 2005, 2008], with results suggesting the importance of including the solar
and interstellar fields in studies of the TS asymmetry. Washimi et al. [2011] incorporated V2 measurements in time-sensitivity studies using a 3D MHD simulation of the
heliosphere to fit to V1 and V2 TS crossings, while Strumik et al. [2011], Ben-Jaffel
and Ratkiewicz [2012], and Ben-Jaffel et al. [2013] also used time-sensitivity studies,
although assuming a constant H flux, to constrain the LISM magnetic field needed
to fit the IBEX ribbon direction and V1, V2, and ACE measurements [e.g., McComas et al., 2013b]. Pogorelov et al. [2013] coupled Ulysses observations of the SW
speed as a function of latitude [Ebert et al., 2009] to their 3D, time-dependent MHD
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simulation of the heliosphere, showing the dynamical effects of the recent decrease
in SW ram pressure on the distance to the TS in the Voyager directions. Borovikov
and Pogorelov [2014] showed that, due to the combination of a dynamic SW and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities near the front of the heliosphere, the LISM plasma will
experience significant intrusions into the IHS, providing a possible explanation for
the crossing of the HP by V1 much sooner than expected [e.g., Gurnett et al., 2013].
It is apparent that the dynamic SW has a significant impact on the heliosphere. A question remains as to how much the dynamic SW will affect H ENA
flux relevant to IBEX. Recent studies have investigated this issue. Izmodenov and
Malama [2004a,b] and Izmodenov et al. [2005] introduced a kinetic description for
neutral H into their time-dependent, axially-symmetric simulation of the heliosphere,
with a sinusoidal 11 year solar cycle, showing variability in interstellar H atom properties, as well as ENAs created in the IHS. Scherer and Fahr [2003a,c], and Fahr and
Scherer [2004] demonstrated how the complicated history of a dynamic solar cycle
could affect line-integrated measurements of ENA fluxes, which also depends on the
ENA energy. Using a 3D, hydrodynamic heliosphere, Sternal et al. [2008] studied
the effect of a time-varying, fast–slow SW transition on global H ENA flux measurements, showing temporal changes in the global flux related to the solar cycle. In
their 3D MHD/kinetic simulation, Heerikhuisen et al. [2010a] assumed that parent
ENAs born in the supersonic SW will attain a random velocity given by fast and
slow SW measurements made by Ulysses, demonstrating how the ribbon flux, normally dominating at 1 keV for uniform slow SW boundary conditions, may spread to
higher energies. Heerikhuisen et al. [2012] computed H ENA flux from an idealized,
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time-dependent heliosphere, although assuming instantaneous ENA propagation to
the detector, with results suggesting the variability seen in the observed ribbon knot
may be due to changes in the SW energy at high latitudes as the solar cycle transitions between minimum to maximum. Recently, Siewert et al. [2014] also analyzed
the transit-time delays between the transport of SW plasma from the Sun through
the IHS and detection of H ENAs at 1 AU, and suggested that changes in the solar
cycle should be seen in measurements of ENA flux from the IHS within a few years,
particularly for IBEX-Hi energies.
While there have been several analyses of the effects of the time-dependent
SW on the IBEX ribbon [e.g., McComas et al., 2010, 2012a], there have been no
dedicated studies on simulating the time-dependent effects of the SW on the secondary
ENA ribbon (however, see Heerikhuisen et al. [2010a, 2012] for simplified models).
If the secondary ENA mechanism is responsible for creating the ribbon, then the
SW evolution should be mirrored in secondary ENAs, to some degree. In order to
determine the effect of the solar cycle on the evolution of the secondary ENA ribbon,
as well as the IHS flux, in this chapter we provide results from simulations of timedependent H ENA flux during the epoch of IBEX observations. Due to the long delays
in time between parent ENA creation in the SW and secondary ENA detection at
1 AU, we also offer predictions for the flux up through 2017.5. First, we show the
method of simulation in Section 6.2. Second, we present results of simulating timedependent H ENA flux between 2009.5 and 2017.5 in Section 6.3 and discuss temporal
features in the results. Finally, we conclude the discussion of the results and offer
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insights into their implications for IBEX observations, as well as our understanding
of the time-dependent heliosphere, in Section 6.4.

6.2

6.2.1

Method of Simulation

Simulating a Time-Dependent Heliosphere
Before computing time-dependent ENA flux at 1 AU, we first simulate the SW-

LISM interaction using a 3D, time-dependent, MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral code [see
Heerikhuisen et al., 2013b, and references therein] based on MS-FLUKSS [Pogorelov
et al., 2008, 2009b]. This assumes a single plasma fluid coupled with a kinetic description for neutral H through momentum and energy source terms (see Appendix
D for MHD/kinetic equations). Similar to the previous chapters, during chargeexchange events the IHS plasma is assumed to be a kappa distribution (κ = 1.63),
and Maxwellian elsewhere. This approximates the total energy of the IHS plasma,
with the core of the distribution representing the cool SW, and the high energy tail
for PUIs and suprathermal ions [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al., 2008].
Unlike in steady-state calculations that can run the kinetic-neutral code for
arbitrarily long times to collect enough statistics [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al., 2006b,a], in
a time-dependent simulation the kinetic-neutral code can not be run longer than the
time-scales to be resolved. In this work, the kinetic-neutral code is run on a scale of 3
months in order resolve the 11 year solar cycle [Heerikhuisen et al., 2013b]. Therefore
the amount of charge-exchange events in the computational grid are limited by this
short amount of time. Therefore, the statistics of charge-exchange are improved by
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(1) introducing a larger amount of particles into the simulation, and (2) repeating
each step of the kinetic-neutral code multiple times, each with slightly different initial
positions, and averaging over these “multiple realizations” [see Heerikhuisen et al.,
2013b].
For every iteration of the MHD-plasma code, the SW inner boundary conditions are updated based on a dynamic solar cycle. First, we assume the SW boundary
conditions follow an idealized solar cycle, similar to Pogorelov et al. [2009b], where the
transition between fast and slow SW varies sinusoidally every 11 years, the transition
approaches ±35◦ at solar minimum and ±80◦ at solar maximum, the current sheet
tilt angle goes from 0◦ at minimum to 90◦ at maximum, the magnetic field polarity
reverses at solar maximum, and the fast and slow SW speeds (800 and 400 km s−1 ,
respectively) and densities (3.6 and 8 cm−3 ) are held constant. The time-dependent
MHD/kinetic code is run for a sufficiently long time to produce a quasi-periodic,
time-dependent solution of the heliosphere, and to fill the heliotail with material
from previous solar cycles. In practice this is more than 500 years.
For the last 28 years of the simulation, we use time-dependent boundary conditions for the fast and slow SW speeds and densities. The new boundary conditions,
with values beginning at solar minimum in 1990.5 (see Figure 6.1), are introduced into
the simulation initially at a time corresponding to solar minimum in the simulation.
The SW boundary conditions are then updated at every iteration of the simulation
for the next 28 years, as shown in Figure 6.1. It is during these last 28 years that we
simulate our time-dependent H ENA fluxes. These values are calculated from timeand latitude-dependent functions of SW speed and density from Sokól et al. [2013],
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Figure 6.1: Time-dependent solar wind boundary conditions at 1 AU (top) used for
the last 28 years of the MHD/kinetic simulation, derived from Equations (3) and (4)
from Sokól et al. [2013]. We use values from the equatorial plane (0◦ latitude) for
the slow SW region and from the north pole (+90◦ latitude) for the fast SW region.
The red stars are yearly-averaged values from Sokól et al. [2013], and the blue/green
dots are values interpolated between the yearly-averages using a cubic spline. On the
bottom is the SW ram pressure at 1 AU, calculated from the values from the top
panel. Since the range of data provided by Sokól et al. is between 1990.5 and 2011.5,
we reverse the fast and slow SW profiles after 2011.5 (vertical dashed lines) to provide
us with a background, time-dependent heliosphere up to 2017.5.
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which are based on line-integrated interplanetary scintillation and in situ measurements of the SW, scaled to 1 AU. We assume the fast and slow SW still maintain
uniform speeds and densities at the inner boundary, in their respective regions, although varying as a function of time. The transition between fast and slow SW, the
current sheet tilt angle, and magnetic field polarity still vary according to the method
from Pogorelov et al. [2009b].
We use the data from Sokól et al. [2013] for our simulations since they provide
yearly-averaged SW speed and density values at 1 AU as a function of heliolatitude,
from 1990.5 to 2011.5. The main purpose of this work is to study the long-term
evolution of the secondary ENA ribbon. Therefore, when the kinetic-neutral code
calculates the charge-exchange events for each H atom in the supersonic SW, we use
Equations (3) and (4) from Sokól et al. to compute the speeds of newly-created
ENAs as a function of time and latitude (similar to the method used by Schwadron
and McComas [2013b]). This provides a more accurate representation of the outwardpropagating H ENA energy distribution in the OHS, and thus for the secondary ENA
ribbon flux. For simplicity, the actual probability for the charge-exchange event to
occur is still determined by the local plasma properties. Elsewhere in the heliosphere
(IHS, OHS, and LISM), the speeds of newly-created ENAs are self-consistently determined from the local plasma properties. For consistency, we then use the equations
from Sokól et al. [2013] to approximate the uniform fast and slow SW speed and
density as a function of time, shown in Figure 6.1. We take values for the SW speed
and density at heliolatitudes of 0◦ (equator) and +90◦ (north pole) using Equations
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(3) and (4) from Sokól et al. [2013], as a function of time, and use them for the SW
boundary conditions for the slow and fast SW, respectively (see Figure 6.1).
The data from Sokól et al. [2013] only span from 1990.5 to 2011.5, therefore we
must estimate the SW boundary conditions beyond 2011.5 in order to provide us with
a background heliosphere for which to self-consistently calculate ENA flux from, beyond 2011.5. First we notice that the slow SW speed has, on average, remained fairly
constant since 1990.5 (although with quasi-periodic oscillations around the mean).
Therefore, for the slow SW speed beyond 2011.5 we reverse the profile from 2011.5 to
2006 and substitute it for the profile for 2011.5 to 2017.5. For example, the slow SW
speed in 2011.75 is the same as 2011.25, 2012 is the same as 2011, etc. Although the
slow SW density has decreased from 1990.5 to ∼2005, it has remained fairly constant
since then. Therefore we do a similar reversal for the slow SW speed.
The fast SW speed and density, however, are more complicated. As the solar
cycle approaches maximum, the speed (density) near the poles decreases (increases)
closer to the slow SW value as the coronal holes close. However, we again choose
to reverse the profile of fast SW speed and density beyond 2011.5, for the following
reasons. First, since the latest solar maximum was significantly different than the
previous maximum, we can not accurately predict the fast SW behavior. Second, the
maximum (minimum) in fast SW density (speed) during the previous solar maximum
occurred in ∼2000.5, which is a full cycle before 2011.5, suggesting a reversal at 2011.5
would be sufficient. Third, while we may assume some form of the fast SW profiles
beyond 2011.5, we do not need accurate SW boundary conditions beyond 2011.5 to
predict the ribbon flux for the next ∼3.5–9.5 years, which will be discussed in more
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detail in Section 6.3.3. Therefore for the sake of simplicity we reverse the profiles in
2011.5 as was done for the slow SW. The point of reversal for slow and fast SW in
2011.5 is indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Figure 6.1.
Since there is a considerable delay in time between parent ENA creation in
the supersonic SW and secondary ENA measurement at 1 AU (between ∼3.5 and
9.5 years, see Table 6.2), we are able to predict ribbon flux consistently up until
∼2015–2021, depending on the energy of the ENA and the direction. Flux from the
IHS, however, can not be predicted accurately more than a few years into the future.
Therefore one must keep in mind that our results presented later in this chapter
for the IHS flux highly depend on our assumptions of the SW boundary conditions
beyond the currently available data.
The LISM boundary conditions for our time-dependent MHD/kinetic simulation are shown in Table 6.1, which we assume do not vary over time. Similar to the
previous chapters, the LISM plasma temperature (Tp ), velocity (up ), and magnetic
field strength (B) were chosen based on consensus values derived from Schwadron
et al. [2011], Möbius et al. [2012], Bzowski et al. [2012], and McComas et al. [2012b].
The plasma and neutral densities were chosen in order to constrain the TS position to approximately agree with Voyager observations (although our simulation is
not accurate enough to reproduce the time-dependent asymmetry of the V1 and V2
crossings), as well as to produce a H atom density at the nose of the TS to be ∼0.09
cm−3 . A recent study that looked at the trend of the interstellar He flow direction
through the heliosphere, inferred from multiple sources of measurements over the past
30 years, reported that a linear fit to the flow’s ecliptic longitude direction shows a
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Table 6.1: LISM boundary conditions.
Parameter

LISM value

Tp (K)
np (cm−3 )
nH (cm−3 )
up (km s−1 )
B (µG)
up (ecliptic J2000)
B (ecliptic J2000)

6200
0.07
0.18
23.2
3
(79◦ , -5◦ )
(45◦ , -44◦ )

statistically significant increase over time [Frisch et al., 2013]. However, we can not
accurately predict the evolution of the LISM conditions, and assume they vary slowly
enough to not affect H ENA fluxes measured between 2009.5 and 2017.5.
The secondary ENA mechanism for creating the IBEX ribbon relies on the
direction of the interstellar magnetic field. Recently, an analysis of the circularity
of the IBEX ribbon has shown the center of the ribbon to be near ∼(220◦ , 40◦ ),
although different for higher energies [Funsten et al., 2013], where simulations of the
ribbon flux circularity assuming this direction for the pristine interstellar magnetic
field have shown good agreement with observation [Heerikhuisen et al., 2014].
There have been other studies [e.g., Richardson et al., 2008a; Izmodenov , 2009;
Pogorelov et al., 2009a; Opher et al., 2009; Washimi et al., 2011; Pogorelov et al.,
2013] that have used modeling to constrain the interstellar magnetic field strength
and direction needed to explain the asymmetry of the TS inferred by the Voyager
spacecraft crossings [Stone et al., 2005, 2008], while other models have included a
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fit to the direction toward BLISM · r ≈ 0 outside the HP to the IBEX ribbon [e.g.,
Grygorczuk et al., 2011; Strumik et al., 2011; Ratkiewicz et al., 2012; Ben-Jaffel and
Ratkiewicz , 2012; Ben-Jaffel et al., 2013]. In this study we choose the strength and
direction for BLISM based on recent analyses that fit simulations of the IBEX ribbon
flux with the observed ribbon using the secondary ENA mechanism [Heerikhuisen
and Pogorelov , 2011; Funsten et al., 2013; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014], which are in
general agreement with other studies that fit the IBEX ribbon to directions near
BLISM · r ≈ 0.
In the simulations presented here we use an older estimate for the interstellar
magnetic field direction, coming from (225◦ , 44◦ ), rather than aligned with the more
recent value from Funsten et al. [2013]. Since it will take a considerable amount of
time for any changes to the LISM boundary conditions to propagate through the entire
computational grid, and the simulations require a significant amount of computational
time, we use this older estimate for the LISM magnetic field in this chapter, rather
than assuming the center of the ribbon is aligned with the interstellar field direction.
Therefore the direction of maximum flux from our simulated ribbon is slightly different
than the observed ribbon. For example, the angle between (220◦ , 40◦ ) and (225◦ , 44◦ )
is ∼5◦ . Also, it is important to reiterate that, as shown in Figure 1.3, the simulated
ribbon center is offset from the simulated, pristine, interstellar field direction by a
few degrees, depending on the strength of the interstellar magnetic field.
Recent V1 measurements of anomalous and galactic cosmic rays [Webber and
McDonald , 2013; Krimigis et al., 2013; Stone et al., 2013], as well as (indirectly)
plasma density [Gurnett et al., 2013], have indicated the spacecraft is outside the HP.
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However, initial measurements of the interstellar magnetic field orientation showed
little change from a Parker spiral [Burlaga et al., 2013], although recent measurements
of the field direction indicate more change [Burlaga and Ness, 2014]. Many studies
have followed to explain these observations [Krimigis et al., 2013; Swisdak et al., 2013;
Fisk and Gloeckler , 2013; Florinski et al., 2013; Opher and Drake, 2013; Schwadron
and McComas, 2013a; Strumik et al., 2014; Borovikov and Pogorelov , 2014]. While
the thickness of the heliosheath suggested by the recent crossing is smaller than in
our simulation, the evolutionary trends in our results will be largely unaffected. We
will discuss this further in Section 6.4.
In Figure 6.2 we show cross sections of plasma density computed using our
time-dependent, 3D MHD/kinetic code, taken during solar minimum (top) and solar
maximum (bottom). Notice the features similar to Pogorelov et al. [2009b], such as
the transition between fast and slow SW near ±35◦ at solar minimum and ±80◦ at
solar maximum, the sectored fast and slow SW densities in the heliotail, and the
fluctuations in plasma density propagating through the OHS. We will discuss the
effects of these fluctuations on the simulated ribbon flux in Section 6.4.

6.2.2

Time-Dependent Post-Process Analysis
We simulate the measurements of time-dependent H ENA flux at 1 AU by

integrating the time-dependent, differential H ENA flux equation (see Section 6.2.2.3)
along H ENA trajectories from 1 AU to the simulation LISM boundary (1000 AU).
The flux equation is integrated along the trajectories such that, over a small period
of integration time ∆t, we calculate the accumulation of flux along the radial step
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Figure 6.2: Cross section of plasma density (in units log(cm−3 )) in the Sun’s polar plane, taken during solar minimum (2007.5, top) and solar maximum (2013.0,
bottom).
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∆r, where ∆r = v∆t, and v is the speed of the H ENA (also see Sections 3.2 and
4.2.1). At each step along the trajectory, we interpolate the MHD/kinetic simulation
results (i.e., plasma and neutral properties) as a function of space and time in order
to compute the accumulation of flux across that step. For example, at a distance
l away from the spacecraft on a H ENA trajectory that intersects with IBEX, we
calculate the accumulation of flux from the plasma and neutral conditions at a time
t = tm − l/v = tm − tp in the past, where tm is the time of measurement and tp is
the time for a H ENA to propagate to the spacecraft. This will be discussed in more
detail in the following sections.
We approximate the H ENA trajectories by assuming they are radial, straight
lines from a Sun-centered origin, ignoring gravitational and radiation pressure effects.
This approximation is valid for energies above ∼0.1 keV (see Section 4.3.2), and thus
a good approximation for IBEX-Hi energies. Although IBEX measures fluxes over
a span of 6 months (i.e., it takes 6 months for IBEX to produce an all-sky map),
for simplicity in the post-process simulation we ignore this time interval, and assume
the simulated flux measurements at 1 AU are made simultaneously at a point in time
in the middle of the measurement interval (i.e., for measurements made in the year
2009, we simulate flux at 2009.5), which has little effect on the long-term evolution
of our results. Similar to Chapter 4, we integrate the H ENA flux equation from 1
to 1000 AU for a discrete set of energies within IBEX-Hi energy passbands 2–6, and
then weight the contribution of the flux at each energy in the passband using the
IBEX-Hi energy responses [Schwadron et al., 2009a; Funsten et al., 2009a]. We also
apply a simplified angular response function [Funsten et al., 2009a], which tends to
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smooth out sharp features in the all-sky maps (see Appendix C for IBEX response
functions).

6.2.2.1

Propagation Time

The flux simulation starts at the time of measurement at 1 AU, tm , and integrates backwards in time along the H ENA trajectory based on the speed of the H
ENA we wish to simulate. The time of creation of a H ENA that will later be detected
by the spacecraft is determined by the propagation time between the creation point
and the spacecraft position. For example, a primary H ENA from the IHS that is
detected at 1 AU will travel anywhere from ∼90 AU (i.e. from the nose of the TS)
to >1000 AU (i.e., from the extended heliotail), depending on the source location.
Thus, primary H ENAs with energies between ∼0.71 and 4.29 keV (corresponding to
the nominal energies for IBEX-Hi passbands 2 and 6, respectively) will take between
1.16 and 0.47 years for 90 AU, and 12.9 and 5.23 years for 1000 AU. However, high
energy PUIs that form a significant component of the ENA flux measured by IBEXHi will not likely survive charge-exchange beyond a few hundred AU from the TS
(see Section 5.2.2.1 and Figure 5.3), thus reducing the effective time of propagation
for high energy ENAs from the IHS that are detected by IBEX. The time it takes
the parent proton to advect with the plasma from the Sun to the position in the IHS
before charge-exchange occurs is an important characteristic for H ENA measurement
and modeling [e.g., Reisenfeld et al., 2012; Allegrini et al., 2012; Siewert et al., 2014],
and it is self-consistently accounted for in the MHD/kinetic simulation.
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Secondary H ENAs with energies between ∼0.71 and 4.29 keV that propagate
from the OHS (∼200 AU) to the spacecraft will take between ∼2.6 and 1 year to
travel to the spacecraft, respectively. However, secondary ENAs originally come from
primary ENAs that crossed the HP, produced by charge-exchange in the SW upstream
or downstream of the TS. The propagation of these primary ENAs to the OHS is taken
into account in the MHD/kinetic simulation, and the propagation of secondary ENAs
to 1 AU is taken into account in the post-process simulation.

6.2.2.2

Charge-Exchange Time

As stated earlier, primary and secondary H ENAs both have intrinsic propagation times that depend on the distance between their source location and the detector.
However, we must also take into account the delay time between the creation of PUIs
in the OHS and the creation of the secondary H ENA (which forms the ribbon). This
is a considerable amount of time for all energies relevant for IBEX.
In Table 6.2 we show estimates of the times relevant to the production and
detection of secondary H ENAs from outside the HP, for the benefit of the reader.
We stress that for our simulations we directly calculate the time-dependent flux as
a function of space and time, and do not use the values shown in Table 6.2. For
the nominal energy in each IBEX-Hi passband we provide estimates of the mean free
path of H ENAs traveling through the OHS, the charge-exchange time for PUIs at the
same energy, and the total time between parent ENA creation (i.e., approximately
the time in the solar cycle that created the parent ENA) in the supersonic SW and
secondary ENA detection at 1 AU.
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Table 6.2: Estimates of typical time delay between parent ENA creation and secondary ENA measurement.
Energy (keV)

0.71
1.11
1.74
2.73
4.29

ENA Mean Free
PUI Charge-Exchange
Path in OHS (AU)
Time in OHS (yr)
375
420
473
538
617

–
–
–
–
–

509
570
642
730
838

1.91
1.71
1.54
1.40
1.28

–
–
–
–
–

2.69
2.41
2.17
1.97
1.80

Total Time Delay (yr)

6.66
5.70
4.90
4.25
3.72

–
–
–
–
–

9.17
7.84
6.74
5.85
5.12

The ranges correspond to different directions through the OHS, during 2009.5.
For the estimates on the left, we assume the OHS plasma density is 0.095 cm−3 , the
neutral density is 0.24 cm−3 , and the distance to the HP is 130 AU. These correspond
to the OHS properties in the direction toward the middle of the ribbon (see Figures
6.13 and 6.16). For the estimates on the right, we assume the OHS plasma density
is 0.07 cm−3 , the neutral density is 0.17 cm−3 , and the distance to the HP is 170
AU. These correspond to the OHS properties in the direction of the north portion
of the ribbon (see Figures 6.13 and 6.16). These densities are taken approximately
75 AU outside the HP (see Figure 6.16), since most ENAs visible at 1 AU originate
from within ∼50 to 100 AU outside the HP, at least for 1.1 keV [Heerikhuisen and
Pogorelov , 2011]. We estimate the propagation time outside the HP by assuming it
corresponds to traveling a distance 1/5 of the mean free path, since 1/5 of the mean
free path for 1.11 keV is between ∼84 and 114 AU, which contains the majority of
accumulated flux [Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2011]. The total propagation time
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assumes the parent ENA was created 40 AU from the Sun, in the direction of the
middle (values on the left) or north (values on the right) ribbon directions.
As one can see, the time in the past that determined the energy and distribution of secondary ENAs ranges between ∼3.5 and 9.5 years (for the majority of flux),
largely depending on the energy of the ENA/PUI, the distance to the HP, and the
OHS plasma and neutral properties. Although the parameters shown in Table 6.2 are
not used in our simulations and are actually more complicated (i.e., for a space- and
time-dependent heliosphere), these estimates are meant to assist the reader later in
this chapter.
While the source of PUIs that create secondary H ENAs at a particular point in
space and time extends from 0 to ∞ into the past, this is computationally unfeasible to
simulate. However, within three times the mean charge-exchange time, approximately
95% of the source of PUIs are accounted for. Therefore, we assume the flux of
secondary ENAs created at a particular point in space and time is approximately
m
in the past, where
determined by a source of PUIs from a time 0 to 3τex

m
τex
= (nH vσex (v))−1

(6.1)

is the mean charge-exchange time (when only 1/e particles have not experienced
charge-exchange yet), nH is the background H density, v is the PUI velocity (i.e., the
ENA velocity, which we assume is much greater than the bulk neutral speed), and σex
is the energy-dependent charge-exchange cross section [Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005].
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In Figure 6.3 we show the (normalized) probability of PUIs, as a function of
time in the past, to be the source of secondary ENAs, for energies 0.71 and 4.29 keV,
assuming the flux of secondary ENAs is created at time 0. We calculate the total flux
of secondary ENAs at time 0, at a specific location in the OHS, by integrating the
m
in the past (i.e., creating
flux of secondary ENAs created over the interval 0 to 3τex

secondary ENAs from parent primary ENAs over a range of time in the past), and we
weight the contribution of flux over this interval using an exponential function of the
mean charge-exchange time (see Equation (6.4)). The majority of secondary ENAs
created at time 0 will originate from parent primary ENAs that charge-exchanged
within three times the mean charge-exchange time in the past (vertical dashed lines),
where the mean charge-exchange time is a function of energy and neutral density
(assumed to be 0.2 cm−3 for the example shown in Figure 6.3). For smaller energies,
the charge-exchange time is longer, and thus we integrate over a longer time. Higher
energy PUIs charge-exchange more frequently, therefore only requiring a shorter integration time.
In order to test whether only accounting for PUIs within three times the mean
charge-exchange time in the past is sufficient, we compared our results to simulations
of ribbon flux at 2009.5 that accounted up to only twice the mean charge-exchange
time for each energy. In directions toward the ribbon, i.e., near BLISM · r ≈ 0, and in
particular the directions where we focus our analysis of the ribbon (see Figure 6.13,
north, middle, and south) the percent difference between these two simulations were
approximately within ±10%. In certain regions of the sky away from the ribbon, the
deviations reached up to ±20–30% depending on the energy and direction, which is
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Figure 6.3: Contribution of PUIs as the source of secondary ENAs as a function of
time, assuming the flux of secondary ENAs are created at time 0. The weighting of
PUIs created at some time in the past is an exponential function of the mean chargeexchange time, where we show the weighting for 0.71 (blue) and 1.11 (red) keV PUIs,
assuming nH = 0.2 cm−3 . The dashed lines represent the limit of our integration,
which accounts for ∼95% of PUIs that would contribute to a flux of ENAs at time 0.
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likely due to (1) areas of low accumulated flux, (2) rapid variations over time, or (3)
low OHS neutral H densities (which will increase the mean charge-exchange time).
Unfortunately, computational limitations prevent us from simulating the case for four
times the mean charge-exchange time, since this amount of time will likely exceed the
maximum time range of plasma-neutral results allocated in our post-process simulation (i.e., 12 years, see Table 6.2 and Section 3.1). However, since the errors of our
current simulations compared to a more accurate one can only be smaller than the
errors reported above, we do not expect our approximations to significantly affect the
results presented in this dissertation.
When we calculate the mean charge-exchange time, the variables from Equation (6.1) are determined at the time of secondary ENA creation, t = tm − tp (i.e., at
time 0 in Figure 6.3), although it should be integrated as a function of time into the
m
. However, first we assume in Equation (6.1) that the relative
past, from t = 0 to 3τex

speed of charge-exchange is dominated by the PUI speed such that uH ≈ 0, and that
the PUI speed remains constant. Second, we assume the bulk neutral density outside
the HP remains nearly constant over the charge-exchange time period. Although not
shown, we computed the deviation in the bulk neutral H density in the OHS, over
an 11 year period near the middle of the ribbon, and found the maximum deviation
is approximately ±2%, which drops to less than ±1% over a 2 year period. Thus
this assumption will have little impact on our results. Therefore the mean chargeexchange time remains nearly constant over these periods of time, outside the HP,
and only varies as a function of space.
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Also, we do not take into account the movement of PUIs before chargeexchange occurs, such as the streaming of PUIs along the interstellar magnetic field.
However, this effect may be ignored. Close to the ribbon, the parallel velocity (along
the magnetic field) of PUIs is relatively small. For example, for a 1 keV PUI with an
initial pitch angle of 80◦ , the parallel velocity (ignoring pitch-angle scattering) is ∼76
km s−1 . Over the course of 2 years before charge-exchange, the PUI will move ∼32
AU, which corresponds to a maximum angular spread of ∼9◦ (depending on BLISM )
as viewed from 1 AU to 200 AU, which is only slightly larger than the IBEX FOV
(∼7◦ ). If we include pitch-angle scattering, this may inhibit streaming if they scatter
across 90◦ . Therefore, within the majority of the ribbon width of 20◦ , the movement
of PUIs parallel to the interstellar field is not noticeably visible. However, this will
be larger for faster PUIs, farther away from the ribbon, or if PUIs scatter to larger
pitch angles, which may explain the large ribbon width at high energies [McComas
et al., 2012a; Schwadron and McComas, 2013b].
In their simulation of the ribbon, Chalov et al. [2010] assumed the no-scattering
limit, allowing PUIs to stream along field lines until charge-exchange occurred. In this
limit, the magnetic moment is conserved such that the streaming of PUIs will slow
down in regions of strong interstellar magnetic field strength, allowing a significant
amount of PUIs to remain in the region of BLISM ·r ≈ 0 before charge-exchange occurs.
As we showed in Table 6.2, secondary ENAs detected from different directions will
have different time delays. If a significant amount of PUIs that produced secondary
ENAs near BLISM · r ≈ 0 actually originated far from that location, then the time
evolution of ribbon flux will be much more complicated than our simulations can
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produce. However, while including this effect may produce a small, but noticeable,
increase in flux near BLISM · r ≈ 0 [Chalov et al., 2010], most ribbon ENAs visible by
IBEX will originate near BLISM · r ≈ 0 before charge-exchange, suggesting this effect
will not be noticeable in the evolution of the ribbon flux, and that our assumptions
are reasonable.
We also do not take into account the convection of PUIs with the bulk plasma
flow perpendicular to the interstellar field direction [Möbius et al., 2013]. Using similar
parameters as Möbius et al., the bulk motion of the PUIs would be ∼16.4 km s−1 ,
which over 2 years moves ∼3.5 AU. Close to the HP, the bulk plasma flow would be
even smaller, therefore the effects of this motion are negligible for the purpose of this
study.

6.2.2.3

Time-Dependent Flux Calculation

Using the characteristics of time-delay for primary and secondary H ENAs as
described in the previous sections (see examples in Table 6.2), we can modify existing
time-independent flux equations to calculate LOS integrated flux as a function of
space (r) and time (t), in units (cm2 s sr keV)−1 . For primary H ENAs created inside
the IHS, we use the differential primary H ENA flux equation (see Equation (4.8)),
modified as a function of time, which is given by

∆JP (θ, φ, r, v, t) =

1
fp (vp (t), r, t)v 2 P (v, r, t)
mH
× nH (r, t)vrel (|v − uH (r, t)|)σex (vrel (r, t))∆t,
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(6.2)

where (θ, φ) is the initial look direction of the spacecraft (for this study, it is aligned
with r), mH is the mass of H, fp is the (isotropic) proton phase space distribution
in the plasma frame, vp is the parent proton (and resulting ENA) velocity in the
plasma frame (i.e., vp = v − up , where up is the bulk plasma velocity), v is the ENA
velocity in the Sun frame, nH is the background H density, vrel is the relative velocity
between parent proton and background H distribution [e.g., Ripken and Fahr , 1983;
Heerikhuisen et al., 2006b], uH is the bulk H velocity, σex is the charge-exchange cross
section [Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005], and ∆t is the integration, or flux accumulation,
time step. For calculating primary ENA flux, we assume the background H distribution is Maxwellian, which is sufficient for the purposes of this study (see Chapter 4).
The survival probability P is integrated as a function of space and time, where we
only begin integrating losses to H ENAs outside 100 AU from the Sun. All of the
plasma and neutral parameters are found at a time t = tm − tp in the past, where
tm is the time of measurement, and tp is the propagation time for ENAs from their
source to the detector.
For simplicity, when calculating the H ENA flux we assume the IHS plasma
is represented by three Maxwellian distributions, one for SW ions, transmitted PUIs,
and reflected PUIs [Zank et al., 2010]. We assume constant relative proton densities
and temperatures, similar to the study in Chapter 4, using parameters from the V1
direction in Desai et al. [2014], where the relative densities are 80%, 17.5%, and
2.5%, and the relative energy partitions are 3.93%, 40.82%, and 55.25% for SW
ions, transmitted PUIs, and reflected PUIs, respectively. The IHS plasma is likely
more complicated [e.g., Chalov et al., 2003; Malama et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2010;
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Zirnstein et al., 2014], however we currently can not accurately simulate the timedependence of PUIs in the IHS. Nevertheless, the point of this study is to demonstrate
the global effect of a time-dependent solar cycle on H ENA flux, therefore we use this
as an approximation. Losses to H ENAs traveling through the IHS are also selfconsistently computed while assuming the background IHS plasma is represented by
a three-Maxwellian distribution, where we ignore losses inside 100 AU of the Sun,
and only take into account losses due to charge-exchange outside 100 AU of the Sun.
Losses by electron-impact ionization may be important in the heliosheath [Scherer
et al., 2014], depending on the as yet unknown electron temperature, however they
are currently ignored in this study, similar to the previous chapters.
We can also simulate time-dependent flux from outside the HP using the secondary ENA mechanism. Using the partial shell method from Heerikhuisen et al.
[2010b], the differential flux of secondary ENAs (see Equation (4.9)), modified as a
function of time, is given by

Z 3τex
Z
m
fH (vH , r, t)
1
2
W (τex )
np (r, t)v P (v, r, t)
∆JS (θ, φ, r, v, t) =
4πmH
Ω v̂H ·B̂LISM (r, t)
0

× vrel (|vH − up (r, t)|)σex (vrel (r, t))dΩvH dτex ∆t,
(6.3)

where np is the proton density, fH is the distribution of outward-propagating ENAs
outside the HP in the Sun frame [Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2010], integrated over
velocity space, vH is the parent ENA velocity in the Sun frame (where vH = v),
BLISM is the LISM magnetic field, vrel is the relative velocity between parent ENA
and background plasma distribution, and dΩv is the differential solid angle in velocity
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space. All of the plasma and neutral parameters are found at a time t = tm − tp − τex
in the past (except for nH in Equation (6.1), see Section 6.2.2.2), where τex is the
charge-exchange time between PUI creation and secondary ENA creation (ranging
m
between 0 and 3τex
). We integrate over the contribution of flux from PUIs between
m
in the past, multiplying by the weighting W (τex ) to normalize the total
0 and 3τex

integral to 1. The weighting is given by

W (τex ) = R 3τex
m
0

m
)
exp(−τex /τex
0 /τ m )dτ 0
exp(−τex
ex
ex

.

(6.4)

The survival probability for secondary H ENAs is computed similarly to ENAs from
the IHS, except we assume the background plasma distribution outside the HP is
represented by a single Maxwellian distribution. While the total energy of the OHS
plasma includes the effect of heating by PUIs from ENAs originating within the
heliosphere [Heerikhuisen et al., 2008], the distribution of PUIs outside the HP is
more complicated (see Chapter 5), and a global simulation of their distribution is left
for future studies.
Since the first release of IBEX observations [McComas et al., 2009b], several
different models for simulating the ribbon flux from the secondary ENA mechanism
have been developed [Heerikhuisen et al., 2010b; Chalov et al., 2010; Schwadron and
McComas, 2013b; Möbius et al., 2013; Isenberg, 2014]. As outlined in Section 1.4.3,
each model relies on an assumption of the evolution of the PUI distribution in the
OHS, where Heerikhuisen et al. [2010b] assumed PUIs scatter onto a partial shell,
Chalov et al. [2010] and Möbius et al. [2013] assumed the no-scattering limit, and
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Schwadron and McComas [2013b] and Isenberg [2014] assumed PUIs are spatially
confined by wave turbulence and scatter onto nearly isotropic shells. Assuming that
the energies of the PUIs do not change appreciably before charge-exchange occurs,
and the PUIs do not move far from their initial positions, the evolution of secondary
ENA flux will be qualitatively similar for all of these models. Therefore the results
of this study apply to the general secondary ENA mechanism.

6.3

Results and Discussion

In this section we present the results of our time-dependent H ENA flux simulation, including flux produced from inside the IHS, and the first time-dependent
simulation of the IBEX ribbon flux, which we assume originates from the OHS. We
simulate flux measured each year since 2009.5, and in addition offer predictions for
IBEX measurements until 2017.5. The results were simulated using the methods
described in Section 6.2.

6.3.1

All-Sky Maps of Simulated Flux Measured in 2013.5
In Figure 6.4 we show all-sky maps of simulated H ENA flux produced inside

the IHS (left column) and secondary H ENAs produced outside the HP (ribbon flux,
right column), simulating the measurement in 2013.5, for IBEX-Hi passbands 2–6.
For the IHS flux, the most dominant feature, at all energies, is flux from the heliotail.
While Desai et al. [2012, 2014] showed that assuming a three-Maxwellian distribution
for the IHS plasma can produce results that agree reasonably well with IBEX data,
the loss by charge-exchange of high energy PUIs in the IHS should reduce the high
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Figure 6.4: Simulated, time-dependent all-sky maps of flux (in units (cm2 s sr
keV)−1 ) from the IHS (left column) and flux from outside the HP (ribbon flux, right
column), simulated at measurement time 2013.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands (rows).
We also indicate directions toward the nose (259◦ , 5◦ ), V1 (255◦ , 35◦ ), and V2 (289◦ ,
–32◦ ).
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energy ENA flux from the heliotail [e.g., Fahr and Scherer , 2004; Schwadron et al.,
2011]. While the loss of energy in the heliotail by charge-exchange is partially taken
into account in our MHD/kinetic simulation by assuming the IHS plasma to be a
kappa distribution, this ignores the relative loss of high energy PUIs compared to
lower energy ions (see Chapter 5). Because we currently do not properly simulate
the heliotail plasma, we cut off the color bar maxima for the IHS flux in Figure 6.4
(left column) and Figure 6.6 (bottom panel) to focus on flux from the front of the
heliosphere.
Besides the heliotail, there is a relatively strong signature of flux from the
nose, similar to previous steady-state, global simulations of H ENA all-sky maps [e.g.,
Gruntman et al., 2001; Heerikhuisen et al., 2007; Prested et al., 2008; Heerikhuisen
et al., 2008; Izmodenov et al., 2009; Prested et al., 2010; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014],
although slightly different than results from a previous time-dependent simulation
[Sternal et al., 2008], possibly due to their assumption of a Maxwellian distribution for
the IHS plasma. At lower energies, the flux is concentrated near the nose, particularly
at 1.11 keV. At higher energies (∼2.73 and 4.29 keV), flux from the nose diminishes
and spreads to higher latitudes. Also notice, at nearly every energy, the modestly
bright, nearly horizontal streaks of flux at high (positive and negative) latitudes from
the front of the heliosphere. These enhancements in flux come from ENAs produced
in the IHS where the transition region between fast and slow SW creates two “cusps”
of heated, subsonic plasma downstream of the TS that penetrate into the supersonic
SW (see Figure 6.5). As the solar cycle transitions from minimum to maximum, these
regions move to higher latitudes and eventually diminish (see Figures 6.7–6.11 as flux
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Figure 6.5: Cross section of plasma temperature (in units log(K)) in the Sun’s polar
plane, taken 2 years after solar minimum (2009.5, top left), 1 year later (2010.5, top
right), and 2 years later (2011.5, bottom). As the SW transitions from solar minimum
to maximum, the boundary between fast and slow SW moves to higher latitudes,
creating two cusps of heated, subsonic plasma that penetrate a considerable distance
into the supersonic SW. These cusps also increase the thickness of the IHS, creating
the streaks in the IHS flux in Figure 6.4.
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from the cusps move toward higher latitudes over time). While this feature may seem
to be artificial due to our assumptions of a “sharp” transition between fast and slow
SW, it is known that the boundary between the fast and slow SW is relatively sharp
at solar minimum [e.g., McComas et al., 2000], therefore as the solar cycle transitions
from minimum to maximum, this feature may be visible in ENA spectra observed by
IBEX, although possibly drowned out by other sources.
In the right column of Figure 6.4 we show all-sky maps of simulated flux from
outside the HP, i.e., secondary ENAs forming the ribbon. Similar to the inertial frame
results shown in Chapter 4, the ribbon flux at lower energies (∼0.71 and 1.11 keV) is
concentrated at low latitudes, and then begin spreading to higher latitudes at higher
energies [see McComas et al., 2012a, 2014]. At 2.73 and 4.29 keV, there is a bright
emission near the position of the observed knot from IBEX, an indicator of the fast SW
at high latitudes. This is an improvement from previous simulations that, although
assuming the neutralized supersonic SW acquire speeds derived from the latitudinaldependent equations from Sokól et al. [2013], did not assume the background SW
plasma was time-dependent [Zirnstein et al., 2013; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014].
In Figure 6.6 we show all-sky maps of the total simulated flux (i.e., the sum of
the two columns in Figure 6.4). At the lowest energies, the ribbon flux is concentrated
near the ecliptic plane, with moderate flux from the nose of the IHS. The heliotail flux
at this energy appears to match well with observations, and is quantitatively similar
to the ribbon flux away from the nose. At 0.71 and 1.11 keV, the ribbon peaks in
flux since the average slow SW energy is near 1 keV. At this time in the simulation
(2013.5), flux at high positive latitudes (>+30◦ ) has decreased over time since 2009.5
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Figure 6.6: Simulated, time-dependent all-sky maps of the total flux (IHS + OHS),
simulated at measurement time 2013.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands. Notice the ribbon
flux dominates at most energies, except at 4.29 keV, where the heliotail flux is likely
overestimated.
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(see Figure 6.8 for difference maps). At higher energies, the ribbon flux diminishes
in low latitudes and spreads to higher latitudes as the neutralized SW spreads to
higher latitudes. At ∼2.73 and 4.29 keV, flux from the heliotail dominates due to the
assumption of constant relative PUI densities, which we use as an approximation.

6.3.2

Global Changes in Flux since 2009.5
Next we show all-sky maps of the percent change in total simulated flux from

2010.5 to 2013.5, compared to flux simulated in 2009.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands.
This includes primary H ENAs from the IHS as well as secondary H ENAs from
outside the HP.
Figure 6.7 shows the percent change in flux for passband 2 (∼0.71 keV). Since
2009.5, the ribbon flux has been decreasing significantly at mid latitudes. The time
in the solar cycle that fueled the 0.71 keV ribbon is approximately 6.5–9 years earlier,
depending on the direction (see Table 6.2). Therefore after 2010.5, the ribbon was
fueled by primary ENAs created between ∼2001.5 and 2004, which was near the
beginning of the decline of the previous solar maximum. During this phase of the
solar cycle, the coronal holes are opening up at lower latitudes, increasing in fast (≥2
keV) SW (and thus fast neutral SW), and decreasing in slow (≤2 keV) SW. This
causes the decline in ribbon flux at passband 2. Behind the ribbon, the IHS flux
also shows variations every year, although partially drowned out by the decrease in
ribbon flux. There is a general decrease in flux near the poles, fluctuations near the
front and flanks, and little change in the heliotail. The horizontal streaks in the IHS
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Figure 6.7: Simulated, time-dependent all-sky maps of the percent change in flux
from 2009.5 for IBEX-Hi passband 2 (∼0.71 keV). Regions in yellow to dark red are
increases in flux, regions in cyan to dark blue are decreases in flux, and regions in
green have little change in flux.

flux are also visible in these difference maps, showing an increase in flux from the
fast–slow SW transition region, spreading to higher latitudes over time.
Figure 6.8 shows the percent change in simulated flux for passband 3 (∼1.11
keV). Similar to 0.71 keV, the ribbon flux decreases at mid to high latitudes. Also,
there is little change in ribbon flux near the ecliptic plane where the average SW speed
is relatively constant. At this energy, the percent change in ribbon flux decreases more
dramatically at high latitudes compared to 0.71 keV (compare bottom right of Figures
6.7 and 6.8). The IHS flux is similar to that at 0.71 keV.
Note that the ribbon shape is barely visible in these maps since the percent
change of ribbon flux is nearly uniform, reflecting the nearly uniform decrease in
neutralized SW as a function of latitude [see McComas et al., 2014]. If we were to
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Figure 6.8: Similar to Figure 6.7, except for passband 3 (∼1.11 keV).

look at the evolution of absolute flux over time, the largest change would occur in
the direction of the ribbon. Also, since the ribbon flux is strongest near the front of
the heliosphere, where the HP is closest, we only see a decrease in ribbon flux near
the front, and less change from the back.
Figure 6.9 shows the percent change in simulated flux for passband 4 (∼1.74
keV). At this energy, the ribbon flux begins to increase over time at mid-latitudes,
and slightly move to higher latitudes. With a total time delay of approximately 6
years, the source of the ribbon flux measured between 2010.5 and 2013.5 was created
between ∼2004.5 and 2007.5. Over this time, the coronal holes were still opening,
producing more fast wind, and thus causing an increase in the low latitude ribbon
flux at this energy. Near the poles, there is still a decrease in flux, both from primary
ENAs from the IHS and secondary ENAs from the OHS (also see Figure 6.12).
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Figure 6.9: Similar to Figure 6.7, except for passband 4 (∼1.74 keV).

Figure 6.10 shows the percent change in simulated flux for passband 5 (∼2.73
keV). Similarly to 1.74 keV, the ribbon flux increases as the source of fast neutral
SW opens up towards solar minimum. The largest increase in flux occurs near the
simulated ribbon knot, which appears in our simulation near (340◦ , 35◦ ) at this energy
and time. This is lower in latitude than the observed knot partly because our choice
of BLISM is different than the currently believed interstellar direction required to
produce the ribbon [Funsten et al., 2013; Heerikhuisen et al., 2014]. Nevertheless,
the knot increases in flux over this period of time, more so than the ribbon flux at
negative latitudes. The average fast SW speed is near 2.7 keV, therefore passband 5
is a good indicator for the evolution of the fast SW at mid to high latitudes.
Figure 6.11 shows the percent change in simulated flux for passband 6 (∼4.29
keV). There is an increase in flux at high latitudes, with the largest increase where
the ribbon knot (although faint, see Figure 6.4) is located near (0◦ , 45◦ ), where
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Figure 6.10: Similar to Figure 6.7, except for passband 5 (∼2.73 keV).
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Figure 6.11: Similar to Figure 6.7, except for passband 6 (∼4.29 keV).
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0◦ longitude is the fourth longitude line to the left of the nose. At this energy,
the delay in time for secondary ENAs from outside the HP is approximately 4.5
years, therefore at a measurement time of ∼2013.5, this flux approximately reaches a
maximum, and will begin to decrease (see Figure 6.15). The evolution of the IHS flux
is also interesting, where we see the two streaks increasing in flux at high positive and
negative latitudes, moving to higher latitudes over time. The delay in time for the
IHS flux at this energy is within a couple years (depending on the fast or slow SW,
and the direction of detection), therefore the source of IHS flux between 2010.5 and
2013.5 is approaching solar maximum, where the transition between fast and slow SW
creates two cusps of hot, subsonic plasma downstream of the TS that penetrate into
the supersonic SW, and move to higher latitudes (see Figure 6.5). These horizontal
streaks are partially visible in Figures 6.7–6.11, but are quite distinct at this energy,
when the relative flux from the ribbon is not as high.
After initially increasing in intensity (after 2012.5 and 2013.5 for 4.29 and
2.73 keV, respectively), the knot at these energies also moves to higher latitudes over
time while diminishing in intensity, another signature of the evolution of the fast
SW toward higher latitudes (i.e., the closing of the coronal holes approaching solar
maximum).
Although IBEX measurements are line-integrated, meaning separate sources
of flux can not be directly distinguished from each other from a given direction, it is
beneficial to show the percent change in simulated flux from the IHS and OHS (ribbon)
separately. While we can not show the change in flux every year, for every energy
and source, in Figure 6.12 we show the percent change in flux in 2013.5 compared
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Figure 6.12: Simulated, time-dependent all-sky maps of the percent change in flux
in 2013.5 compared to 2009.5 for all IBEX-Hi passbands (rows), for IHS flux only
(left column) and OHS (ribbon) flux only (right column). Note the different color
bar scales for the left and right columns.
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to 2009.5 for the separate sources (IHS flux in the left column, and OHS flux in the
right column), at all passbands. In Table 6.3, we also show percent changes taken
from a few directions in Figure 6.12.
In Table 6.3, the values on the left are for IHS flux, and the values on the
right are for ribbon flux. These values are taken from 6◦ ×6◦ averaged areas using
results from the all-sky maps in Figure 6.12, to aid the reader. The nose is averaged
around (259◦ , 5◦ ), the starboard (“s.”) flank is averaged around (169◦ , 0◦ ), the north
(“n.”) pole is averaged around (–, 90◦ ), and “mid-latitude” is averaged above the
nose around (259◦ , 45◦ ).
The IHS flux both increased and decreased across the maps due to the fluctuating SW conditions. At 0.71 keV, the flux fluctuated by a few percent near the
nose, decreased by ∼20% approximately 60◦ away from nose in the ecliptic plane,
decreased in the poles (∼10–30%), and slightly increased in the tail. The ribbon flux,
on the other hand, uniformly decreased at mid to high latitudes near the front of
the heliosphere (∼50%), with less decrease at the poles and ecliptic plane, and little
change from the heliotail. The IHS flux at 1.11 keV is similar to 0.71 keV, except
with a slightly larger increase at the nose. The ribbon flux decreases uniformly at
high latitudes, similar to 0.71 keV, although at a greater rate. The changes in the
ribbon flux reflect the source of ∼1 keV, neutralized, supersonic SW that decreases
at high latitudes as the last solar cycle approached the recent solar minimum. The
changes in IHS flux, however, are more turbulent, reflecting the fluctuations in speed
and density of the SW that propagate through the IHS, as well as the variations in
the thickness of the IHS as a function of space and time.
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Table 6.3: Percent Change in Flux in 2013.5, compared to 2009.5.
Energy (keV)
0.71
1.11
1.74
2.73
4.29

Nose

S. Flank

N. Pole

Mid-Latitude

–5/–15
+7/–6
+12/+5
+5/+1
–2/+1

+4/–20
–8/–7
–11/+4
–8/–9
–5/–24

–11/–15
–11/–31
–22/–9
–31/+37
–28/+14

–28/–45
–30/–59
–20/–11
–3/+71
+7/+97

An interesting feature of the time-dependent SW flow is visible in the IHS flux,
particularly for 0.71, 1.11, and 1.74 keV. Although difficult to see in the absolute flux
(Figure 6.4), the variation in flux in Figure 6.12 shows “rings” of decreased intensity
that are symmetric about the nose of the heliosphere. At this time, there is an increase
in flux from the nose due to fluctuations in the SW plasma, compared to the flanks
and high latitudes. Fluctuations in the IHS plasma, either due to the 11 year solar
cycle or short-term variations, interact the strongest with the nose of the heliosphere,
i.e., the closest position from the Sun, and waves propagating through the IHS and
reflecting from the HP are the strongest near the nose. This creates higher intensities
near the nose, and later diminishes and spreads to the flanks and higher latitudes.
Also, as the fast–slow SW transition region reaches solar minimum and moves to
higher latitudes, it creates these horizontal streaks that appear to “complete” the
symmetry.
At 1.74 keV, we see a larger decrease in IHS flux from the poles (∼20–40%)
compared to 1.11 keV, with a similar increase near the nose (∼15%), and a similar
decrease in the flanks (∼15%). Again, there is little change in the heliotail, however
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there is a slight decrease in flux from the tail near the ecliptic plane (a few percent),
and an increase at higher latitudes by the same amount. At this energy, the ribbon
flux has increased at low to mid-latitudes near the flanks (∼50–70%), with a slight
decrease near the poles (∼10%), and less change near the ecliptic plane. These
features are similarly seen at 2.73 keV. The ribbon flux increased dramatically at
this energy, which was also evident in Figure 6.10, with more than double the flux
compared to 2009.5. Changes in the IHS flux at this energy are similar to 1.74 keV,
although with a smaller decrease in flux from the flanks.
At 4.29 keV, we can more easily distinguish the high latitude changes in IHS
and OHS (ribbon) flux from Figure 6.11. The IHS flux is similar to 2.73 keV, although
with stronger signatures of the fast–slow SW transition region, and less change near
the nose. The ribbon flux also more than doubles at high latitudes, however it is
slightly drowned out by the IHS flux in Figure 6.11.
Also note that the “grid-like” features from the heliotail in the bottom 3 panels
of Figure 6.12 for the ribbon flux (especially at 4.29 keV) are artifacts. These are
caused by very low amounts of ribbon flux accumulated from outside the heliotail,
near the simulation LISM boundary, which fluctuate as the HP boundary fluctuates.
They appear “grid-like” due to the angular response, which tends to smooth sharp
features.

6.3.3

Evolution of Flux as a Function of Energy and Direction
In this section we focus on the evolutionary trends of the simulated H ENA

flux as a function of energy and direction of detection, and predict the trends in
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the flux relevant for IBEX over the next few years. In Figure 6.13 we show the
directions from which we calculate spectra. For the IHS flux, we average flux in
6◦ ×6◦ areas around three common directions (black contours), including the nose
(259◦ , 5◦ ), V1 (255◦ , 35◦ ), and the north ecliptic pole (–, 90◦ ). We show spectra
from these directions, while only including flux from the IHS, in Figure 6.14. For the
ribbon flux, we focus on the north (335◦ , 35◦ ), middle (282◦ , –4◦ ), and south (225◦ ,
–33◦ ) portions of the ribbon, where we average over areas along the ribbon to show
the evolution of the ribbon flux as a function of latitude as well as energy, similar
to McComas et al. [2014], although with larger areas (see their Figures 22 and 23).
We show spectra from these directions, while restricting to only secondary ENAs
from outside the HP, in Figure 6.15. Note that McComas et al. [2014] analyze the
evolution of IBEX flux using the spacecraft frame ram maps (corrected for survivalprobability), instead of flux transformed to the inertial frame, to avoid uncertainties
present when transforming from the spacecraft to inertial frame. For simplicity we
only simulate flux in the inertial frame of the Sun, however comparisons of the trend
over time are still valid.
In Figure 6.13 we also show three global regions for which to compare the trend
of the total simulated flux. Region 1 (between the red lines) mainly consists of ribbon
flux, region 2 (above the northern red line) encompasses all flux above the ribbon,
including the north pole, and region 3 (below the southern red line) encompasses all
flux below the ribbon, including the south pole and heliotail (note that McComas
et al. [2014] also separately analyze the evolution of flux from the heliotail, which
we currently ignore). Notice part of our heliotail flux is included in region 1. We
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Figure 6.13: Simulated, time-dependent all-sky map showing directions from which
to simulate ribbon spectra. For the IHS flux, shown in Figure 6.14, we average 6◦ ×6◦
areas around directions from the nose (259◦ , 5◦ ), V1 (255◦ , 35◦ ), and the north
ecliptic pole (–, 90◦ ). For the ribbon flux, shown in Figure 6.15, we average in areas
along the ribbon from the north (335◦ , 35◦ ), middle (282◦ , –4◦ ) and south (225◦ ,
–33◦ ) portions, similar to McComas et al. [2014]. Finally, we show region 1 (ribbon,
between the red lines), region 2 (above the northern red line), and region 3 (below
the southern red line) similar to McComas et al. [2010, 2012a, 2014], for which we
show the time evolution of the total flux in Figure 6.18.

compare the fraction change in flux from these three regions in Figure 6.18, similar
to McComas et al. [2010, 2012a, 2014].
In Figure 6.14 we show simulated, time-dependent spectra of IHS flux only,
measured between 2009.5 and 2017.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands. We take spectra
from three common directions, i.e., the nose, V1, and north ecliptic pole. It is immediately evident that the IHS flux changes on time scales shorter than the 11 year solar
cycle, dominated by fluctuations in the background SW plasma, e.g., variations in the
thickness of the IHS as a function of space and time. There is a consistent oscillation
in flux at all energies, with a period between ∼3 and 6 years that depends on the
direction. At high energies, the oscillations in flux from the nose and V1 directions
become less noticeable, however they are stronger from the north ecliptic pole.
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Evolution of IHS Flux
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Figure 6.14: Simulated, time-dependent spectra from the IHS only, from 2009.5 to
2017.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands. Notice the IHS flux varies on time-scales shorter
than the 11 year solar cycle.
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Reisenfeld et al. [2012] recently analyzed the time-dependence of IBEX-Hi
measurements from the north and south ecliptic poles over the first 2 years (2009–
2011), showing an energy-dependent drop in flux over time. They showed that little
change occurred at 0.71 keV, the most significant drop occurred at ∼1.1 keV, and
variations in flux occurred with periods ≤6 months. Unfortunately, our simulations
can not reproduce variations on such short time scales. Nonetheless, it appears that
our simulations predict a small increase in flux from the north ecliptic pole direction
for most energies, for the first 2 years, in contrast to observations. This is likely an
indication that our simulations still do not accurately capture the decrease in SW
ram pressure during the recent solar minimum. However, careful comparisons with
IBEX-Hi data from the polar regions is left for future studies.
The phase of the oscillations in the simulated flux slightly depend on energy,
but more obviously on the direction of detection. For instance, flux from the nose
and V1 directions appear nearly in phase for all energies, although the V1 spectra
are slightly behind. Flux at all energies, at low latitudes, oscillate with a period of
approximately 3–4 years, whereas at higher latitudes (i.e., north ecliptic pole), the
oscillation period is ∼5–6 years. These results reflect the differences in fluctuations
in the background plasma as a function of latitude. There does not appear to be a
significant decrease in flux from the IHS from these directions, except for the drop
between ∼2010.5 and 2013.5.
In Figure 6.15 we show simulated, time-dependent spectra of ribbon flux only,
measured between 2009.5 and 2017.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands. We take spectra
from the north, middle, and south portions of the ribbon to study the evolution of
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Figure 6.15: Simulated, time-dependent spectra from outside the HP only (i.e.,
ribbon flux), from 2009.5 to 2017.5, for all IBEX-Hi passbands. Notice the ribbon
flux varies in time with the 11 year solar cycle. Note that the small decrease in flux
from the middle of the ribbon at 4.29 keV is artificial, due to statistical fluctuations
at high energies when computing the 6D H distribution, which caused an artificial
“bump” in flux from this direction before 2009.5.
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the ribbon flux as a function of latitude as well as energy, similar to McComas et al.
[2014]. The ribbon flux shows considerable change over time, however showing little
evidence of small-scale fluctuations due to the turbulent solar cycle. This is likely
m
due to the weighted contribution of PUIs averaged over 3τex
years, as well as the long

integration length through the OHS.
Our results show that the secondary ENA ribbon flux evolves with the solar
cycle, with a period out of phase by the time of ENA propagation and PUI-to-ENA
charge-exchange. This, of course, depends on the direction of detection as well as
the energy of the ENAs. For 0.71 keV, flux from all three directions decreases in
intensity until ∼2013–2015.5. The delay in time between creation of parent ENAs
and measurement of secondary ENAs is approximately 6.5–9 years, therefore the
source of parent ENAs is during the fall of the last solar maximum, which began
around ∼2001.5. There is a recovery of flux at 0.71 keV beginning after ∼2013–
2015.5, depending on the direction of detection.
As pointed out by McComas et al. [2014], the distance to the HP will play a
large role in the delay time between measurements from the north and south portions
of the secondary ENA ribbon, where we should expect a recovery of flux from the
south before the north. For example, in the southern portion of the ribbon, our
simulated HP is relatively close to the Sun (∼140 AU, see Figure 6.16) due to the
interstellar magnetic pressure on the HP. However, we also note that the OHS plasma
and neutral densities also play a significant role, where the densities are relatively
large near the southern part of the ribbon, effectively reducing the mean free path of
ENAs in the OHS, and the PUI-to-ENA charge-exchange time. Therefore the source
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Figure 6.16: Plasma (left) and neutral (right) densities along radial lines through the
OHS, toward the north (335◦ , 35◦ ), middle (282◦ , –4◦ ), and south (225◦ , –33◦ ) regions
of the ribbon, taken from a snapshot of the simulated heliosphere at 2009.5. Notice
the large densities towards the middle and south directions, due to the interstellar
flow and magnetic pressure on the HP. This reduces the ENA mean free path and
PUI charge-exchange delay time compared to the north. The fluctuations in plasma
density are caused by pressure waves propagating from the inner heliosphere (mainly
generated by the 11 year solar cycle) out to the HP and through the OHS. The bulk
neutral density is, however, weakly-coupled to the plasma and these oscillations do
not appear in the neutral density profiles.
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of ENAs from this region is relatively close (i.e., short distance to the HP and short
distance of propagation through the OHS), and thus are detected at an earlier time,
with a recovery in simulated flux beginning in 2014. In the middle of the ribbon,
the HP is slightly closer (∼130 AU), and the OHS plasma and neutral densities
are slightly larger (see Figure 6.16). While the differences in these parameters will
complicate the total time delay (e.g., larger plasma density will reduce the ENA
mean free path), overall the phase of the flux from the middle of the ribbon is similar
to the south, although recovering slightly sooner. Flux from the northern region
originates the farthest away (∼170 AU), from a region of the OHS with significantly
lower plasma and neutral densities (thus larger ENA mean free path and PUI-toENA charge-exchange time). These changes overall cause the flux to be delayed by
∼2 years compared to the south (see Table 6.2 for approximate time delays), such
that the flux continues to decrease until ∼2015.5, and then recovers. These trends are
similar to recent IBEX observations, where flux from the southern part of the IBEX
ribbon appears to level off in 2013, while flux from the north continues to decrease
[see McComas et al., 2014, Figure 28].
Flux simulated at energy 1.11 keV produces a similar trend to ESA 2, with the
latest recovery beginning in the north after 2015, and the earliest recovery beginning
after 2013.5 in the south. Again these are largely due to the differences in the distances
to the ENA source, as well as the difference in plasma and neutral densities in the
OHS. The recovery times are slightly earlier at this energy since the ENAs are faster,
and thus are detected sooner than at 0.71 keV, particularly in the north. Flux from
the middle region appears to be the most stable, with little evidence of the 11 year
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solar cycle. This is likely due to the nearly constant source of slow SW near 1 keV
(although fluctuating about the mean, see Figure 6.1), and thus slow primary ENAs,
that fuel the secondary ENA flux at this energy.
It is important to note that higher energy parent ENAs will travel farther
through the OHS before charge-exchange occurs, compared to lower energy ENAs,
due to the energy-dependent charge-exchange cross section [e.g., Möbius et al., 2013].
However, even though the mean free path increases with energy, the propagation and
charge-exchange times decrease. Also, near the front of the heliosphere the plasma and
neutral densities typically increase farther away from the HP, up to the H wall/bow
wave (see Figure 6.16). This, in effect, reduces the distance that high energy parent
ENAs can travel through the OHS before charge-exchange. While the time-delay
estimates shown in Table 6.2 may oversimplify the effective mean free path for H
ENAs through the OHS, our simulation results suggest that higher energy secondary
ENAs from the ribbon are detected slightly sooner.
At 1.74 keV, there is a significant change in the evolution of the simulated
ribbon flux. At this energy, as expected we are detecting less secondary ENAs at
lower latitudes, and detecting more at higher latitudes. Again, this is due to the
existence of faster SW at higher latitudes. The delay in time between parent ENA
creation and secondary ENA detection is approximately 5–7 years, therefore the fuel
for these secondary ENAs were created at a time in the solar cycle beginning in
∼2003.5, during the decline of the last solar maximum. There is no longer a steady
decline in flux, like at 0.71 and 1.11 keV, but rather a slight increase, most noticeable
in the north and south, and an eventual decline after ∼2013–2014.5. In the middle
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of the ribbon, there is less flux and only slight variability. While the evolution of flux
from low latitudes appears to show slight variation with the short-term solar cycle,
flux from higher latitudes are more obviously driven by the transition between fast
and slow SW, i.e., the 11 year solar cycle.
To illustrate this, in Figure 6.17 we show cross sections of the plasma speed in
the Sun’s polar plane over the course of the solar cycle. Near solar minimum, the fast
SW reaches down to lower latitudes near ±35◦ . At this time, interstellar H atoms
at mid to high latitudes have a higher probability to survive charge-exchange in the
slow SW, and instead charge-exchange in the fast SW, creating a fast, primary ENA.
Near the ecliptic plane, however, most interstellar H atoms will, on average, chargeexchange in the slow SW, although the SW speed is highly variable at low latitudes
[e.g., Sokól et al., 2013]. As the solar cycle transitions from minimum to maximum,
the slow SW spreads to higher latitudes, reducing the probability of creating fast
primary ENAs, and thus fast secondary ENAs. This, in effect, creates a maximum in
the high energy flux approximately when the source of secondary ENAs was created
near solar minimum, and a minimum in the high energy flux approximately when
the source of secondary ENAs was created near solar maximum, and vice versa for
the low energy flux (also see McComas et al. [2012a, 2014] for a similar discussion).
These maxima and minima are not in phase with the solar cycle, nor with each other
for different energies, but are delayed by the propagation and charge-exchange delay
times as a function of energy and direction. We stress, however, that this process
is likely more complicated than we can currently simulate, especially considering our
simplified model of the SW.
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Figure 6.17: Cross section of plasma speed in the Sun’s polar plane, taken during solar minimum (2007.5, top left), solar maximum (2013, bottom), and halfway
between (2010.25, top right). Shown are trajectories of interstellar H (solid black
lines) and primary H ENA (dashed black lines) atoms that traverse in the inner
heliosphere. During solar minimum, interstellar H atoms have a higher probability
to survive charge-exchange until they reach the fast SW region, creating more high
energy ENAs. At solar maximum, this probability is decreased.
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Returning to the flux profiles in Figure 6.15, at higher energies, we see a
global change in the simulated ribbon evolution, where we are now detecting high
energy ENAs that were created in the fast SW. At 2.73 keV, there is even less flux
at lower latitudes, with little visible variation over time. At this energy, the peak
in the flux in the north and south occurs sooner than the recovery of flux at 0.71
and 1.11 keV. The delay in time between parent ENA creation and secondary ENA
detection is approximately 5 years, therefore the peak in flux corresponds to the last
solar minimum which began in ∼2007.5. The peak in flux in the south occurs first
in 2012.5, and later in the north in ∼2013.5. This energy is particularly important
since it is approximately equal to the average energy of the fast SW, where v = 723
km s−1 . Therefore our results show the largest relative change in flux compared to
all other passbands, where the transition between slow to fast SW, and thus slow to
fast parent ENAs, is reflected strongly in the ribbon flux.
At 4.29 keV, the ribbon flux from all directions is considerably diminished
because we are simulating ENAs at speeds near 900 km s−1 , which is higher than
the average fast SW speed. However, the IBEX-Hi energy response has a FWHM
of ∼0.6–0.7E for passbands 2–6, where E is the nominal energy for each passband
[Funsten et al., 2009a; McComas et al., 2012a]. This allows IBEX-Hi to detect ENAs
with energies lower and higher than the nominal energy (in this case 4.29 keV). The
energy response functions are applied in our simulations.
While there is little change in the middle of the ribbon at 4.29 keV, there is still
an increase in flux from the southern and northern regions. The delay in time between
parent ENA creation and secondary ENA detection is approximately 4.5 years, where
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the peaks again approximately correspond to the last solar minimum. Surprisingly,
the peaks in flux from the north and south appear at nearly the same time in 2012.5.
However, this is due to our choice of the northern direction from which to simulate
flux (see Figure 6.13). As the solar cycle approaches maximum, the majority of fast
neutralized SW only exists at higher and higher latitudes, causing the simulated flux
from the ribbon at high energies (at a sufficient time later) to appear at higher and
higher latitudes. The direction to BLISM · r ≈ 0 reaches relatively high latitudes near
the north region (up to +60◦ latitude), but not as “high” in the south region (down
to –45◦ ). Therefore flux from the south region will peak and quickly diminish as the
source of fast neutralized SW moves to higher (negative) latitudes, resulting in the
flux from the south abruptly decreasing after 2012.5. Flux from the north, however,
only gradually decreases after 2012.5 since the high energy flux from the north is still
visible at 1 AU up through +60◦ latitude. However, our chosen “north” direction is
lower than this limit, and the flux from the north actually peaks at higher latitudes
approximately a year later in 2013.5.
It is important to reiterate the implications of our assumptions for the SW
boundary conditions beyond 2011.5. At 1.74 keV, the delay in time between parent
ENA creation and secondary ENA detection is ∼6 years (assuming a distance through
the OHS within which the majority of ENA flux has been accumulated, beyond which
the time is even further in the past). Therefore a detection of ENAs at this energy
in 2017.5 correspond to a solar cycle time of ∼2011.5, which is within the range of
data from Sokól et al. [2013]. For 2.73 keV, the delay is ∼5 years, thus simulations
of measurements made after 2016.5 can only be approximated by predicting the SW
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boundary conditions. Therefore a prediction of flux for passbands 5 and 6 beyond
2016.5 is influenced by assumptions we make for the SW, while flux from passbands
2–4 can be reasonably simulated approximately 6 years into the future. More recent
measurements of the SW in the ecliptic plane could be extracted [e.g., McComas et al.,
2013b], however we used the data from Sokól et al. [2013] to provide SW speeds and
densities as a function of latitude to compute H ENA speeds created in the supersonic
SW, which will better represent the energy distribution of the secondary H ENA flux.
The IHS flux depends more strongly on SW boundary conditions closer to the time
of measurement, and therefore can not be accurately predicted more than a few years
ahead of the data, at least for IBEX-Hi energies.
Finally, we want to compare the global changes in simulated flux over time,
similar to the analysis of McComas et al. [2014]. In Figure 6.18, we show the fraction
of simulated, time-dependent spectra of the total flux (IHS + OHS), compared to
2009.5, from regions 1–3 as defined in Figure 6.13, and the total all-sky average
(region 1 + region 2 + region 3). In the top left panel we show the evolution of the
total flux averaged over region 1 (ribbon), divided by the flux simulated in 2009.5.
Since most of the flux from this region are secondary ENAs from outside the HP, the
lowest energies decrease over time until ∼2013.5, similar to the observations, with a
faster recovery in our results after 2016.5 (the total flux evolution is slightly different
from the separated ribbon flux evolution, see Figure 6.15). At higher energies, unlike
in the observations, the simulated flux increases over time, peaks between ∼2011.5
and 2013.5, and decreases later on. This initial increase at high energies is not seen
in the IBEX data, which show a nearly uniform drop in flux at most energies. While
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Figure 6.18: Fraction of simulated, time-dependent flux compared to flux simulated
in 2009.5, for region 1 (ribbon), region 2 (nose, north pole), region 3 (heliotail, south
pole), and the total all-sky average, as defined in Figure 6.13. Notice that most of
the variation occurs near the ribbon, and the least from the IHS flux.
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there is little change at 4.29 keV in our results, the most deviation from observation
occurs at 2.73 keV. As stated previously, this energy is equal to the average energy
of the fast SW, and therefore should be most affected by our approximation of the
transition between fast and slow SW.
In the top right panel of Figure 6.18 we show the evolution of the fraction of
total simulated flux from region 2 (nose, north pole). Except for 1.74 and 2.73 keV,
there is a general decrease in flux since 2009.5, until approximately 2014. After 2011.5,
flux at 1.74 keV continues to drop until ∼2016.5, and flux at 4.29 keV recovers by
∼2013.5. The flux from this region is a mixture of secondary ENAs from outside the
HP (although less intense compared to region 1), and primary ENAs from the IHS.
Since the ribbon flux dominates at 0.71, 1.11, and 2.73 keV, these spectra experience
the most change in our simulations.
In the bottom left panel, we show the evolution of the fraction of total simulated flux from region 3 (note that McComas et al. [2014] separately analyzed the
flux from the heliotail). Although we may not accurately simulate the absolute flux
from PUIs in the heliotail, as described in Section 6.3.1, we do not expect a significant difference in the relative change in flux over time, between our simulation and
a more accurate solution for PUIs. As one can see, from this region there is the least
difference in the trend over time between each energy, since it is dominated by the
heliotail flux. For most energies, there is a general decrease in flux, although small
compared to the ribbon in region 1, with a recovery beginning after ∼2013.5 for 0.71,
1.11, and 4.29 keV, and after 2016.5 for 1.74 and 2.73 keV.
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In the bottom right panel, we show the evolution of the fraction of total
simulated flux from the entire all-sky map. The evolution appears very similar to
region 2, where flux from passbands 2 and 3 decrease until ∼2014, the higher energy
flux peaks before 2012 and decreases later. The fluctuations seen at 4.29 keV, similar
to region 2, are partially driven by fluctuations in the IHS flux.
Detailed comparisons between our results and observations are currently beyond the scope of this dissertation, however a few similarities and differences can be
addressed (compare to Figure 23 from McComas et al. [2014]). First, our results at
higher energies (particularly for 1.74 and 2.73 keV) do not appear to agree with the
initial trend of IBEX observations [McComas et al., 2014], at least after 2011, where
our results show an increase in flux until ∼2012.5–2014, in contrast to the nearly
global decrease in the observed flux. Our results deviate the most in the 2.73 keV
ribbon flux, which experiences the most variation over time. This is likely due to
our simplified assumptions of SW boundary conditions, or there may be a missing
physical mechanism occurring at high energies for PUIs in the OHS, which are not
simulated in our model.
However, our results at lower energies qualitatively agree with recent IBEX
observations, particularly in the ribbon, where the data show a leveling in low energy
ribbon flux in 2013, and our results show a similar trend in 2013.5, with a recovery
beginning in our simulation results in the following years. While our results show a
general decrease in flux, at least for low energies, and the magnitude of this change
is small at 1.11 keV compared to the observations by approximately a factor of 2
(however the drop in flux at 0.71 keV matches more closely), which is an indication
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that our MHD/kinetic simulations still do not accurately capture the strong decrease
in solar flux and ram pressure in the last solar minimum. A more detailed comparison
with observations will be provided in a future study.

6.4

Conclusion

Observations from IBEX have shown that the global H ENA flux is changing
with time, with an overall decrease in flux since initial observations in 2009 [McComas
et al., 2010], and apparent signs of recovery in the latest observations [McComas
et al., 2014]. With a data set spanning 5 years, these observations are allowing us
to indirectly view the time-dependent heliosphere. With sophisticated modeling, we
hope to offer insight into these observations, and predict measurements in the coming
years. In particular, the strongest ENA signal in the sky, the ribbon, shows significant
signs of evolution in the observational data. An important goal in understanding these
observations is determining the origin of the IBEX ribbon. Therefore, in this study
we aim to show that the secondary ENA mechanism is the most likely candidate since
it predicts evolution similar to what IBEX has measured.
We first obtained simulated, heliospheric data using our 3D, time-dependent
MHD-plasma/kinetic-neutral simulation of the SW-LISM interaction, and used these
results as a time-dependent “background” heliosphere for our post-process H ENA
flux simulations. By propagating along H ENA trajectories backwards in time from
the time of measurement to the time of ENA (or parent PUI for the ribbon) creation,
we are able to interpolate plasma and neutral data in space and time and simulate a
more accurate IBEX ribbon, as well as IHS flux, as described in Section 6.2.
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For simplicity, in our MHD/kinetic simulation we assumed the fast and slow
SW had uniform values over their respective regions, although the speeds and densities, as well as the transition between fast and slow SW, varied as a function of
time. This assumption affects the probability of charge-exchange between the plasma
and neutrals to occur, which is a function of the local plasma and neutral properties. However, in our MHD/kinetic simulation, ENAs born in the supersonic SW were
given speeds derived from the latitude and time-dependent equations from Sokól et al.
[2013], rather than gaining speeds from the local plasma (in fact, the SW speed and
density boundary conditions for the MHD/kinetic simulation were also taken from
Sokól et al. [2013]). While this improved the energy-characteristics of the parent ENA
(and thus secondary ENA) distribution, the rate of charge-exchange still depends on
the local plasma conditions. Implementing the latitude-dependent equations for speed
and density from Sokól et al. [2013] directly in the MHD/kinetic simulation is a necessary step to take in future work.
In Section 6.3 we showed the results of our time-dependent simulations, presenting all-sky maps of the IHS and OHS (ribbon) flux, the evolution of the global
maps from 2009.5 to 2013.5, as well as spectra that predict the flux measurements up
to 2017.5. As is evident in our results in Section 6.3.1, our simulated ribbon flux experiences the most significant variation over time with the 11 year solar cycle. There
is a general decrease in flux over the entire ribbon at 0.71 and 1.11 keV (Figures 6.7
and 6.8), where the ribbon flux decreases at mid to high latitudes. At higher energies,
the ribbon flux actually increases over time, at least until ∼2013, which is due to the
production of more fast SW at lower latitudes. The IHS flux showed less signs of
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periodicity with the 11 year solar cycle, but rather showed short-term fluctuations
due to the turbulent background IHS plasma. Interesting features of the transition
between fast and slow SW were visible in the IHS flux (i.e., cusps), which may be
useful signatures to look for in the IBEX data, assuming they are not overpowered
by other sources.
In Section 6.3.3 we showed the evolution of ENA flux in more detail, looking at
various directions in the sky and showing the evolution of flux from 2009.5 to 2017.5.
The IHS flux is obviously dependent on the local, turbulent IHS plasma conditions,
fluctuating in periods that depend on the local wave period through the IHS, which
is likely different for the slow and fast SW plasma in the IHS. Our results show the
most variability in the IHS flux from lower latitudes, at lower energies, with less
variability from higher latitudes, at higher energies. Unlike the ribbon flux, there is
little evidence of an 11 year period in the IHS flux, although we have yet to analyze
this in detail.
The simulated ribbon flux not only changes over time, but appears periodic
with the solar cycle, out of phase by an amount of time that depends on the energy
and direction of detection. For lower energies, the ribbon flux recovers sooner in the
south, and later in the north, which appears to be consistent with the observations.
As explained by McComas et al. [2014], this is likely due to the larger distance to the
HP in the north than the south, with an increased interstellar magnetic pressure in
the south and the fact that the southern ribbon is closer to the front (compressed)
side of the heliosphere, while the northern ribbon is at higher latitudes, nearer to the
flanks (see the asymmetry of the HP in Figure 1.1). However, the OHS plasma and
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neutral densities are also larger in the southern portion of the ribbon (see Figure 6.16),
reducing the mean free path of parent ENAs and the PUI charge-exchange time.
These differences may be an important indicator to look for in IBEX observations.
If, as the data suggest, the recovery of the observed ribbon flux at these energies
occurs sooner in the south than the north, not only do we have more evidence that
the secondary ENA mechanism is responsible for creating the ribbon, but this can
help constrain the distance to the HP in different directions, as well as the OHS
plasma properties. This may also help constrain the strength and direction of the
interstellar magnetic field necessary to distort the time-dependent heliosphere in such
a way as to reproduce this asymmetry in measurement time.
For some high energies and directions, our simulations predict the ribbon flux
increases over time until ∼2012.5–2014. These results do not appear to agree with
IBEX observations, however it is likely due to our simplified assumptions for the SW
boundary conditions, defining the slow and fast SW as uniform, but separate, regions,
or high energy PUI dynamics that are not taken into account in our simulation.
Nevertheless, these results may still provide useful insights into IBEX data, while
keeping in mind the assumptions used in the MHD/kinetic simulation.
In Figure 6.16 we showed the plasma and neutral densities in the OHS, where
pressure waves in the OHS plasma propagate away from the HP at the local magnetosonic speed, approximately 8 AU yr−1 = 38 km s−1 , eventually slowing and
dissipating farther away from the HP. These waves are largely generated by the 11
year solar cycle which propagate through the IHS and across the HP with a period
near 2–4 years [e.g., Pogorelov et al., 2009b]. However, there is little evidence of these
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OHS plasma oscillations in the ribbon flux simulations. This is partly due to the
weighted-averaging of PUIs when computing the secondary ENA flux (with a mean
charge-exchange time approximately equal to the period of these waves), as well as
the long LOS integration through the OHS (the H ENA flux propagates at speeds
much larger than the wave speed), which will tend to average out fluctuations in the
background plasma. Also, since we should expect any fluctuations in the ribbon flux
to vary with ENA energy, the IBEX energy responses, with FWHM ∼0.6–0.7E, will
smooth out these features.
There appears to be little variability in the ribbon flux due to the short-scale
plasma fluctuations. If there are fluctuations in the ribbon, they would most likely
be visible near the ecliptic plane where there is a nearly constant source of slow neutralized SW, and thus will not be largely affected by the transition between fast and
slow SW (see Figure 6.15, “middle”). It would be unlikely these short scale variations
are caused by fluctuations in the background OHS plasma, but rather by variations
in the outward-propagating, parent ENA distribution, induced by variations in the
supersonic SW. However, in reality the fluctuations in the observed SW are not as
smooth, and as long, as that used in our simulations, and is beyond the scope of this
study to analyze.
While we made improvements to the time-dependent heliosphere from Pogorelov
et al. [2009b] by implementing the time-dependent SW boundary conditions from
Sokól et al. [2013], the distance to the HP in our simulations is still overestimated,
based on the recent crossing of the HP by V1 [Gurnett et al., 2013]. However, if the
distance to the HP is shorter by ∼20 AU as the V1 data suggest, the total propa225

gation times for ENAs (parent ENAs going out and secondary ENAs coming in) will
decrease by ∼0.5 and 0.2 years for 0.71 and 4.29 keV ENAs, respectively. Therefore
our results are generally valid even for a thinner heliosheath, only overestimated at
most by half a year.
Recently, Kucharek et al. [2013] suggested that the fast temporal changes observed in the IBEX ribbon flux may be explained by a different mechanism, a ribbon
created near the TS with a small line-integration length (∼1–2 AU). Using simple
pressure balance arguments, the authors suggested a significant amount of flux may
be produced by ion ring distributions at the TS. Whether the true PUI and waveparticle dynamics at the TS would allow a sufficient amount of flux from such a small
integration length is still unknown, although this may be pursued by Kucharek et al.
in the future. While the results of our simulations do not show significant fast temporal changes in the ribbon flux, the large-scale trends are reproduced reasonably
well. It is important to note that the SW boundary conditions we used are derived
from yearly-averages, that are then interpolated to a 3 month scale. This will not be
able to reproduce short time-scale fluctuations actually observed in the SW, and thus
not in the ribbon flux. It is also difficult to determine, when looking in the direction of the observed ribbon flux, whether the fast temporal changes are indeed from
the ribbon source, or from an IHS source along the same integration path. While
our simulations suggest that most short-scale fluctuations are visible in the IHS flux,
more sophisticated modeling of the time-dependent SW will hopefully offer additional
insight into these effects.
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Finally, it has recently been shown that the center of the IBEX ribbon at
high energies is different than at low energies [Funsten et al., 2013]. Funsten et al.
proposed that this may be a time-dependent effect, where the center of the ribbon
may change over time, but changes in the observed ribbon center at low energies are
delayed due to their slower speeds. As a next step we will study the time-dependence
of the center of our simulated ribbon, as a function of energy, and hopefully offer
clues that will help determine the cause of these effects.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1

Introduction

The IBEX mission has provided us with invaluable measurements of H ENA
fluxes produced by charge-exchange in the SW–LISM interaction. Due to the difficulty
of taking in situ measurements of plasma and neutral properties in the outer reaches
of the heliosphere, IBEX ’s ability to remotely probe the outer heliosphere is currently
the only feasible option to gain a global picture of the physical processes governing
the SW–LISM interaction.
Since its launch in 2008 October, IBEX has made several unexpected observations and discoveries. The first surprise, the IBEX ribbon, was not predicted by
previous global simulations of the heliosphere. While many explanations have been
offered to explain the ribbon’s existence, the secondary ENA mechanism is currently
the most widely accepted, though no mechanism has yet been fully agreed upon. The
measurements also revealed a highly time-dependent nature to H ENA fluxes, with
changes in the ribbon and globally-distributed flux seen between each successive map.
Measurements of the low energy flux, although difficult to transform to the inertial
frame, suggested a rather significantly larger amount of flux compared to estimates of
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flux from previous models. Also, by focusing on the downwind direction of the heliosphere, IBEX revealed the existence of the heliotail, with a structure that although
was well understood, did not produce the flux count as predicted by existing models.
With these and more observations, IBEX has proved that remote probing of the heliospheric interface is beneficial to our understanding of the heliosphere, showing us
interesting, and surprising, features of our solar system environment.
This dissertation reports the results of studies that aim to improve our understanding of IBEX observations, as well as the SW–LISM interaction, through a
numerical simulation of H ENA flux at 1 AU, coupled to a background heliosphere
simulated by a sophisticated MHD/kinetic code. The goals of this work, the results attained, and how they affect our current understanding of the heliosphere, are
summarized in the following section. In Section 7.3, we describe several important
improvements that can be made to the existing methods.

7.2

Overview of Results

This study focused on three areas of particular interest to the IBEX mission. First, we developed a numerical H ENA flux simulation that post-processes
MHD/kinetic simulation results of the heliosphere in order to compute the flux of H
ENAs relevant to IBEX. This method is robust in a sense that it allows us to (1)
assume any form of the local plasma distribution (assuming the total energy is given
by the MHD/kinetic simulations), (2) simulate the IBEX orbit, energy, and angular
response functions more accurately, and (3) compute flux in a more accurate and efficient manner. The computational methods for the code, including the theory behind
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LOS flux integration and the implementation of a hybrid distributed-shared memory
MPI algorithm, was described in Chapter 3. After developing this numerical code, we
first used it to simulate IBEX observations both in the solar inertial and spacecraft
frames of reference, over the entire IBEX energy range, and compared to IBEX observations. This was presented in Chapter 4. Next, we improved our approximation
of the IHS plasma distribution by including the presence, and extinction effect by
charge-exchange, of multiple species of PUIs, estimated the properties of PUIs in the
OHS, and showed the effects of these PUIs on H ENA flux measured at 1 AU. This
was presented in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, we applied our numerical simulation of H ENA flux to the time-dependent heliosphere problem by simulating the IHS
and ribbon flux as a function of space and time. This was presented in Chapter 6.
The goal of the first study (see Chapter 4) was to simulate as accurately as
possible the IBEX observations (although assuming steady-state), both in the inertial
and spacecraft frames, over the IBEX-Lo and -Hi energy range (∼0.01–6.0 keV),
using IBEX response functions. and to better quantify in what ways the motion of
the spacecraft impacts the measurements. At IBEX-Hi energies, we found several
similarities and differences between the simulation results and observation. First, as
expected, we found a general increase in flux simulated in the spacecraft ram frame
(compared to the inertial frame), and a decrease in the anti-ram frame (compared to
the inertial frame). Similar to observations, we found that the simulated all-sky flux
appeared brighter, and shifted toward lower latitudes, in the ram frame, and appeared
dimmer, and shifted toward higher latitudes, in the anti-ram frame. The method of
transformation used for IBEX-Hi measurements appeared to agree qualitatively well
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with our results. However, our results deviated from IBEX observations in some
circumstances due to several assumptions we make, which is visible in areas where
the simulated spectral slope differed from observation. For example, our flux results
near the ribbon (Figure 4.10) at ∼1 keV approached a spectral slope near zero,
causing the ram, inertial, and anti-ram frame flux to converge. While this behavior
is to be expected for spectral slopes that approach zero and confirms the accuracy
of the simulated frame transformation, this effect was not visible in the observations,
and is likely due to our simplified assumption for the ribbon model and SW boundary
conditions. Nevertheless, we showed that it is possible to compare simulations directly
to IBEX observations in the spacecraft frame of reference, particularly if the ability
to transform the data to the inertial frame is difficult, which is the case at low energies
when the CG effect is strongest.
At IBEX-Lo energies, our results showed a large difference in flux simulated
in the ram, inertial, and anti-ram frames. While the CG effect is strongest at low
energies, as expected, we found that the difference between measurements in different
frames will largely depend on the (possibly multiple) plasma distributions in the IHS
and OHS. For example, below ∼0.1 keV, in the ram frame the spacecraft motion
towards the emission source allowed us to simulate the detection of H atoms created
in the cold interstellar plasma. At higher energies, the simulated flux originated from
the hotter PUIs in the OHS, as well as from the IHS. This effect may be important in
the sense that it could help us distinguish between different proton/PUI populations,
in different frames of reference. In the inertial and anti-ram frames, however, flux
created from the cold interstellar plasma distribution was not visible. We also found
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that measurements made in different directions in the ram versus anti-ram frame will
yield interesting results, where the motion of the spacecraft relative to the source
plasma may determine which frame dominates in flux (particularly from the ecliptic
poles). At IBEX-Lo energies we also demonstrated the effects of gravity and radiation
pressure on low energy measurements (although excluding ionization effects inside 100
AU), at different times of the solar cycle. Depending on the frame of reference and
the time in the solar cycle, the trajectories of low energy H relevant for IBEX-Lo will
deviate significantly from their original path. For example, at 15 eV (in the ram frame,
when the spacecraft is moving towards the nose of the heliosphere, on the starboard
flank of the Sun), measurements made during solar minimum (when radiation pressure
is weaker than gravity) will cause the H atom flux to appear to be coming from slightly
to the right of the nose (i.e., deflected toward the Sun). Measurements made during
solar maximum, when radiation pressure is stronger than gravity, will cause the flux
to appear to be coming slightly from the left of the nose (i.e., deflected away from
the Sun), qualitatively similar to results obtained by Saul et al. [2012, 2013]. These
effects complicate our understanding of IBEX-Lo observations, particularly when we
try to deconstruct the low energy H flux from the sputtered-component [Saul et al.,
2012; Fuselier et al., 2012; Saul et al., 2013; Schwadron et al., 2013; Fuselier et al.,
2014; McComas et al., 2014]. Therefore careful modeling is necessary when studying
the low energy flux measurements from IBEX-Lo [e.g., Schwadron et al., 2013].
In the second study (see Chapter 5), we turned our attention to the effects of
PUIs on the H ENA flux. It has been known that PUIs consist of a large portion of the
plasma energy in various regions of the heliosphere [e.g., Zank , 1999a], therefore our
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goal was to extend the work of Zank et al. [2010] and estimate the presence of PUIs
in the IHS and OHS, and to determine their effect on the H ENA flux measured by
IBEX. For the IHS, we know from previous studies [e.g., Zank et al., 1996a; Lee et al.,
1996; Chalov and Fahr , 1996, 2000; Chalov et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2009; Zank et al.,
2010; Wu et al., 2010; Matsukiyo and Scholer , 2011, and references therein] that there
are likely multiple PUI species with unique properties. In this work we focused on SW
protons that crossed the TS, PUIs that crossed the TS (“transmitted”), and PUIs that
were energized by reflection and then transmitted across the TS (“reflected”). We
also know that as these PUIs flow through the IHS they will experience loss by chargeexchange at a rate dependent on their energy (see Chapter 5). The loss of energy
from these populations will increase the density and energy of the local “injected”
PUI population, whose properties we computed by solving the conservation of energy
density (see Equation (5.4)). We calculated the relative densities and temperatures
for each of these populations at arbitrary positions in the IHS by tracing their history
from the TS along flow streamlines (see Section 5.3.1). As expected, we found a
significant amount of high energy PUIs are lost by charge-exchange as the plasma
flows away from the TS (see Figure 5.3). This has large implications for current
MHD models of the heliosphere, where a proper treatment of PUIs in the IHS may
change the stucture of the heliosphere [e.g., Malama et al., 2006].
As PUIs from the IHS charge-exchange and produce ENAs, these ENAs may
easily cross the HP and charge-exchange in the OHS, heating the plasma [Zank et al.,
1996b]. Therefore we estimated the presence of PUIs in the OHS due to outwardpropagating ENAs from the IHS (see Sections 5.2.2.2 and 5.3.2), although ignoring the
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contribution of ENAs from the supersonic SW, for simplicity. We estimated the relative densities of multiple OHS PUI species (secondary-SW, -transmitted, -reflected,
-injected PUIs, and pristine/compressed LISM plasma) and their temperatures, showing the total density of PUIs in the OHS to be less than 1% at the HP, and dropping
exponentially with distance (see Figures 5.1 and 5.3). This can be estimated by
fitting simulated flux to observations, which is a useful tool for model comparisons
[e.g., Opher et al., 2013; Desai et al., 2014]. Our simulations of H ENA flux at 1 AU
showed that flux at high energies from the IHS are diminished, flux near ∼0.1 keV
is dominated by SW PUIs in the OHS (originally from neutralized SW ions from the
IHS), and flux at high energies is comparable for the IHS and OHS (see Figure 5.4).
We estimated the energy of the PUIs in the OHS to be near 75% of the total energy,
based on an approximate fit to observations. Current 3D MHD simulations assume
complete thermalization of PUIs in the OHS plasma. However, if multiple species of
PUIs do not thermalize in the OHS, this will change the distributed energy of the
plasma and, through charge-exchange, possibly modify the plasma beyond our current understanding. In future work we will couple the partitioning of energy between
multiple PUI species to our MHD/kinetic simulation through charge-exchange.
In the third study (see Chapter 6), we applied our numerical code to the
time-dependent heliosphere problem, namely to answer the question: how does the
dynamic solar cycle affect H ENA flux measured by IBEX, particularly the ribbon,
and what will this teach us about our heliosphere? First, we modified the previously
derived, steady-state, H ENA flux equations to integrate the LOS flux as a function
of space and time (see Equations (6.2) and (6.3)), developing a method for simulating
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the charge-exchange delay time between PUI creation and secondary ENA creation in
the OHS (see Section 6.2.2.2). Then, after simulating the time-dependent heliosphere,
we computed the time-dependent ribbon and IHS flux as a function of time from
2009.5 to 2017.5, using the time-dependent MHD/kinetic results as backgrounds for
our calculations.
During the period between 2009.5 and 2013.5, our results showed a significant
variation over time for the whole sky, particularly for the ribbon (see Figures 6.7–
6.12). At low energies (0.71 and 1.11 keV), the simulated ribbon flux decreased over
time at mid to high latitudes due to a decrease in slow SW, and thus low energy
primary ENAs, during the recent solar minimum. However at high energies (1.74,
2.73, and 4.29 keV), the simulated ribbon flux increased at mid to high latitudes,
due to the production of more fast SW, and thus fast primary ENAs, during the
recent solar minimum. The IHS flux showed less change with the 11 year period, but
rather on shorter time scales (see Figure 6.14). The evolution of the IHS flux largely
depended on the local IHS plasma conditions, fluctuating with periods between 3–6
years depending on the energy and direction of detection. This has broad implications for understanding current IBEX observations, particularly from the poles [e.g.,
Reisenfeld et al., 2012].
The ribbon flux appeared periodic with the 11 year solar cycle, with a phase
that depends on the energy and direction of detection (see Figure 6.15). Our results
predict a diminishing low energy flux until ∼2013.5, and a recovery from the southern
portion of the ribbon occurring sooner than from the north. This is because (1)
the HP is closer to the Sun in the south than the north (see Figure 6.16), thus
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the propagation time for primary and secondary ENAs is shorter, and (2) the OHS
plasma and neutral densities are larger in the south than the north (see Figure 6.16),
thus the mean free path for primary ENAs in the OHS is shorter, and thus secondary
ENAs originate closer to the HP. These effects may be a useful tool for understanding
heliospheric asymmetries, particular the distance to the HP in various directions. If
the observed ribbon flux also recovers sooner from one direction than another, then we
can estimate the relative distance to the HP and perhaps the strength and direction
of the interstellar magnetic field necessary to distort the heliosphere to produce these
asymmetries. Our simulated ribbon flux did not appear to significantly fluctuate on
shorter time-scales, as was seen in the IHS flux. This is partly due to the weightedaveraging of PUIs contributing to the secondary ENA flux, as well as the relatively
long LOS integration length. These are realistic characteristics of line-integrated
measurements, and tell us that the evolution of the ribbon flux, at least produced
using the secondary ENA mechanism, is largely dominated by the transition between
fast and slow SW.

7.3

Future Work

While the results presented in this dissertation have provided useful insights
into the SW–LISM interaction and the interpretation of IBEX data, several improvements can be made to the existing models. One of the main difficulties in
modeling the SW–LISM interaction is interpreting the IHS plasma distribution. In
the MHD/kinetic simulation for all of the studies presented in this dissertation, we
assumed that the IHS plasma is represented by a kappa distribution with κ = 1.63.
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While this assumption improves earlier simulations, that used a Maxwellian for the
IHS plasma, in order to simulate the presence of PUIs, the relative densities between
different species of PUIs remain constant. However, it has been shown that higher
energy PUIs will charge-exchange more frequently than lower energy ones, thus modifying the IHS plasma distribution considerably (see Chapter 5). Heerikhuisen et al.
[2014] relaxed the constant κ assumption in their post-process analysis by allowing
the value of κ to increase along plasma flow streamlines away from the TS. This
simulates the gradual loss of high energy PUIs over time, and the production of
lower energy PUIs that are injected into the plasma. This in a sense transitions the
plasma from a kappa distribution, close to the TS, to a Maxwellian farther away. This
method, although insightful, is somewhat heuristic in its transition from power-law to
Maxwellian, and does not simulate the presence of different, non-thermalized species
of PUIs.
As an improvement, in Chapter 5 we modeled the presence of multiple, nonthermalized, species of PUIs as they flowed away from the TS, and allowed each
population to lose energy over time (as a function of their temperature), producing a
more realistic description of the distributions of PUIs, and their extinction by chargeexchange, in the IHS. Moreover, we estimated the effects of this extinction of IHS
PUIs on the production of PUIs in the OHS, showing that a significant amount of
energy over the entire IBEX energy range may come from the OHS (at least from the
front of the heliosphere). We also showed that, by comparing to IBEX observations,
we can estimate the relative density of PUIs compared to the total proton density, as
well as their relative energy.
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However, necessary improvements to make are (1) to extend this work to
simulate an all-sky map of H ENA flux, (2) to compute the relative PUI densitiy at
the TS self-consistently, rather than assuming a constant value (∼20%), (3) to include
the presence of OHS PUIs created from ENAs generated in the supersonic SW, which
was ignored, and (4) to couple the PUIs to the MHD/kinetic simulation through
charge-exchange source terms. Since it is currently unfeasible to simulate a 3D MHD
heliosphere that includes the presence of separate, multiple species of PUIs (especially
a kinetic description for PUIs), in the IHS and OHS, then this work is the first step
forward to model the presence of PUIs in a 3D MHD heliosphere. In future studies,
we can extend the work shown in Chapter 5 to compute the partitioning of energy for
the entire heliosphere, and couple this information to our 3D MHD/kinetic simulation
during charge-exchange. This will allow the estimates calculated in Chapter 5 to
feedback into our simulated heliosphere, providing a more accurate representation of
the IHS and OHS plasmas.
Besides improving our description of the IHS and OHS plasmas, we can improve the results presented in Chapter 4 by simulating the time-dependent H ENA
flux, using the method from Chapter 6, in the IBEX spacecraft frames of reference.
As discussed by McComas et al. [2014], the evolution of IBEX data is best analyzed
using the spacecraft frame data, which avoids any possible uncertainties that may
arise when transforming the data to the solar inertial frame. While we do not expect the evolution of our simulated H ENA flux to significantly differ in one frame
versus another, it is an improvement that can be made to produce the most accurate
simulation results for comparison to IBEX data.
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Finally, an important improvement to the work presented in Chapter 6 is to
incorporate latitudinal and time-dependent SW boundary conditions from Sokól et al.
[2013] into the MHD/kinetic simulation. In Chapter 6, we assumed that the SW inner
boundary conditions consisted of separate slow and fast SW regions, where the transition between them varied sinusoidally over an 11 year solar cycle, and the values for
speed and density in their respective regions were uniform, although time-dependent.
While this in itself is an improvement to an earlier time-dependent heliosphere simulation [Pogorelov et al., 2009b], more realistic boundary conditions can be implemented
[e.g., Pogorelov et al., 2013]. The importance of a more accurate simulation of the
SW boundary conditions of course is to simulate a more realistic heliosphere, but also
to generate more realistic distributions of ENAs that pervade the IHS and chargeexchange in the OHS. When computing charge-exchange events in the supersonic
SW, we assumed the new ENAs acquired speeds based on the latitudinal and timedependent equations from Sokól et al. [2013]. However, the rate of charge-exchange is
still determined by the local plasma conditions given by the MHD/kinetic simulation.
A more realistic implementation of the SW inner boundary may improve our results
for the time-dependent ribbon to better agree with IBEX observations, particularly
at high energies.
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APPENDIX A

IONIZATION PROCESSES FOR H

In this appendix we briefly discuss the processes involved with ionizing H
atoms in order to calculate the creation or loss of H ENAs as they propagate through
the heliosphere. However, since the IBEX data are corrected for losses out to 100 AU
with more accuracy than we can calculate losses, we ignore any ionization processes
inside 100 AU. We include the effects of charge-exchange outside 100 AU, but do not
include photo-ionization and electron-impact ionization.

A.1

Charge-Exchange

The major process through which H ENAs may be formed is through a chargeexchange interaction between a relatively energetic ion (or PUI) and a neutral atom.
The interaction occurs when an ion and neutral atom come close enough to one another, i.e., near the Bohr radius length. In such close proximity, the electron from the
neutral atom may begin orbiting both of the nuclei, and have equal probability of orbiting either nucleus after the particles stream away from each other. The probability
for charge-exchange (i.e., when an ion gains an electron from a nearby neutral atom) to
occur depends on the relative speed of the parent particles, the (energy-dependent)
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charge-exchange cross section, and the distribution of the charge-exchange partner
population. In Chapter 4 we showed the rate of production of H atoms (in units s−1 )
depends on the background H distribution. The rate of loss of H atoms (in units s−1 )
is then given by

Z
βex (r, v) =

fp (vp )|v − vp |σex (|v − vp |)d3 vp .

(A.1)

This tells us that the higher the relative speed between the H atom and the background proton distribution, the greater the chance that charge-exchange will occur.
The charge-exchange cross section, σex , for H-H+ interactions in the energy range
relevant for IBEX, is given by [Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005]

σex (E) = (4.15 − 0.531 ln E)2 (1 − exp (−67.3/E))4.5 ,

(A.2)

2
where E is the energy of the interaction, i.e., E = mp vrel
/2. Equation (A.2) is a

parametric fit to multiple data sets of cross sections calculated from experiments
spanning over 30 years [see Lindsay and Stebbings, 2005, Figure 1a]. If we assume
the proton distribution is Maxwellian, in units s3 m−6 ,


fp (v) = np

mp
2πkB Tp

3/2

mp |v − up |2
exp −
2kB Tp



(A.3)

where np is the total proton density, mp is the proton mass, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, Tp is the total proton temperature, and up is the bulk plasma speed, then
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the rate of loss due to charge-exchange, βex , can be approximated as

βex (r, v) = np vrel σex (vrel ),

(A.4)

where vrel is the relative velocity shown in Equation (4.10), given by [Ripken and
Fahr , 1983]


vrel = vth,p (r)
w=




1
exp(−w2 )
√
+ w+
erf(w) ,
2w
π

1
|vH − up (r)|
vth,p (r)

(A.5)

(although notice the typographical error in Equations (10) and (11) of Ripken and
Fahr [1983]).
However, the proton distribution in the heliosphere is likely not represented
by a (single) Maxwellian distribution (see Chapter 5), and may be better represented
by a generalized Lorentzian, or “kappa,” distribution [e.g., Collier , 1995]

np
1 Γ(κ + 1)
fp (v) = 3/2 3 3/2
π Θp κ Γ(κ − 1/2)


−(κ+1)
|v − up |2
1+
,
κΘ2p

(A.6)

where Θp is the thermal speed of a kappa distribution, and is related to the Maxwellian
thermal speed by
s
vth,p =

2kB Tp
= Θp
mp

r

κ
.
κ − 3/2

(A.7)

If κ → 3/2, the distribution approaches a power law with a tail proportional to v −5
[Fisk and Gloeckler , 2006], and the second moment (pressure) becomes unbounded.
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For larger values (κ  3/2), the distribution approaches Maxwellian. The combination of a cool core and hot tail in the kappa distribution allow us to approximate the
core SW and PUIs/suprathermal ions as a single distribution in the supersonic and
subsonic SW, assuming it represents the total thermal energy of the plasma. The loss
rate in (A.1), assuming a proton kappa distribution, can be reasonably approximated
by [Heerikhuisen et al., 2008]
s
βex (r, v) ' np σex

A.2

4Γ2 (κ + 1)Θ2p
+ |v − up |2 .
πκ(κ − 1)2 Γ2 (κ − 1/2)

(A.8)

Photo-ionization

Losses of H atoms due to photo-ionization becomes increasingly important
near the Sun. Photo-ionization occurs when H atoms absorb photons, exciting their
electrons enough (i.e., beyond the H atom ionization potential) to escape the atom.
This mainly occurs in the solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range. The rate of photoionization, therefore, largely depends on the solar EUV flux. As shown by, e.g.,
Bzowski et al. [2013] in their Figure 2.9, the rate of photo-ionization varies with
the solar cycle, similar to the behavior of the solar Lα flux shown in Figure 4.1 in
this dissertation. In Figure 4.1 we showed the solar Lα flux as a function of time,
reproduced here from Figure 33 of McComas et al. [2012a] (note the units for solar
Lα flux should be cm−2 s−1 ). The solar maximum at ∼2001–2002 was larger than
the current solar maximum at ∼2012–2013, indicating weak solar activity after a
particularly extended solar minimum from ∼2008–2010, which must be taken into
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account when modeling or analyzing IBEX data [e.g., Schwadron et al., 2013]. A
similar behavior should therefore be expected for the solar EUV flux, and thus the
rate of photo-ionization.
Since the inner heliosphere can be considered to be optically thin (also see a
similar discussion for radiation pressure in Section 4.2), the expression for the rate of
photo-ionization is given by an r−2 dependence,

1AU
βph
(r)
,
βph (r) =
r2

(A.9)

1AU
is the rate of photo-ionization at 1 AU, and r is measured in units of AU.
where βph

The IBEX science team is able to correct for survival probabilities out to approximately 100 AU [McComas et al., 2012a], more accurately than we can currently
simulate, therefore we neglect the effect of photo-ionization entirely when comparing
to IBEX data. At 100 AU from the Sun, the rate of photo-ionization is 0.01% of its
value at 1 AU, while the rate of charge-exchange drops to ∼0.04% of its value at 1
AU (using the simulation results from Figure 3.3). Farther away, the rate of photoionization keeps dropping by a significant amount, however the charge-exchange rate
scales with the local plasma density, which becomes significant large in the OHS.
Therefore, the effects of photo-ionization can be neglected.

A.3

Electron-Impact Ionization

The role of electron-impact ionization for H atoms is the least well-known
ionization process. The problem with modeling the electron-impact ionization is in
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determining the evolution of the distribution of electrons. Bzowski [2008] estimated
the rate of electron-impact ionization on H ENAs, following the method from Rucinski
and Fahr [1989], by assuming the local electron distribution can be approximated with
a dense core and a hotter halo, where the rate of ionization depends on whether it
is in the fast or slow SW. They derived a parametric formula as a function of radial
distance from the Sun r (in AU), and proton density np , giving

np
βel (r) = 2 exp
r



C1 (ln r)2 + C2 ln r + C3
C4 (ln r)3 + C5 (ln r)2 + C6 ln r + C7


,

(A.10)

where C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 , and C7 are constant parameters determined separately
for fast and slow SW. However, due to the difficulty in modeling the electron distribution, and the fact that the relative magnitude of electron-impact rate beyond a few
AU is small compared to the total [Bzowski et al., 2013], we ignore electron-impact
ionization effects in our simulations. It has been argued that electrons may contain a
significant amount of energy in the outer heliosphere [e.g., Chashei and Fahr , 2014],
and significant heating of electrons at the TS may explain Voyager observations [e.g.,
Chalov and Fahr , 2013; Chashei and Fahr , 2013], unfortunately there is currently
no means to directly measure the distribution of electrons near, or beyond, the TS.
Therefore the effects of electron-impact ionization are ignored in the studies presented
in this dissertation.
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APPENDIX B

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

In this appendix we discuss the numerical techniques used in the H ENA flux
code to integrate along H atom trajectories, search for data in a spherical polar grid,
and interpolate the data.

B.1

Trajectory Integration

The equation of motion for H atoms in the heliosphere, reproduced from Equation (4.1), is given by

r
d2 r
= −GM [1 − µ(vr (r), Itot (ψ))] 3 ,
2
dt
|r|

(B.1)

where G is the gravitational constant, M is solar mass, vr is the H radial velocity, µ
is the gravity compensation factor, Itot is the wavelength-integrated solar Lyα flux,
and ψ is the helio-latitude angle. The gravity compensation factor ranges between
0 and ∼2 (see Figure 4.1), where we assume time-independent radiation pressure
[Tarnopolski and Bzowski, 2009]. The compensation factor can be approximated by
a parametric fit given by [Tarnopolski and Bzowski , 2009]
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Table B.1: Parameters for the gravity compensation factor µ. Data reproduced from
Tarnopolski and Bzowski [2009].
C1 = 2.4543 × 10−9 ,
C4 = 0.73879,
C7 = 0.47817,

C2 = 4.5694 × 10−4 , C3 = 3.8312 × 10−5
C5 = 4.0396 × 10−2 , C6 = 3.5135 × 10−4
C8 = 4.6841 × 10−2 , C9 = 3.3373 × 10−4

µ(vr (r), Itot (ψ)) =C1 [1 + C2 Itot ] exp(−C3 vr2 )


× 1 + C4 exp(C5 vr − C6 vr2 ) + C7 exp(−C8 vr − C9 vr2 )

(B.2)

where the constants Ci are reproduced in Table B.1 (also see Figure 4.1). The waveintegrated flux can be expressed as a function of latitude,

q
Itot (ψ) = Itot (0) aLyα sin2 (ψ) + cos2 (ψ),

(B.3)

where Itot (0) is the wave-integrated flux at the solar equator, and the ratio of the solar
flux at the pole to the equator is approximately aLyα = 0.8, which is approximately
valid at solar minimum and maximum [Bzowski et al., 2013]. In Chapter 4, we
discussed in more detail the role of radiation pressure with gravity, and its effect on
the low energy H flux.
For the studies in Chapter 4, Equation (B.1) is integrated using a Runge-Kutta
order 4/5 adaptive method (Dormand-Prince), given by [e.g., Sauer , 2006]
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s1 = f (ti , qi ),


1
1
s2 = f ti + h, qi + hs1 ,
5
5



3
9
3
s1 + s2
,
s3 = f ti + h, qi + h
10
40
40



4
44
56
32
s4 = f ti + h, qi + h
s1 − s2 + s3
,
5
45
15
9



8
19372
25360
64448
212
s5 = f ti + h, qi + h
s1 −
s2 +
s3 −
s4
,
9
6561
2187
6561
729



9017
355
46732
49
5103
s6 = f ti + h, qi + h
s1 −
s2 +
s3 +
s4 −
s5
,
3168
33
5247
176
18656


35
500
125
2187
11
ci+1 = qi + h
s1 +
s3 +
s4 −
s5 + s6 ,
384
1113
192
6784
84
s7 = f (ti + h, ci+1 ) ,


7571
393
92097
187
1
5179
s1 +
s3 +
s4 −
s5 +
s6 + s7 , (B.4)
qi+1 = qi + h
57600
16695
640
339200
2100
40

where q is the variable to integrate, i denotes the current step, and h is the step size.
The error estimate is given by

i = |ci+1 − qi+1 | = h

71
71
71
17253
22
1
s1 −
s3 +
s4 −
s5 +
s6 − s7 ,
57600
16695
1920
339200
525
40
(B.5)

where ci+1 is an estimate of the variable at the next step, with order 5 accuracy,
and qi+1 is the estimate with order 4 accuracy. The difference between them gives
an estimate of the error of the step from i to i + 1. Once the error estimate i is
calculated, the next step size is determined by
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hi+1 = 0.8 ×

L |qi |
i

 15
hi ,

(B.6)

where L is some pre-defined error limit, and 0.8 is a safety factor used to prevent
overestimating the step size.
Figure B.1 shows an illustration of integrating along a H ENA trajectory
through a single grid cell (plasma or neutral), with polar width ∆θ, azimuthal width
∆φ, and radial depth ∆r. At any position along the H ENA trajectory, the surrounding grid points can be interpolated by knowing the position of each grid point.
The position along the trajectory with respect to the surrounding grid points is not
known before the post-process simulation begins, therefore interpolation is needed to
determine the plasma-neutral variables. The methods of interpolation used in the
code are described in Section B.3.
In Chapter 5 we described a method to calculate the charge-exchange survival
probability of high energy PUIs as they flow with the bulk SW plasma through the
IHS. Therefore, at any position inside the IHS, we trace the local (steady-state)
streamline back to the TS to determine the survival probability over the length of
the streamline. Since integrating along plasma streamlines anywhere in the simulated
heliosphere may take a considerable amount of time, for simplicity we use the RungeKutta order 2 (or Midpoint) method to integrate along a local streamline, at the
speed of the bulk plasma flow. The algorithm is given by [e.g., Sauer , 2006]

qi+1



h
h
= qi + hf ti + , qi + f (ti , qi ) ,
2
2
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(B.7)

Figure B.1: Illustration of a H ENA trajectory (solid line vector) through a single
spherical grid cell, with polar width ∆θ, azimuthal width ∆φ, and radial depth ∆r.
Note the grid cell size is not an accurate representation of the actual dimensions of
the plasma-neutral grid.

where q is the position variable. For example, to integrate from the position (r, θ, φ)
in the IHS back to the TS, we find the local plasma velocity (Section B.2) by interpolating the local 3D spherical grid points (Section B.3). Then, we take a half step
using this velocity, however in the opposite direction of the plasma flow. We find
the local plasma velocity at the new position, and redo the first step using the new
velocity and at a full time step h. This is continued until we reach the TS.

B.2

Grid Point Searching

As the flux code integrates along H ENA trajectories, we interpolate plasmaneutral results from the nearest grid points. However, first we need to find the grid
points from which to interpolate. For simplicity in the code, we assume that the
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nearest grid points to a position (r, θ, φ) are a permutation of the nearest bounding
values for r, θ, and φ separately. For example, if the nearest values to r are r1
and r2 (where r1 < r < r2 ), the nearest to θ are θ1 and θ2 (where θ1 < θ < θ2 ),
and the nearest to φ are φ1 and φ2 (where φ1 < φ < φ2 ), then the nearest grid
points to (r, θ, φ) are a permutation of (r1 , r2 , θ1 , θ2 , φ1 , φ2 ). Although these may not
always be the nearest grid points (e.g., far from the origin where the angular width
is significantly larger than the radial depth), this approach provides the smoothest
resolution in producing all-sky maps, and is significantly faster than implementing a
search/sorting/distance testing algorithm.
First we use a binary searching algorithm to find the nearest radial values to
position r, since the radial grid is non-uniform (see Equation (B.8) below). For the
radial grid sizes in our simulations (see Section B.3), this process takes a maximum
of 9 iterations to find the nearest grid point. Then, depending on whether the nearest
radial point is greater than or less than r, the next closest radial point is easily found.
Since the polar and azimuthal grid points are uniformly spaced, we can find
the indices of the nearest values for θ and φ by dividing θ and φ by the polar (∆θ)
and azimuthal (∆φ) widths of the grid, respectively. With the indices, we know
the positions of the bounding grid points, and the indices of the values for density,
temperature, etc. at those positions. After finding the bounding grid points for the
plasma and neutral grids, we can then interpolate the values of the nearest plasma
and neutral properties, which is described in the next section.
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B.3

Variable Interpolation

The post-processing of the plasma-neutral results in our ENA flux simulation
requires us to interpolate the plasma-neutral results as we calculate the probability of
charge-exchange in the heliosphere and LISM. The time-independent MHD/kinetic
simulation produces results in a spherical grid from ∼10 to 1000 AU. The plasma
radial grid has 284 cells, where the polar grid has 120 cells, and the azimuthal grid
has 118 cells (i.e., 284×120×118). The averaged neutral H grid is 40×16×32, and the
6D neutral H grid is 40×16×32×48×24×48 (first set in 3D position, second in 3D
velocity). While the polar and azimuthal grids are spaced uniformly, the radial grids
are exponentially distributed in order to resolve the solution in finer detail closer to
the Sun, or for smaller velocities. The radial grids are determined by

ri = rmin + (rmax − rmin ) ×

exp(ωr) − 1
,
exp(ω) − 1

rg,i = 0.5(ri + ri+1 ), for i = 1, ..., Nr ,

(B.8)

where rg,i is the radial grid value at i, rmin = 10 AU (or 0 AU for the neutral grid),
rmax = 1000 AU, ω is a constant scaling factor (∼3), and Nr is the radial grid
size. The time-dependent simulations have grid sizes of 508×176×118, 32×16×32,
and 32×16×32×32×16×32 for the plasma, averaged neutral, and 6D neutral results,
respectively. The time-dependent plasma grid cells are smaller in order to better
resolve time-dependent features in the plasma solution, and the neutral grid cells
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are larger in order to preserve runtime efficiency and data handling, particular when
collecting time-dependent statistics in the 6D neutral H distribution.
In order to interpolate the plasma-neutral results, we aim to provide balance
between accuracy and efficiency during the simulation. We interpolate the plasmaneutral results in several ways. First, we interpolate the plasma and averaged neutral
results using trilinear interpolation. While linear interpolation of a spherical grid
becomes less accurate near the poles and near the origin, it is sufficient for our purposes since the majority of H ENA flux originates away from the poles, and we only
integrate the flux of H ENAs outside the TS (≥90 AU). More accurate interpolations
(only necessary if the data have “sharp” features on the grid scale) can be made in
the future when comparing simulated flux from the poles to observation.
Linear interpolation between two polar points θ1 and θ2 is given by

q1 (θ) =

θ1 − θ
θ2 − θ
q(θ1 ) +
q(θ2 ),
θ2 − θ1
θ2 − θ1

(B.9)

where q is a known variable in the plasma-neutral results (i.e., density, temperature,
velocity, etc.). Expanding to interpolate between φ1 and φ2 gives

q1 (θ, φ) =

θ2 − θ
θ1 − θ
q(θ1 , φ1 ) +
q(θ2 , φ1 ),
θ2 − θ1
θ2 − θ1

q2 (θ, φ) =

θ2 − θ
θ1 − θ
q(θ1 , φ2 ) +
q(θ2 , φ2 ),
θ2 − θ1
θ2 − θ1
(B.10)
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yielding a bilinear interpolation in polar and azimuthal angle, at some radial grid
distance ri ,

φ2 − φ
φ1 − φ
q1 (θ, φ) +
q2 (θ, φ)
φ2 − φ1
φ2 − φ1

1
|(θ2 − θ)(φ2 − φ)|q(θ1 , φ1 ) + |(θ1 − θ)(φ2 − φ)|q(θ2 , φ1 )
=
∆θ∆φ

+ |(θ2 − θ)(φ1 − φ)|q(θ1 , φ2 ) + |(θ1 − θ)(φ1 − φ)|q(θ2 , φ2 ) ,
(B.11)

q(ri , θ, φ) =

where ∆θ = |θ2 − θ1 | and ∆φ = |φ2 − φ1 |.
Equation (B.11) interpolates the plasma-neutral data on a polar-azimuthal
surface grid, at radial grid distance ri . If we expand in the radial direction,

r2 − r
r1 − r
q(r1 , θ, φ) +
q(r2 , θ, φ),
r2 − r1
r2 − r1

1
=
V222 q111 + V212 q121 + V221 q112 + V211 q122
∆r∆θ∆φ

+ V122 q211 + V112 q221 + V121 q212 + V111 q222 ,

q(r, θ, φ) =

(B.12)

where ∆r = |r2 − r1 |, qijk = q(ri , θj , φk ), and Vijk is

Vijk = |(ri − r) (θj − θ) (φk − φ)| .

(B.13)

For the secondary ribbon ENA calculations, we must integrate over the 6D
phase space distribution of H. For the integration in position space, we use inverse
polar volume weighting. This improves the calculation of the H distribution at local
grid points, since the intensity of ribbon ENA flux is highly sensitive to the parent H
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distribution. The volume of a spherical polar grid cell is given by

Z

φ2

Z

θ2

Z

r2

V =
φ1

θ1

r2 sin θdrdθdφ '

r1

1
3


r23 − r13 (cos θ2 − cos θ1 ) (φ2 − φ1 ) . (B.14)

The inverse polar volume weighting of a variable at position (r, θ, φ) inside a spherical
polar volume bounded by r1 to r2 , θ1 to θ2 , and φ1 to φ2 , is then


1
q(r, θ, φ) =
V222 q111 + V212 q121 + V221 q112 + V211 q122
V

+ V122 q211 + V112 q221 + V121 q212 + V111 q222 ,

(B.15)

where Vijk is given by

Vijk =

1
3


ri3 − r3 (cos θj − cos θ) (φk − φ) .

(B.16)

Next we integrate over the entire 3D velocity space in order to determine the
probability of secondary ENAs being created that can be detected by IBEX. We
use Composite Simpson’s Rule (in 2D) to integrate over polar and azimuthal angles
in velocity space (the radial component, speed, is known), since this is relatively
accurate for periodic functions (i.e., for φ from 0 to 2π), and works better than
normal Simpson’s Rule for functions that are not necessarily smooth. Note that
the 6D H neutral distribution is not a known quantity, in the sense that we can not
accurately predict the function between grid cells. Nevertheless, we use the Composite
Simpson’s Rule to approximate the distribution as a quadratic function, and increase
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the resolution of the 6D H neutral grid in θ and φ in order to improve the integral of
secondary ENA flux over velocity space (see Equation (4.9)).
Composite Simpson’s Rule in 2D, over the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, is
given by

Z
0

2π

Z
0

π


1
q(θ, φ) sin(θ)dθdφ ' sin(θ)∆θ∆φ q(0, 0) + q(0, 2π) + q(π, 0) + q(π, 2π)
9
k
k−1
k
k−1
X
X
X
X
+4
q(0, φ2j−1 ) + 2
q(0, φ2j ) + 4
q(π, φ2j−1 ) + 2
q(π, φ2j )

+4

j=1

j=1

d
X

d−1
X
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i=1
k
X

+ 16

j=1

+8

j=1
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X
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,

(B.17)

where 2d and 2k are the number of sub-intervals to integrate over θ and φ, respectively,
∆θ = π/(2d) is the step size in polar angle, and ∆φ = 2π/(2k) is the step size in
azimuthal angle.
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APPENDIX C

RESPONSE FUNCTIONS OF IBEX-HI AND -LO PARTICLE
DETECTORS

In this appendix we discuss the implementation of the IBEX energy and angular response functions in the simulations of H ENA flux, which are used to allow
for direct comparisons between simulations and spacecraft data.

C.1

Energy

The IBEX-Hi and -Lo detectors have energy response functions for each energy
passband. The nominal (or central) energies for each electrostatic analyzer (ESA) step
for IBEX-Lo are approximately 0.014, 0.027, 0.052, 0.102, 0.197, 0.451, 0.908, and
1.9 keV for energy passbands 1 through 8, respectively [Fuselier et al., 2009a]. For
IBEX-Hi, the nominal energies are 0.71, 1.11, 1.74, 2.73, and 4.29 keV for energy
passbands 2 through 6, respectively [Funsten et al., 2009a; McComas et al., 2012a].
Data collected at energy passband 1 for IBEX-Hi are usually not included in analyses
due to background contamination [Wurz et al., 2009; Fuselier et al., 2012, 2014].
The response function FWHM for IBEX-Lo passbands is ∆E/E ∼ 0.7, and
∆E/E ∼ 0.6–0.7 for IBEX-Hi [McComas et al., 2012a]. The energy response func-
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tions, as well as all IBEX data, are publicly provided by the Interstellar Boundary EXplorer Science Operations Center [ISOC; Schwadron et al., 2009a], and can
be found at the website http://ibex.swri.edu/researchers/publicdata.shtml. The response functions for each passband are shown in Figures C.1–C.5, where we have
also plotted a normal (Gaussian) distribution with ∆E/E = 0.6 on each plot. As
one can see, the response functions are Maxwellian-like, however the response functions sample slightly more high energy flux, and less low energy, than the normalized
distributions. Therefore, in the simulations for IBEX-Hi energies in this dissertation (except for Chapter 5, for simplicity), we simulate H ENAs at energies in the
calibrated response functions, rather than assume a normalized distribution. Determining the energy response functions for IBEX-Lo passbands is difficult. Therefore,
for simulations of IBEX-Lo flux in Chapters 4 and 5, we assume a Gaussian distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6.

C.2

Field-of-View
The FOV of the IBEX single-pixel cameras is ∼7◦ at FWHM. Each camera

has a cylindrical collimator, with maximum transmission of ∼0.67 in the center of
the collimator, and zero transmission 7◦ from the center, with approximately linear
weighting from the center to the edge [see Funsten et al., 2009a, Figure 4]. We simulate the collimator transmission in our all-sky results by applying weighted-averaging
to the simulated flux from each LOS direction. Figure C.6 shows the simulated angular response as a function of angular distance away from the central pixel, with 1◦
resolution.
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Energy Response Functions at 0.71 keV
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Figure C.1: IBEX-Hi energy response function for passband 2 (black). Also shown
is a normal (Gaussian) distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6 (red). Data from IBEX
SOC, released with McComas et al. [2012a].

Energy Response Functions at 1.11 keV
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Figure C.2: IBEX-Hi energy response function for passband 3 (black). Also shown
is a normal (Gaussian) distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6 (red). Data from IBEX
SOC, released with McComas et al. [2012a].
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Energy Response Functions at 1.74 keV
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Figure C.3: IBEX-Hi energy response function for passband 4 (black). Also shown
is a normal (Gaussian) distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6 (red). Data from IBEX
SOC, released with McComas et al. [2012a].

Energy Response Functions at 2.73 keV
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Figure C.4: IBEX-Hi energy response function for passband 5 (black). Also shown
is a normal (Gaussian) distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6 (red). Data from IBEX
SOC, released with McComas et al. [2012a].
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Energy Response Functions at 4.29 keV
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Figure C.5: IBEX-Hi energy response function for passband 6 (black). Also shown
is a normal (Gaussian) distribution with FWHM ∆E/E = 0.6 (red). Data from IBEX
SOC, released with McComas et al. [2012a].

For example, first we simulate the H ENA flux (weighted for each energy
passband) from every direction in space with an angular resolution of 1◦ , producing
an all-sky map. Then, for every pixel in the sky, we weight-average the flux from every
pixel within 7◦ of the center pixel, giving a maximum (normalized to 1◦ resolution)
transmission for the central pixel flux, and linearly interpolate the weighting down
to zero at 7◦ from the center. This is applied to every pixel on the map. The result
of this angular weighting smooths out sharp features in the all-sky map, and more
accurately represents the IBEX detector response.
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Simulated Angular Response
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Figure C.6: Simulated IBEX angular response function, with a maximum transmission of 0.67 through the center of the collimator, approaching zero transmission at the
edge of the FOV. The resolution of the response function depends on the resolution
of the simulated all-sky map (in this case, 1◦ ).
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APPENDIX D

MHD/KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR THE BACKGROUND
SIMULATED HELIOSPHERE

In this appendix we show the ideal MHD equations that are used to solve
the SW–LISM boundary value problem, as well as the Boltzmann transport equation
for H atoms that is solved to kinetically transport H atoms through the heliosphere
simulation. The MHD simulation of the heliospheric plasmas, coupled to a kinetic
description for neutral H, produces a 3D spherical polar grid of plasma and neutral
H properties, whose results are used as backgrounds for the H ENA flux simulations
presented in this dissertation.
Realistically, the SW and LISM are plasmas, thus more accurate models will
include magnetic fields into the conservation equations for modeling the heliosphere.
Since the studies presented in this dissertation post-process results obtained from an
ideal MHD model of the SW–LISM (coupled to a kinetic description for neutral H,
see Equation (D.2)), we show the relevant equations of mass, momentum, energy, and
magnetic flux conservation, given by
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where ρ is mass density, u is plasma velocity vector, e is total energy density, B is
magnetic field vector, p0 = p + B · B/8π is total pressure (assumed to be isotropic),
and Iˆ is the 3×3 identity matrix. The MHD equations are solved with a total variation diminishing Courant-Isaacson-Rees scheme with second-order accuracy in space.
p
e
On the right hand side are source terms for momentum (Hp−H
) and energy (Hp−H
)
m
due to charge-exchange with neutral H atoms. A mass source term (Hp−H
) is also

used for photo-ionization effects close to the Sun. For the source terms with fluid
neutral H populations, see Pauls et al. [1995] and Kryukov et al. [2008]. In this dissertation, however, we model neutral H kinetically [e.g., Baranov and Malama, 1993;
Heerikhuisen et al., 2006a, 2009; Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov , 2010], which is shown
below. The z -axis in the MHD/kinetic simulation is aligned with the solar rotation
axis, the x -axis lies in the plane formed by the z -axis and the LISM inflow direction
(259◦ , 5◦ ) as determined by recent IBEX observations [Möbius et al., 2012; Bzowski
et al., 2012; McComas et al., 2012b], pointed in the upwind direction, and the y-axis
completes the coordinate system.
The mean free path for neutral H is on the order of the distance between
different regions of the heliosphere, therefore neutral H atoms should not be treated
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as a fluid (i.e., dominated by H-H collisions) but rather kinetically (i.e., dominated
by H-H+ charge-exchange collisions). In this case, the distribution of neutral H is
solved using the Boltzmann transport equation, given by

F
∂
fH + v · ∇fH +
· ∇v fH = QP − QL ,
∂t
mH

(D.2)

where fH is the neutral H distribution, v is the neutral H velocity, F is the external
force (i.e., gravity and radiation pressure, which is assumed to be balanced in the
MHD/kinetic simulation), mH is the mass of H, and QP and QL are the production
and loss source terms for neutral H, respectively, given by

QP = fp (r, v, t)η(r, v, t),
QL = fH (r, v, t)β(r, v, t),

(D.3)

where fp is the proton distribution function, η is the neutral H production rate by
charge-exchange, and β is the neutral H loss rate by charge-exchange. The source
terms QP and QL are coupled to the momentum and energy equations in Equation
(D.1). The charge-exchange production and loss rates η and β are given by (reproduced from Equations 4.3 and A.1, respectively)

Z
η(r, v, t) =
Z
β(r, v, t) =

fH (r, vH , t)|v − vH |σex (|v − vH |)d3 vH ,
fp (r, vp , t)|v − vp |σex (|v − vp |)d3 vp .
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(D.4)

The Boltzmann transport equation for H is solved using a Monte-Carlo approach, where the code introduces millions of particles (>109 for a time-dependent
solution) to collect enough charge-exchange events for a sufficiently smooth solution.
Due to the differential cross section of the collision, a successful charge-exchange predominantly results in a scattering angle of 180◦ in the center of mass frame of the
collision, where the highest probability for charge-exchange occurs for head-on collisions [e.g., Heerikhuisen et al., 2009]. Therefore, during the post-process simulation
we assume that the velocities of the parent proton and new H ENA are the same.
The charge-exchange events are computed on a particle-by-particle basis, tracking the movement and charge-exchange for each particle. Therefore, in order to couple
the change in energy and momentum resulting from charge-exchange with the MHD
plasma, a large number of charge-exchange events are simulated and summed over a
source term grid. The source terms for momentum and energy are [Heerikhuisen and
Pogorelov , 2010]

N
1 X
ms (vio − vin ),
Sp =
∆t∆V i=1
N
1 X1
ms (vio2 − vin2 ),
Se =
∆t∆V i=1 2

(D.5)

where ∆t is the charge-exchange time interval, ∆V is the local source grid cell volume, N is the number of charge-exchange events, ms is the simulation particle mass
(computational weight plus mass of H), and vio and vin are the particle’s old and
new velocities. A mass source term due to photo-ionization close to the Sun is also
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included. Over a sufficiently long time, or with enough particles (with N ≥ a few
hundred, and less than 10% Poisson noise), the source terms are summed over all
charge-exchange events that occurred in time ∆t and cell volume ∆V , and the net
gain in energy and momentum by the neutral H population results in an equal loss
in energy and momentum for the plasma.
The MHD and kinetic codes are iteratively run until a steady-state is reached,
or to produce a time-dependent solution of the heliosphere. For steady-state solutions,
the kinetic code may be run for extended periods of time to collect enough statistics
during each iteration (i.e., at least a few hundred charge-exchange events per cell
volume, and sufficiently low Poisson noise). For a time-dependent simulation, the
kinetic code can not be run longer than the time-scale one wishes to resolve, therefore
more particles are used in the simulation, and a “multi-realization” scheme is used.
This scheme repeats the same iteration of the kinetic code, although with slightly
different initial positions for the H atoms, for hundreds of cases, and the results are
averaged to produce a smooth solution [Heerikhuisen et al., 2013b]. For more details
on the methods used for simulating the MHD/kinetic simulation, see Pogorelov et al.
[2008, 2009b]; Heerikhuisen et al. [2006a, 2009]; Heerikhuisen and Pogorelov [2010],
and references therein.
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